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Abstact 

 

Scientists predict that climate change will cause suitable habitat ranges to shift for many plant 

species. To the extent that proximity to particular vegetation types increases residents’ utility 

and/or these shifts affect services valued by all of society, such geographic shifts in ecosystems 

may significantly affect societal welfare. In this paper, I estimate the possible welfare change 

from the marginal loss of blue oak due to development and climate change in the Tulare Lake 

Basin (Fresno, Kern, and Tulare Counties) in California. Using a hedonic pricing model, the 

marginal values of blue oaks and the land cover types most likely to replace them (herbaceous, 

urban, and crop land) are estimated at multiple spatial scales, using 1997-2003 sales of single 

family residences for the Tulare Lake Basin. In addition to the common identification problems 

of specification error, omitted variable bias, and multicollinearity, the variables measuring the 

degree of proximity of a property to land cover types are endogenous. To identify the marginal 

values of land cover types at multiple spatial scales using two-stage least squares, instrumental 

variables are developed using soil data. Cluster robust standard errors are calculated due to 

spatial autocorrelation within neighborhoods. Results indicate that households do not 

differentiate between vegetation land cover types; there is no indirect cost of climate change 

resulting from marginal shifts in land cover types. The results also indicate that Tulare Lake 

Basin households are unlikely to be negatively affected by, and may actually benefit from, 

marginal losses of blue oak woodlands to agriculture and urban land use. These results highlight 

the importance of non-use and ecosystem services values, and the importance of coordinating 

land use policies at spatial scales above the municipality level. 
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Introduction 

Many scientists predict that global warming will cause suitable habitat ranges to shift for 

many plant species around the globe. To the extent that proximity to particular vegetation types 

enhances local residents’ welfare and/or these shifts affect services valued by all of society, such 

geographic shifts in ecosystems may significantly affect human welfare. In California, climate 

change will cause significant shifts in many vegetation types over the next century. Because 

California is a biologically diverse area with many unique habitats, the welfare changes from 

these vegetation movements may be substantial. Blue and valley oak habitats, two important 

ecosystems, are predicted to shrink and move north and upslope (Kueppers et al. 2005; Hannah 

et al. 2008). These habitats will most likely be replaced by herbaceous vegetation (Ritter 1988; 

Lenihan et al. 2003). This paper aims to measure the local welfare change from marginal shifts in 

blue oak habitat in California’s Tulare Lake Basin (Fresno, Kern, and Tulare counties) due to 

climate change as measured by marginal willingness to pay.  

Valuing regional welfare losses of future shifts in the suitable habitat range of blue oaks is 

necessary to identify the magnitude of these possible future losses (or gains). The current 

literature recognizes the direct welfare effects of climate change through effects on agricultural 

production and willingness to pay to live in a location with a particular climate as described by 

temperature and precipitation; see, for example, Howitt, Medellín-Azuara, and MacEwan (2009) 

and Timmins (2003). However, these welfare measurements ignore the indirect effects of climate 

change on willingness to pay to live in a location (Howard 2011). This paper estimates the 

marginal value of the amenities associated with several land cover types, including blue oak 

habitat. These values represent additional costs that should be added to the current literature’s 

marginal cost estimates of carbon emissions.  
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Regardless of whether the indirect cost of climate change is significant or insignificant, the 

results are important in terms of their implications for future analysis. Significant differences 

between the marginal implicit prices of blue oak habitat and other vegetation types, particularly 

those that are likely to replace it, indicates the need to use structural models, such as a 

semiparametric hedonic model (Bajari and Benkard 2005) or a Tiebout sorting model (Klaiber 

and Phaneuf 2009; Walsh 2007), to explore the effects of non-marginal changes in suitable 

habitat ranges. Insignificant differences indicate the need to focus on non-use values, such as 

existence value, and location-independent use values, such as the value of ecosystem services 

that decay slowly over space, that are only affected by non-marginal changes.
1
 

In addition to contributing to the economic literature regarding the value of habitat 

preservation, this paper provides information to policymakers making decisions regarding land 

use and habitat preservation in the study area. By valuing land use related amenities embedded in 

property prices, this paper informs the tradeoffs among urban development, agricultural use, and 

the preservation of natural landscapes. Significant differences between the marginal implicit 

prices of blue oak land cover and agricultural and urban uses indicate a possible welfare benefit 

from preserving oaks. Because 76% of blue oaks are on private property in the Tulare Lake 

Basin, this preservation is likely to require market instruments, e.g. development fees and 

preservation payments, whose values should be based on non-market valuation studies such as 

this one. Alternatively, insignificant differences between the marginal implicit prices of blue 

oaks and alternative land uses indicate that conservation resources should potentially be focused 

on other at-risk habitats if policymakers believe that the recreational and non-use values of blue 

oaks are also relatively insignificant. 

                                                           
1
 Klaiber and Phaneuf (2009) and Walsh (2007) estimate the willingness to pay for open space, while Bajari and 

Benkard (2005) estimates the welfare loss resulting from housing price appreciation. 
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This paper makes three methodological contributions. First, it captures the multi-scale 

capitalization of land cover types into housing prices. Land cover types, including vegetation 

types, produce a variety of spatial amenities which may dissipate over different distances. As a 

consequence, the capitalization of land cover types into properties may occur at a variety of 

scales of analysis. This paper captures the marginal implicit prices that households place on these 

land cover types by carefully defining several variables that measure different aspects of a 

house’s proximity to these land covers. Second, this paper obtains asymptotically unbiased 

coefficients regarding the effect of land cover types, including vegetation, on housing prices. I 

develop instrumental variables based on average soil characteristics at various scales of analysis. 

By utilizing a two-stage least squares approach, I avoid the use of spatial fixed effects which bias 

the estimate of overall land cover capitalization by looking at only within-neighborhood 

variation of amenities (Abbott and Klaiber 2010; 2011). 

Third, this paper uses cluster robust standard errors to demonstrate that the use of 

heteroskedasticity robust standard errors may lead to overstating the statistical significance of 

coefficients on land cover variables when estimating the determinants of the price of housing. 

Many papers in this literature impose neighborhood-level data, including neighborhood 

vegetation and open space data, at the housing level and assume that regression error terms are 

independently distributed. This can potentially result in standard errors that are biased 

downwards, particularly in the presence of spatial autocorrelation. As a consequence, some of 

the findings in the open space and urban-forestry literatures may be due to imposing an incorrect 

assumption. While the potential problems of imposing macro data at a micro-scale are not 

discussed in these literatures, some papers utilize approaches that may mitigate the effects with 

additional data or assumptions. Unfortunately both strategies have weaknesses of their own. 
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First, they construct proxies for land cover amenities at the micro-level scale. However, this 

method does not address the likely presence of spatial autocorrelation at the neighborhood scale. 

Second, they adjust estimates for spatial autocorrelation through the use of spatial fixed effects 

or the Haining (1993) method; the former method results in biased estimates of the overall value 

of land cover types and the latter method suffers from the difficulty of defining the nearest 

neighbor. I implement an alternative approach which does not suffer from either of these 

weaknesses. Specifically, the use of cluster robust standard errors results in unbiased estimates of 

overall capitalization, unbiased standard errors, and the definition of neighborhood as the scale 

of spatial aggregation chosen for variables.  

Following Irwin and Bockstael (2001) and Irwin (2002), I use a reduced form hedonic model 

to estimate the first stage of the Rosen (1974) two-stage procedure. In general, the identification 

problems facing a first stage hedonic analysis are specification error and omitted variable bias; 

multicollinearity is also a frequent problem. An additional problem facing analyses that address 

land use issues, including this one, is the endogeneity of land cover types that are predominately 

privately owned (Irwin and Bockstael 2001). Before estimating the various models, I utilize 

variance inflation factors (VIFs), common indexes, and the corresponding variance-

decomposition proportion matrices to demonstrate that the coefficients corresponding to the 

proxy variables for land cover amenities are valid. To address the problem of specification error, 

I choose a log-log specification for the hedonic price function using a linear Box-Cox 

transformation, the Ramsey reset test, and the link test. To address omitted variable bias and 

endogeneity of land cover types, I use a two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimator where a 

parcel’s soil properties and the average of these properties at the census block and census block 

group levels are utilized as instruments for the various proxies of land cover amenities. Last, I 
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calculate cluster robust standard errors to adjust downwards previously upward-biased t-tests 

resulting from the use of neighborhood-level variables at the property level when spatial 

autocorrelation is present.  

The results demonstrate that households in the Tulare Lake Basin do not differentiate 

between vegetation types (land cover types primarily characterized by the presence of 

vegetation), regardless of whether vegetation is disaggregated by habitat types (conifers, oak 

forest, blue oak woodland, other oak woodland, herbaceous, shrubs, and wetlands) or tree density 

(forest, woodland, grass/shrub lands). These results imply that there is no indirect welfare effect 

of climate change through property prices on households. As consequence, any additional effort 

to conserve blue oaks over other natural habitats is justifiable based on non-use value and 

ecosystem service value criteria only. 

The results also demonstrate that households perceive a difference between vegetation and 

urban land covers at the neighborhood scale, but they do not at the within neighborhood scale. 

There is some evidence that households differentiate between vegetation and other non-urban 

land cover types (agriculture, barren land, and water) at the neighborhood and within 

neighborhood scales. These results indicate that households prefer to live in neighborhoods with 

more urban and agricultural land, and less vegetation. Households prefer to live adjacent to more 

vegetation and urban land, and less agricultural land. Of course, as is always the case for land use 

studies, the exact welfare effects depend on the spatial distribution of the Tulare Lake Basin 

population and its relationship with the spatial distribution of blue oaks. 

These results differ from previous hedonic studies in the urban forestry and open space 

literatures, which in general find that access to forests and adjacent open space increase property 

prices. In the urban forestry literature, Powe el al (1997) finds that housing price increases with 
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forest access, and Tyrväinen and Miettinen (2000) find that property prices decrease with 

distance to forested areas and increase with views of forests. In the open space hedonic literature, 

Irwin and Bockstael (2001) find that property price increases with the amount of surrounding 

open space, regardless of whether it is developable or privately owned. Irwin (2002) finds that 

households value open space differently by type, e.g. households value pasture more than forest; 

however, Irwin (2002) concludes that the majority of open space value is derived from land not 

being developed. Though not emphasized in the paper, Irwin (2002) finds the cost of developing 

privately owned forests to surrounding landowners may be negligible in the case of low density 

development, and actually a benefit in the case of high density development. In San Joaquin 

County, Kuminoff (2009) finds a quadratic relationship for the MWTP for surrounding cropland, 

such that households with little surrounding cropland are willing to pay more for crop land than 

those with an abundance of it. Finally, Standiford and Scott (2001), the only existing hedonic 

study focusing on the valuation of California oaks, finds evidence that California native oaks 

increase property values in Southern Riverside County.
2
 Possible reasons for the difference 

between the results of this paper and the current literature are discussed in Section VI. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews the key literature on hedonic methods. 

Section III reviews valuation studies that utilize these methods for the purpose of valuing 

vegetation, open space, and climate with an emphasis on variable choice. Section IV discusses 

the choice of model and derives the estimator. Section V discusses the data. Section VI 

summarizes the key findings. Section VII concludes with a discussion of the broader 

implications of these results and the direction of future work. 

                                                           
2
 The Standiford and Scott (2001) study has several drawbacks: (1) the authors use the assessed value of houses 

instead of sales prices, (2) the study uses data for houses sold over a twenty-one year period ignoring structural 

changes in the California housing market, (3) the authors only control for distance to native oaks, which only 

partially captures oak amenities, and (4) the authors do no instrument for distance to oaks even though privately 

owned open space is endogenous. 
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The Reduced Form Hedonic Method 

This paper utilizes hedonic regression, a revealed preference technique, to estimate 

household preferences for vegetation types. While revealed preference methods have recognized 

weaknesses, the available data allow me to address these problems in the context of my specific 

empirical analysis. The main drawbacks of these methods are that data are not always available, 

market distortions, such as market power and government policies, can affect the market 

outcome, and the resulting value estimates do not fully capture the value of a habitat. However, 

these drawbacks are less problematic in this analysis because this paper analyzes sales of single 

family residences from 1997 to 2003. There is little market power in the housing market, and I 

am able to control for government policies such as zoning. 

The hedonic regressions used in revealed preference analysis only capture location-

dependent use values of habitats, and do not capture non-use values, recreational values of non-

residents, and location-independent use values.
3
 These omissions are unlikely to be significant in 

my empirical context. Because individual vegetation types in Kern County are unlikely to 

disappear completely within the next century and non-use values of vegetation are not specific to 

the Tulare Lake Basin, non-use values are unlikely to be significantly affected by shifting 

suitable habitat ranges. In addition, recreational values of non-residents are likely to be relatively 

small because 62% of the Tulare Lake Basin was privately owned in 2000 and unavailable for 

public recreation use. Seventy-six percent of blue oak habitat is privately owned and the 

government leases portions of publicly owned oak woodlands for private use. Last, while the 

hedonic method fails to capture the value of location-independent amenities or amenities that 

                                                           
3
 Direct use value is the value that economic agents gain by consuming consumptive (e.g. timber and crops) and 

non-consumptive (e.g. recreation and aesthetics) habitat services and indirect value is the value of regulation 

services (e.g. erosion prevention, pest control, and water purification) services. Non-use values include bequest, 

altruist, and existence values, which are the values of preserving habitat for future generations, for others in the 

current generation, and for the knowledge of its existence (Pascual et al., 2010). 
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decay slowly over distance, e.g. water purification or carbon sequestration, the hedonic model 

estimates are good approximations of the full welfare change if the value of or change in value of 

location-independent services are relatively small. This is true for the marginal changes in land 

cover types analyzed here. 

The basic argument underlying hedonic models is that the price of a property will reflect 

productivity differentials in a competitive land market. The environmental characteristics of a 

property and its surrounding areas should be reflected in property prices because they affect 

consumer and producer productivity. If the study area is one market and perfect information and 

mobility hold then the price of a property j,   , is a function of its structural housing, 

neighborhood, and environmental characteristics, i.e.     ( ⃑ ) where  ⃑  is the vector of K 

characteristics associated with the composite good, i.e. housing. The hedonic price function for 

housing represents the market equilibrium where the market price for each quantity of 

characteristic equates demand and supply. As a consequence, the marginal implicit price of a 

characteristic is the derivative of the price function with respect to that characteristic and is equal 

to the marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) for that characteristic (Palmquist 1999; Freeman 

1996).  

Rosen (1974) presents a two-step methodology for estimating the supply and demand of 

characteristics using the hedonic method. Assuming that consumers are price takers in the 

housing market, the supply side can be ignored and the Rosen two-stage procedure simplifies to 

first estimating the hedonic price function by regressing property price on housing characteristics 

and obtaining households’ marginal willingness to pay for each characteristic, and then 

estimating the inverse demand function for a characteristic by regressing the implicit price of that 
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characteristic obtained from the first stage on the factors that influence demand in order to 

estimate the willingness to pay for non-marginal changes.  

Potential empirical problems 

Several problems may arise when implementing this procedure. In the first stage, 

specification error and omitted variable bias are problems. Specification error arises because 

economic theory does little to restrict the possible shape of the hedonic price function. While 

there is still little consensus in the literature about the best functional form to use, many authors 

choose to utilize simple functional forms based on the results of Cropper, Deck, and McConnell 

(1988) that find that the linear Box-Cox and linear functional forms produce the smallest errors 

compared to quadratic Box-Cox and other common distributions (semi-log, double-log, 

quadratic) when important variables are omitted. Alternatively, Bajari and Benkard (2005), 

Bajari and Kahn (2005), and Heckman, Matzkin, and Nesheim (2003) avoid this problem 

altogether through the use of non-parametric estimators.  

Omitted variable bias in the first stage regression can be addressed in several ways: choice of 

functional form, instrumental variables, and spatial dummies. As mentioned above, Cropper, 

Deck, and McConnell (1988) determine which functional forms are the most robust to omitted 

variable bias. An alternative strategy is to instrument explanatory variables that are most likely to 

be correlated with omitted variables (e.g. Irwin 2002). Another strategy is to use spatial dummies 

to represent unobserved variables (e.g. Chattopadhyay 1999). However, Abbott and Klaiber 

(2010; 2011) argue that these spatial fixed effects result in biased overall estimates of 

capitalization if the good of interest capitalizes at a scale equal or greater than the scale of the 

spatial fixed effects. While spatial fixed effects may result in unbiased estimates for smaller scale 

capitalization of the good of interest by looking at within neighborhood variation exclusively, the 
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discarding of between neighborhood variation results in biased overall estimates of value. Thus, 

there is a tradeoff between omitted variable and excluded capitalization biases.  

In the second stage, identification and endogeneity problems can arise. The identification 

problem is the result of many, if not all, of the explanatory variables in the second stage 

regression being explanatory variables in the first stage regression, while the endogeneity 

problem arises because consumers simultaneously choose the implicit price and quantity of a 

characteristic (Bishop and Timmins 2008; Palmquist 1999). While several solutions have been 

proposed for these problems (Brown and Rosen 1982; Ekeland, Heckman, and Nesheim 2002; 

2004), other papers avoid the Rosen second-stage altogether by either replacing it with a 

preference inversion procedure (Bajari and Benkard 2005; Bajari and Kahn 2005) or only 

estimating the first stage of Rosen’s procedure. I follow the latter strategy and only estimate the 

MWTP for land cover types. While estimating MWTP provides valuable insights, the results 

should not be used to measure the welfare change from non-marginal movements of land cover 

types. 

Several conditions must hold in order for the first-stage hedonic estimates of marginal 

willingness to pay to be unbiased. First, valid instruments must exist for all relevant endogenous 

variables. Second, households must choose from a continuous choice set. Violations of this 

assumption may bias MWTP estimates because the equilibrium implicit price and the marginal 

willingness to pay for a characteristic will not in general be equal. The direction and magnitude 

of this bias is unknown ex-ante, though in the aggregate, it may be small because some 

households will choose properties with more of the discrete characteristic than is optimal under 

continuity and others will choose properties with less.
4
 Third, there is no sticky decision making 

because the existence of moving costs bias the willingness to pay estimates downward. Kuminoff 

                                                           
4
 This bias also decreases as housing characteristics become approximately more continuous. 
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(2009) argues that the assumption that mobility costs are zero is justifiable if the study region is 

sufficiently small to have insignificant moving costs within its boundaries and sufficiently 

isolated such that moving costs increase substantially by leaving the region. 

In addition to assuming that the above conditions hold, I assume that all households have 

already optimized by choosing the Tulare Lake Basin to live and that wages are constant within 

the region.
5
 In a full wage hedonic model, wages are allowed to vary by location because 

households are willing to accept lower or higher wages to live in more or less desirable locations. 

Failure to account for wage changes results in the marginal implicit price of a good being an 

inaccurate measurement of the marginal willingness to pay for that good. Because the majority 

of hedonic studies focus solely on the housing market, these assumptions are implicit in most 

hedonic studies.
6
 

Choice of Variables: Explanatory and Instruments 

Three strands of the valuation literature inform my econometric model of property price in 

the Tulare Lake Basin: urban forestry, open space, and climate valuation. Chiefly, they provide 

guidance for my choice of explanatory variables and instrumental variables. The variables of 

interest when valuing marginal shifts in land covers are the non-market and amenity services 

produced by each land cover type. The underlying production function of these services cannot 

be estimated because whether or how much a household consumes a service and how they value 

each service is unobservable. Instead, each of these literatures develops proxy variables and 

assumes that the level of these services change with these proxies (Klaiber and Smith 2009). 

Following this approach, this paper uses land use, temperature, and precipitation variables as 

                                                           
5
 This assumption is necessary because I do not observe wages. 

6
 In essence, this assumption is that households take wages and housing prices into account when making inter-

regional sorting decisions, while households only account for housing prices when making the intra-regional sorting 

decision. While vegetation may affect inter-regional sorting, the magnitude of the capitalized values from inter-

regional sorting is likely small relative to the capitalized values from intra-regional sorting.  
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proxies for the amenities that land covers and climate produce. The urban forestry and open 

space literatures aid me in the selection of proxy variables for land cover amenities. The open 

space literature provides guidance in the choice of instrumental variables to control for the 

endogeneity of these proxy variables. Last, the climate change literature helps in the selection of 

proxy variables for climate amenities that affect household welfare and habitat location. 

Urban Forestry 

In the urban forestry literature, the definition of forest and other vegetation types and 

specification error are common problems. Defining forest types is problematic for several 

reasons. First, forest types, and vegetation types in general, are highly collinear (Garrod and 

Willis 1992). Because dropping variables is the primary solution to multicollinearity, 

information loss and omitted variable bias become potential problems. Second, choosing the 

appropriate degree of specificity of proxy variables for forest types also creates a tradeoff 

between multicollinearity and omitted variable bias. Aggregate forest types may fail to capture 

unobserved services that are particular to a sub-group of trees and their relationship to the 

landscape. Thus, failure to disaggregate forest type may result in omitted variable bias. On the 

other hand, disaggregating forest types sufficiently may be extremely difficult or impossible due 

to multicollinearity and lack of data. The problem of specification error arises because aesthetics 

are a complicated mix of landscape and vegetation characteristics whose functional relationship 

is unknown (Price 2003). Because the relationship of characteristics that make up aesthetic value 

are too complex, Price (1995) argues that hedonic price models are not well suited for estimating 

the monetary value of landscape features.  

No solution is specified by Price (1995; 2003) other than to avoid the use of hedonic methods 

for valuing landscape characteristics unless a subjectively determined index of landscape quality 
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is used. However, I identify several possible solutions. First, analysis should attempt to reduce 

some of these issues by focusing on valuing land cover types, rather than focusing on the 

individual species that make up land cover types and the characteristics of land cover types, such 

as tree density. By focusing on land cover types more generally and estimating their average 

marginal value, analysts avoid the complexity of how individual species and landscape 

characteristics relate to one another to create aesthetic value. Second, particular focus should be 

placed on household access to and location with respect to each type of landscape (Powe et al. 

1997). Third, analysts should attempt to develop estimation strategies that address 

multicollinearity and specification error, including better definitions of proxy variables to 

estimate particular vegetation services. These proxy variables for non-market services should 

include complex indices, which attempt to measure one non-market amenity (e.g. Powe et al. 

1997; Geoghegan, Wainger, and Bockstael 1997) and/or proxy variables that capture amenities 

that capitalize at different spatial scales (e.g. Tyrväinen and Miettinen 2000; Abbott and Klaiber 

2010). Last, analysts should conduct robustness checks of their results by varying the 

specification of the hedonic price equation and the level of aggregation for proxy variables of 

vegetation. This paper utilizes all four of these strategies. 

Open Space 

The open space literature addresses how to value heterogeneous open space. While open 

space is often differentiated by type of land use and ownership, land cover type is an alternative 

means by which to disaggregate open space. As a consequence, many of the estimation issues 

raised in the open space literature also apply when valuing land cover types. One such issue 

raised by Irwin and Bockstael (2001) is the endogeneity of privately-owned open space. This 
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endogeneity arises for two reasons: privately held open space is subject to the same economic 

forces as residential housing, and spatial autocorrelation exists. 

To correct for endogeneity, Irwin and Bockstael (2001) use variables that proxy for the 

opportunity cost of developing a specific property (parcel slope, soil drainage ability, and soil 

quality) as instruments for the percentage of open space. While the authors argue that these 

variables are exogenous to the residential housing market because the hedonic price equation is 

only estimated for single family homes, they are correlated with the amount of each land use. 

Irwin (2002) and Kuminoff (2009) use similar approaches. Therefore, this paper uses these 

opportunity cost variables, along with other soil variables that affect vegetation type, to 

instrument for land cover types.  

Climate 

When estimating household welfare from land cover types, the omission of climate variables 

poses a potential identification problem. This is because precipitation and temperature affect the 

location of suitable habitat ranges, and directly affect household welfare through their 

preferences for climate.
7
 Many economists have used hedonic methods to estimate the 

willingness to pay for climate, including Cragg and Kahn (1997), Maddison and Bigano (2003), 

Timmins (2003), Rehdanz (2006), and Rehdanz and Maddison (2008). These authors differ in 

their choice of proxy variables for climatic amenities, however including a large set of these 

variables in a hedonic regression would likely result in multicollinearity. Thus, the most 

appropriate proxy variables depend on the precise question of interest. Therefore, I initially 

                                                           
7
 For example, Kueppers et al. (2005) uses climate variables (mean temperatures of the coldest and warmest months, 

total annual precipitation, and April–August precipitation) to predict the current and future locations of California 

blue and valley oak. 
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utilize average precipitation in the driest and wettest months and mean temperature in the 

warmest and coldest quarters as explanatory variables for housing price.
8
 

Methodology 

The goal of this paper is to estimate the marginal implicit price of blue oak woodland and the 

land cover types that are likely to replace it by estimating the hedonic price function for 

properties in the Tulare Lake Basin. The marginal price is obtained by differentiating this 

function with respect to the proxy variables for blue oak amenities and calculating the mean 

willingness to pay.  

The hedonic price equation 

To capture the full value of each land cover type and avoid multicollinearity, I construct five 

variables that are proxies for the potentially spatially distinct services produced by each land 

cover type. First, I construct a dummy variable for whether a land cover type is within 0.1 km of 

that parcel to capture its aesthetic and use values to the owner. The land cover data are at a 0.1 

km resolution, since this is the most precise measure available. Second, I construct a dummy 

variable for whether a land cover type is within 0.5 km of a parcel to measure the amenities 

obtained by having the land cover type within walking distance. Third, I construct a dummy 

variable for whether a land cover type is within 1.0 km of a parcel to measure amenities obtained 

by having a land cover type within a neighborhood.
9
 Fourth, I construct the percentage of the 

house’s census block covered by a land cover type to measure both adjacent and walking 

distance amenities; the mean and median census block size are 0.46 km
2
 and 0.03 km

2
, 

                                                           
8
 Due to the high level of collinearity between these climate variable and elevation, I replace the monthly 

precipitation and quarterly temperature variables with their annual counterparts, mean annual temperature and 

annual precipitation. 
9
 I construct all three distance proxy variables from the edge of the property to the edge of the land cover type. 
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respectively.
10

 Fifth, I construct the percentage of the house’s neighborhood (census block 

group) that is covered by a land cover type to proxy for amenities from the overall 

neighborhood’s character; the mean and median census block group sizes are 39.58 km
2
 and 1.01 

km
2
, respectively.

11
 

The hedonic residential price function is 

    ( ⃑   )     

where  ⃑  is the vector of house j’s characteristics and   is the corresponding parameter 

vector. Based on the scale of the variable, housing characteristics are subdivided into household-

specific characteristics and neighborhood-specific characteristics. The former group is further 

subdivided into several groups based on the type of variable: structural housing characteristics 

(  ), distances to urban areas (  ), climate characteristics (  ), education characteristics (  ), and 

within-neighborhood land cover characteristics (  ); within-neighborhood land cover 

characteristics include the dummy variables for whether a land cover type is adjacent to or within 

walking distance of house j or the percentage of house j’s census block covered by a particular 

vegetation type. Similarly, neighborhood-specific characteristics are subdivided into 

neighborhood-level non-land cover characteristics (  ), and neighborhood-level land cover 

characteristics (  ) where k is the neighborhood in which j is located. The neighborhood-level 

land cover characteristics consist of the percentage of neighborhood k that is covered by each 

land cover type or dummy variables for whether house j is within 1.0 km of each land cover type. 

Econometric choices 
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 If I assume that a census block is roughly a circle (square) then the mean and median radii (side) are 0.18 (.32) km 

and 0.09 (0.16) km, respectively. 
11

 If I assume that a census block group is roughly a circle (square) then the mean and median radii (side) are 1.68 

(2.97) km and 0.57 (1.00) km, respectively. 
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There are several econometric issues that must be addressed in this paper in order to obtain 

an unbiased estimate of the marginal willingness to pay for blue oak woodlands and other land 

cover types. First, the functional specification of the hedonic price function is unknown. As is 

standard in this literature, a Box-Cox transformation, Ramsey reset test, and the link test are 

utilized to select the preferred functional form for the hedonic price function.  

Second, the proxy variables for the amenities of land cover types are endogenous and may 

suffer from omitted variable bias. A two-stage least squares estimator is utilized to instrument for 

endogenous land cover variables. Eight instruments are defined at each level of capitalization to 

control for potential endogeneity due to private ownership and omitted variable bias; at each 

level of capitalization, quadratic terms are included for three of these variables to capture the 

potential non-linearity of environmental relationships. To instrument adjacent land cover, eight 

instrumental variables are constructed (using average values across all soil types) at the parcel 

level: a dummy for a slope above 15%, a dummy for whether the property’s dominant soil is 

characterized by poor drainage, a dummy for whether the property’s dominant soil is 

characterized by good drainage, a dummy for whether there are prime agricultural soils, a 

dummy for whether there are agricultural soils of statewide importance, the average available 

water capacity of the parcel’s soil, the average share of clay in the parcel’s soil, and the average 

maximum depth of the parcel’s soil; quadratic terms are included for the latter three 

characteristics.
12

 The first five instruments parallel those used in Irwin and Bockstael (2001) and 

Kuminoff (2009). The latter three soil variables are utilized by Kueppers et al. (2005) to predict 

the future locations of blue and valley oaks because of their importance in regulating soil 

                                                           
12

 Available water capacity is the amount of water available to plants that is stored in the soil (USDA, 1998). 
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moisture.
13

 The use of these variables as instruments is justified because residential households 

do not have preferences over these specific soil variables per se, and these variables affect the 

type of vegetation on a property. To instrument for neighborhood-level land covers, the average 

of each variable is calculated at the census block group level using as weights the percentage of 

the census block group covered by each soil type. To instrument for census block-level and 

walking distance land cover variables, the average of each variable (measured using the 

dominant soil type) is calculated at the census block level using all types of properties, not just 

single family residential.
14

 The changes in the use of average versus dominant soil values and the 

use of weights when calculating instruments at the various spatial scales are in order to increase 

the overall amount of information captured by the set of instruments. 

Third, omitted variable bias, not associated with spatial autocorrelation, can potentially result 

in biased coefficient estimates. In particular, Anderson and West (2006) argue that open space 

hedonic regressions omit many spatial variables that are correlated with open space variables. To 

avoid biased estimates, Anderson and West (2006) uses neighborhood fixed effects to absorb 

these omitted variables. However, the fixed effects only partially control for omitted variables 

because of either incorrect neighborhood definitions or within-neighborhood omitted variables.
15

 

In addition, the inclusion of neighborhood fixed effects biases the overall value estimates of land 

cover types (Abbott and Klaiber 2011). Including neighborhood fixed effects achieves efficient 

                                                           
13

 Kueppers et al (2005) also uses climate (temperature and precipitation) variables to predict the future locations of 

oaks. Specifically, Kueppers et al. (2005) uses mean temperatures of the coldest and warmest months, total annual 

precipitation, and April–August precipitation to predict the current and future locations of California blue and valley 

oak. However, climate variables are not valid instruments because households have strong preferences over climate.
 

14
 The average of the soil dummy variables at the census block scale is equivalent to the percentage of parcels in the 

corresponding census block for which the dummy variable equals one. 
15

 Within-neighborhood omitted variables can exist even when the neighborhood is correctly defined. These omitted 

variables are defined at a spatial scale smaller than the neighborhood-level. For example, an important housing 

characteristic could be omitted, e.g. whether a house is adjacent to a particular land cover type, whose omission 

could potentially bias coefficient estimates and which will not be absorbed by a neighborhood fixed effect regardless 

of the neighborhood definition. 
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coefficient estimates for household-specific characteristics at the cost of omitting neighborhood-

specific characteristics; this tradeoff exists at all spatial scales.
16

 Therefore, none of the 

econometric specifications in this paper include neighborhood fixed effects. Alternative solutions 

are to instrument open space variables (e.g. Irwin and Bockstael 2001; Irwin 2002) and to use a 

simple functional form that is robust to omitted variable bias (Cropper, Deck, and McConnell 

1998). These latter two approaches are the methods that I employ. 

Fourth, spatial autocorrelation due to omitted variables in a spatial error model can result in 

inefficient estimates. The open space literature uses two techniques to control for this type of 

spatial autocorrelation. Irwin and Bockstael (2001) use the Haining (1993) method of randomly 

drawing a subset of data from the pool of non-neighboring properties where the neighborhood is 

defined with varying radii. However, the coefficient estimates are not robust to the definition of 

nearest neighbor, indicating a potential problem with using this method to correct for spatial 

autocorrelation. In addition to using the Haining (1993) technique to correct for micro-level 

unobservables, Kuminoff (2009) also uses larger-scale spatial dummies (city and school district) 

to account for spatial autocorrelation at a macro-level. However, the Kuminoff (2009) estimates 

may not fully capture the value of amenities because the spatial fixed effects will absorb all 

amenities capitalized at the city and school district levels, and above (Abbott and Klaiber 2011). 

Due to the drawbacks of these two methods, I rely on the asymptotically unbiased properties of 

two-stage least squares because the dataset contains a large number of observations. In addition, 

I utilize cluster robust standard errors to control for intra-neighborhood spatial autocorrelation 

following Abbot and Klaiber (2011). 

                                                           
16

 For example, fixed effects for smaller geographic units absorb more local unobserved variables and eliminate 

more global information about land cover amenities, while fixed effects for coarser geographic units preserve more 

information about land cover amenities and increase the possibility of inefficient estimates. 
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 Last, standard error estimates are potentially biased downwards due to the imposition of 

neighborhood (census block group) level variables at the property level. Many of the variables in 

the model, including land cover variables, are at the neighborhood scale. As a consequence, the 

significance of neighborhood coefficients may be exaggerated due to standard errors that are 

biased downward (Moulton, 1990). This is because the heteroskedasticity robust standard errors 

often calculated when using ordinary least squares and two-stage least squares imply that the 

error terms are independently distributed when in fact they may be correlated; correlation is 

likely due to spatial autocorrelation within-neighborhoods. Because of the imposition of 

neighborhood variables at the micro-level, such that there is no variation for such variables at the 

neighborhood scale, the standard error estimates are potentially biased even for small levels of 

error correlation within the neighborhood. This is particularly true when the average number of 

observations per neighborhood, i.e. the number of housing sales per census block group, is large, 

such as in this paper (Moulton, 1990; Cameron and Trivedi, 2009). A solution is to estimate 

cluster robust standard errors at the census block group level (Cameron and Trivedi, 2009). 

Unlike the adjustment utilized by Moulton (1990), the standard error adjustments utilized in this 

paper vary by each variable’s spatial correlation within neighborhoods (Cameron and Trivedi, 

2009). Cluster robust standards errors are also robust to heteroskedasticity (Cameron and 

Trivedi, 2009).
17

 

Data 

The data for this model come from a variety of sources, including Kern County’s Geographic 

Information System Development Services Agency, Tulare County's RMA GIS Mapping 
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 The formula for the standard error estimate is given in Cameron and Trivedi (2009) as 

 ̂( ̂)  (   )  (
 

   

   

   
∑        

   
 ) (   )   where K is the number of neighborhoods, N is the number of 

observations, L is the number of regressors, X is the regressor matrix,    is the regressor matrix for the k
th 

neighborhood, and    is the vector of residuals for the k
th 

neighborhood. 
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Division, the Fresno County Public Works and Planning’s Maps and GIS Information, the 

National Data Center (NDC), CoreLogic, the California Department of Forest and Fire 

Protection’s Fire and Resource Assessment Program (FRAP), the California Department of 

Transportation (Caltrans), Cal-Atlas, the U.S. Census Bureau, the USDA’s Natural Resource 

Conservation Service, WorldClim, and the California Department of Education. ArcGIS was 

used to integrate the data sets at the property level and to construct the spatial variables of 

interest at the property and neighborhood scales. Table 2.a defines all variables.
18

 Table 3.a and 

Table 4.a summarize the relevant variables at the property and census block group levels, 

respectively, and their predicted signs. Map 1 depicts the location of land cover types and the 

outline of census block groups, while Map 2 depicts the location of census blocks. 

I group land covers into twelve land cover types by ecosystems. Following FRAP’s ten major 

land cover classes, the initial ten land cover types are: agriculture, barren, conifers, desert, 

hardwood, herbaceous, shrubs, urban, water, and wetlands. To isolate the ecosystem of interest, 

blue oak woodlands, I further subdivide hardwood into hardwood forest and hardwood woodland 

following the FRAP’s thirteen land cover subclasses. Finally, I subdivide hardwood woodland 

into other oak woodland and blue oak woodland. See Table 1 for a breakdown of acreage by land 

cover type (FRAP, 2002).
19
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 Two data issues should be noted. First, the variables measuring urban land cover may include urban open space. 

The metadata for the land cover data indicates that urban land cover was constructed using census data at the census 

block level and using Department of Conservation (DOC) Farmland Mapping Program data. The data were updated 

to account for unhabituated publically owned land (FRAP, 2002). However, I identify few parks within the major 

urban areas of the study region using visual inspection. This may partly result from the spatial resolution of this land 

cover data being 0.1 square kilometers, which may result in the omission of smaller urban parks. Second, the zoning 

data were only available for future time periods. The zoning data are from 2010, except in the case of the Tulare 

County zoning data which are from 2007. I include these zoning variables to capture expected future zoning. 
19

 In terms of predications about the signs of land cover types, I predict low density vegetation types (blue oak, other 

oak, herbaceous, and shrub) and water to have a positive effect on property prices at the within-neighborhood and 

neighborhood scales. At both spatial scales, I expect barren, desert, urban, and wetland land covers to have negative 

effects. At both spatial scales, I am uncertain with respect to agriculture because of its intensive nature in this area 

and with respect to conifers and hardwood forests due to the results of Irwin (2002) discussed earlier. Finally, I 

predict that urban land has a negative effect at the within-neighborhood scale. However, I am uncertain with respect 
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I examine residential houses sold between 1997 and 2003. Three factors drove the selection 

of the time period. First, the land cover data for the Forest and Range 2003 Assessment are most 

consistent for housing sales around 2003, so I exclude houses sold before 1997. Second, this 

period excludes houses sold after 2003 because of the housing bubble in the mid to late 2000s. 

Third, this choice of cut off dates places the 2000 U.S. Census at the center of the relevant time 

period. 

Data cleaning is necessary to remove observations with missing and incorrect data and drop 

outliers that may potentially drive the results. As a means of addressing speculative transactions, 

I exclude any housing transaction for which the house was sold again within 365 days. In 

addition, I exclude homes that are sold before the current house is built in order to exclude any 

sales of empty lots, and I drop homes that are missing a building date. To ensure that I am 

looking at single family residences, I also drop housing sales for which CoreLogic and NDC do 

not agree in terms of their land use classification. After calculating the sales price of the house in 

terms of 1997 dollars, I apply two additional criteria in order to eliminate outliners. First, unlike 

Bishop and Timmins (2008) who drop houses in the top and bottom 1% of the housing price 

distribution, I drop housing sales that are in both the top and bottom 1% of the price per parcel 

acre and the price per square foot of housing distributions; this alternative method avoids 

dropping a disproportionate number of rural properties.
20

 Second, I exclude houses whose area or 

whose number of floors, baths, or bedrooms are greater than five times the mean, or equal to zero 

in the case of the number of floors and building area. After applying these criteria, 168,271 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
to urban land at the neighborhood scale due to the potential household preference for living within neighborhoods 

with urban conveniences. 
20

 The CoreLogic housing sales data exclude housing sales between family members. As a consequence, there are no 

housing sales with the price of zero that need to be dropped, so the bottom 1% contains only market sales with 

positive sale prices. 
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housing sales in 1,181 census block groups remain. Maps 3 and 4 depict the locations of housing 

sales. 

Results 

Overall, the results support the hypothesis that households do not differentiate between 

vegetation types, a subset of land cover types characterized by the presence of vegetation.
21

 

Vegetation, which includes blue oak woodlands, appears to decrease property prices at the 

neighborhood scale relative to urban land. There is also evidence that vegetation decreases 

property prices relative to agriculture at the neighborhood scale, and increases prices relative to 

agriculture at the within neighborhood scale.  

This section includes six subsections. The first four address five econometric problems 

(multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, specification error, omitted variable bias, and 

endogeneity), and the last two present the final results with heteroskedasticity robust standard 

errors and cluster robust standard errors, respectively. In the final two subsections, I discuss the 

results under the a priori preferred specification and under a variety of sensitivity analyses: the 

number of endogenous land cover types, the number of instruments, the functional form, the 

proxy variables for land cover amenities, and the definition of land cover types. 

Multicollinearity  

I begin with an ordinary least squares regression including all potential variables; 

specification (1) in Table 5.
22

 Land cover amenities relative to urban land for eleven land cover 

types (agriculture, barren, conifers, desert, oak forest, other oak woodland, blue oak woodland, 

herbaceous, shrubs, water, and wetlands) are captured at the within-neighborhood and 

neighborhood scales using the percentages of a property’s census block and census block group 
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 Vegetation land cover includes conifers, desert, oak forest, other oak woodland, blue oak woodland, herbaceous 

land cover, shrubs, and wetlands.  
22

 See Table 29 for a mapping of specifications in Table 5 to specifications in all other following Chapter V tables. 
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covered by the corresponding land cover type.
23

 Several unexpected signs (e.g. price decreases 

with the number of bedrooms, decreases with high school graduation, increases with poverty, 

and is non-decreasing with unemployment) indicate that multicollinearity is a potential problem. 

In response, I calculate two collinearity diagnostics: the variance inflation factor (VIF) for each 

variable, for which a value exceeding 10 indicates severe multicollinearity (Kennedy, 1998), and 

the common index for each corresponding coefficient, for which a value exceeding 30 indicates 

substantial multicollinearity (Hill and Adkins, 2003).
 24

 In addition to calculating the VIFs and 

common indexes, I assemble the corresponding variance-decomposition proportion matrix.
25

 I 

find eleven and fourteen violations of the rules of thumb of 10 and 30, respectively, and a 

common number (the maximum common index) equal to 687.03. These violations indicate the 

presents of strong near dependencies (Hill and Adkins 2003). While multicollinearity is present, 

none of the variables of interest, i.e. the land cover variables, have aggregate variance-

decomposition proportions over the threshold of 50%; this result holds even when we lower the 

critical conditional index value from 30 to 20, except for the percentage of the property’s census 

block group covered by conifers (percveg30) which also has a VIF exceeding 10. This indicates 

that the multicollinearity does not harm the coefficients of interest (Hill and Adkins 2003; 

Belsley 1991), except for the coefficient corresponding to amenities from conifers at the 

neighborhood scale. 
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 Because all land cover types are mutually exclusive, I exclude urban land cover to avoid perfect multicollinearity. 
24

      
 

    
  where   

  is from regressing all other explanatory variables on variable j. The condition index 

corresponding to eigenvalue k of matrix X is the square root of the largest eigenvalue of matrix X divided by 

eigenvalue k of matrix X. 
25

 Variance-decomposition proportions are depicted as a     matrix with the condition indexes as the first column 

(row titles) ranked from lowest to highest and variable names as the first row (column titles). The k-j variance-

decomposition proportion is “the proportion of the variance of the j
th

 regression coefficient associated” with the k
th

 

eigenvalue. In this matrix, the rows with indexes above 30 are interpreted as near dependent relationships and 

columns with aggregate variance-decomposition proportions (aggregated over the condition indexes exceeding 30) 

that exceed 0.50 are interpreted as variables involved in these near dependent relationships (Belsley, 1991). 
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 Due to the high number of linearly dependent relationships, I redefine or drop variables that 

appear redundant and uncorrelated with the variables of interest to reduce the multicollinearity in 

the model. First, due to spatial multicollinearity resulting from the spatial configuration of 

Central Business Districts (Bakersfield, the City of Fresno, and Visalia) within the spatial range 

of the data (Tulare Lake Basin), I replace the distances to Bakersfield, City of Fresno, and 

Visalia with the distances to the nearest central business district and to the nearest urban area.
26

  

Second, I drop four variables regarding structural housing characteristics: whether a house 

has a garage because the variable is inconsistent between the NDC and CoreLogic datasets; I 

drop two housing quality variables because the variables are not defined clearly by the data 

provider, so it is difficult to ascertain what they capture; and I drop the number of bedrooms 

because it moves closely with the number of bathrooms (correlation coefficient of 0.57) and the 

square footage of the house (correlation coefficient of 0.59).
27

 

Third, I drop seven neighborhood demographic variables: the percentage of 

graduate/professionals, percentage of senior citizens, and percentage of children due to their 

unlikely connection to vegetation; I drop the percentage of vacancies and the percentage of 

unemployment due to the temporary nature of these 2000 Census variables, which are unlikely to 

hold over the study period; and I drop the percentage of high school graduates and the percentage 

of the population below the poverty line because both variables are highly correlated with 

median income, the percentage of college graduates, and the percentage of Hispanics.  
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 The correlation coefficient between the distances to Bakersfield and the City of Fresno is -0.86, and the 

correlation coefficient between the distances to the City of Fresno and Visalia is 0.70. See Heikkila (1998) for more 

on spatial multicollinearity. 
27

 While the number of bathrooms is highly correlated with the square footage of the house (correlation coefficient 

of 0.72), it appears more frequently as an explanatory variable in the literature than the number of bedrooms. Plus, 

unlike the number of stories, there is no relationship between the number of bedrooms and vegetation that can be 

developed. 
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Fourth, I replace the seasonal temperature and precipitation variables with mean annual 

temperature and precipitation. In terms of affecting the values of land cover types, this change is 

potentially the most significant. However, the seasonal measures move so closely with the 

annual measures that little information is lost. The correlation coefficients between the mean 

temperatures of the warmest and coldest quarters and the annual mean temperature are 0.97 or 

above. Similarly, the correlation coefficient between precipitation of the wettest month and 

annual precipitation is 0.9975. Last, the correlation coefficient between precipitation of the driest 

month and elevation exceeds 0.93. Figures 1, 2, and 3 visually represents these correlations.
28

 

Last, I drop the measurement of land cover diversity (diversity10) at the neighborhood-level 

to avoid multicollinearity with land cover variables. In addition, this also conforms to the 

specifications in the related literature, e.g. Irwin and Bockstael (2001) and Irwin (2002). Last, 

dropping this variable simplifies the analysis and the marginal cost estimates of shifting blue oak 

woodland. 

I test the sensitivity of the coefficient estimates and the multicollinearity diagnostics to the 

type of variables used to proxy for land cover amenities. Using my reduced set of variables, I 

estimate six additional specifications; specifications (2)-(7) in Table 5. Specifications (2)-(4) 

utilize twelve land cover types, while specifications (5)-(7) utilize six land cover types 

aggregated from the previous twelve. Specifications (2) and (5), like specification (1), capture 

land cover amenities at the within-neighborhood and neighborhood scales using the percentages 

of a property’s census block and census block group covered by the corresponding land cover 

type. Specification (3) and (6) capture the within-neighborhood and neighborhood land cover 

amenities using a series of dummy variables for whether the corresponding land cover type is 
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 I also drop the measurement of land cover diversity (diversity10) at the neighborhood-level to avoid 

multicollinearity with land cover variables, and to simplify marginal cost estimates of shifting blue oak woodland. 
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within 0.1 km, 0.5 km, or 1 km of the property.
29

 Finally, specifications (5) and (7) capture the 

within-neighborhood land cover amenities using the previous specifications’ 0.1 and 0.5 km 

dummy variables and the neighborhood land cover amenities with the percentage of a property’s 

census block group covered by the corresponding land cover type.  

Focusing solely on the sign and significance of coefficients, the results are relatively robust 

across the specifications. None of the significant coefficients in specification (1) change signs 

and remain significant in specifications (2)-(7). In general, the reduction in explanatory variables 

results in an increase in the significance of the remaining coefficients. While some of the proxy 

variables for land cover amenities change significance depending on the specification, the signs 

of statistically significant variables are relatively stable for specifications (2)-(7); the only 

changes in signs for statistically significant variables occurs for the dummy variables for whether 

a property is within 0.5 km of conifers (p5kmdistw_30) and other oaks (p5kmdistOak) between 

specifications (3) and (4) and the dummy variable for whether a property is within 0.5 km of 

barren land cover (p5kmdistw13_20) between specifications (6) and (7). Excluding the 

percentage of a property’s census block group that is publicly owned (public) from these 

regressions has no effect on the consistency of these estimates in terms of the sign of the 

coefficients (see Table 6). 

Reducing the number of explanatory variables reduces the severity of multicollinearity. The 

common number is approximately cut in half, the mean VIF is greatly reduced, and the number 

of violations of the rules of thumb of 10 and 30 greatly decrease. In all but two specifications, 

multicollinearity does not harm the coefficients of interest as measured by aggregate variance-

decomposition proportions over the threshold of 50% where a condition index of 30 is utilized as 
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 In this specification, none of the land cover types should be excluded from the model because the dummy 

variables are not mutually exclusive. In other words, a land cover type being within a particular distance of a 

property does not prevent another land cover type from also being within that specified distance. 
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the critical value for a near dependency. In specifications (3) and (6), which utilize only dummy 

variables to capture land cover amenities, violations occur for dummy variables capturing 

distance to urban and/or man-made land cover types at the 0.5 km and 1.0 km scales. If the 

critical value for a conditional index is reduced to 20, I find similar violations at the 0.5 km scale 

in specifications (4) and (7) and at the 0.1 km scale in specifications (6) and (7) for urban and 

man-made land covers. In all but one specification, multicollinearity does not significantly affect 

the coefficients corresponding to the proxy variables for land cover amenities as measured by the 

variance inflation factors. In specifications (4), which combine the use of dummies and 

percentages of neighborhood land cover, violations occur for the percentage of neighborhood 

covered by conifers. From these results, specification (2) is chosen as the a priori preferred 

specification (or base model) because the multicollinearity does not harm the coefficients 

corresponding to the proxy variables for land cover amenities according to the standard rules of 

thumb discussed earlier.
30, 31 

These multicollinearity tests indicate that the dummy variables corresponding to urban land 

cover and the variables corresponding to conifer land cover should be interpreted carefully. For 

urban land cover variables, particular care should be taken when land cover types are aggregated. 

In addition, the near dependent relationship between the 0.5 km and 1.0 km urban variables 

indicate that both proxy variables likely measure overlapping urban amenities. Similarly, conifer 
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 If the critical value for a VIF is lowered to 9, I find violations in specification (2) similar to that of specification 

(4). 
31

 In general there are six near dependent relationships as identified by a critical value of approximately 30 for the 

condition index, which I will rank from strongest to least strong: (1) the intercept, the mean annual temperature, and 

elevation (2) mean elementary academic performance index, and to a lesser extent distance from the CBD (3) annual 

precipitation and the county fixed effects, and to a lesser extent distance from the CBD (4) the mean neighborhood 

tax and to a lesser extent elementary academic performance index (5) median neighborhood income, and (6) house 

square footage and the number of baths (full and half). Because strong collinear relationships may hide weaker ones, 

the variables in the stronger relationships may be included in the weaker relationships. Note that in specifications (3) 

and (6) whether a property is within 0.5 km and 1.0 km of urban and man-made (urban and agricultural) land cover 

results in a seventh near dependency, and to a lesser extent in specification (7). 
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coefficients should be interpreted with caution, particularly at the neighborhood scale when land 

cover types are more disaggregate. Table 6 re-estimates the specifications in Table 5 without 

public land included. While the aggregate measures for multicollinearity are approximately the 

same, conifer land cover types no longer violate the VIF rule of thumb of 10. Urban/man-made 

(urban and agricultural) land cover at the 0.1 km scale and urban/man-made land cover at the 0.5 

km and 1 km scales still exceed an aggregate variance-decomposition proportion of 0.5 using the 

condition index cut offs of 20 and 30, respectively. In other words, the inclusion of the share of 

the neighborhood that is publically owned exacerbates multicollinearity for conifers, but not 

urban land. 

The Breusch-Pagan/Cook-Weisberg test indicates that there is heteroskedasticity in all seven 

specifications estimated using OLS. As a consequence, I calculate Huber–White standard errors 

for all following specifications. 

Model specification tests 

Using a linear Box-Cox transformation, I test alternative model specifications for each 

definition of adjacency; see Table 7. The left side variable, the real price of housing, and all 

strictly positive right-hand side variables are transformed such that the transformation coefficient 

( ) that all transformed right hand side variables share differs from the transformation coefficient 

( ) for the left hand side variable. Because of the restriction that a transformed variable cannot 

equal zero, all of the land cover variables are untransformed. In specification (2), the left hand 

transformation coefficient equals 0.327 and the right-hand transformation coefficient is 0.944; 

the transformation coefficients are robust to the model specification. This is closest to a log-

linear model of the simple specifications. Assuming specification (2), I also re-estimate the linear 
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Box-Cox transformation three more times assuming that    ,    , and then    ; see 

Table 8. 

I utilize the Ramsey reset test and the link test to test a variety of simple functional forms 

(square root linear, linear-linear, log-linear, linear-log, and log-log) and the four transformations 

estimated above under specification (2). Both tests reject all nine functional forms (Table 9).
32

 

The failure of these tests is likely due to omitted variable bias. Based on these results, I adopt the 

log-log specification because it is the simple functional form that performs best on both tests, i.e. 

has the lowest F-test and t-test values, and this matches the functional form chosen by Irwin and 

Bockstael (2001) and Irwin (2002). I will check the sensitivity of my final results to functional 

form, particularly with respect to the log-linear form and the unrestricted linear Box-Cox model. 

Omitted variable bias 

Using the log-log specification, I rerun ordinary least squares with spatial fixed effects at the 

neighborhood-level using model specifications (2), (4), and (5). I then test for whether the 

resulting coefficients are significantly different than the corresponding log-log specification 

without fixed effects. I also jointly test whether the within-neighborhood land cover variables 

and whether the within-neighborhood non-land cover variables differ with and without 

neighborhood fixed effects; see Table 10. In model specification (2), I reject the null hypothesis 

that coefficients corresponding to within-neighborhood land cover variables are jointly 

unaffected by the inclusion of neighborhood fixed effects. Within-neighborhood non-land cover 

variables are also jointly affected by the inclusion of neighborhood fixed effects. While these 

results are consistent with the presence of omitted variable bias and/or spatial autocorrelation, 

not all of the regression coefficients may be affected by omitted variables. Many of the 

coefficients corresponding to the land cover variables of interest, such as those corresponding to 
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 Table 2.c defines all transformed variables. 
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blue oak woodland and herbaceous land covers, do not differ statistically on an individual basis 

between the two specifications.
33

 While six coefficients gain or lose statistical significant with 

the inclusion of neighborhood fixed effects, only the log of distance to the nearest urban area 

changes signs and remains statistically significant; this change and the loss of significance of 

annual precipitation and elevation may be the result of insufficient within-census block group 

variation to achieve identification.  

Similar results hold for model specifications (4) and (5). For model specification (5), the only 

significant differences from the results for model specification (2) is that the coefficients 

corresponding to herbaceous and shrub land covers become statistically insignificant when fixed 

effects are included. For (4), while the proxy variables for amenities of adjacent land cover types 

(0.1 km) have similar signs as the census block variables in (2) for the corresponding land cover 

types, the adjacent land cover variables are more statistically stable across the specifications with 

and without fixed effects than the census block variables. However, the statistical significance of 

proxy variables for amenities of land cover types within walking distance (0.5 km) is more 

unstable than their census block counterparts in model specification (2), and the coefficient 

corresponding to blue oak woodland at the 0.5 km scale significantly changes when fixed effects 

are included. 

First stage of two-stage least squares 

The previous results indicate that omitted variables are likely a problem and an earlier 

discussion indicates that privately owned land cover types are likely endogenous. As a 
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 Before accounting for the endogeneity of majority privately owned land cover types, blue oak woodlands appear 

to have a negative effect on household welfare compared to urban land at the within-neighborhood scale. In (2), the 

replacement of neighborhood-specific variables with neighborhood fixed effects slightly increases the magnitude of 

the negative and statistically significant coefficient corresponding to the percentage of the census block covered by 

blue oaks. However, this change is not statistically significant. The inclusion of neighborhood fixed effects switches 

the effect of agriculture at the census block scale from positive and insignificant to negative and significant. Lastly, 

the inclusion of neighborhood fixed effect has no statistically significant effect on the coefficient corresponding to 

herbaceous land cover, which is significant and negative. 
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consequence, I instrument for land cover variables using the opportunity cost and soil variables 

discussed earlier. Table 2.b defines the instrumental variables, and Table 3b provides summary 

statistics at the property level. Table 4.b summarizes the neighborhood instrumental variables at 

the census block group level. 

In order to determine whether the instruments are strongly correlated with land cover 

variables, I regress each proxy variable for land cover amenities corresponding to majority 

privately owned land cover types (agricultural, blue oak, herbaceous, other oaks, and urban) and 

near majority privately owned land cover types (desert and shrubs) on the instruments at the 

corresponding spatial scale; see Tables 11 to 17.
 
I regress the indicator variable for whether a 

land cover type is within 0.1 km of a property, which is the proxy variable for adjacent land 

cover amenities, on soil variables at the property scale. I regress the indicator variable for 

whether a land cover type is within 0.5 km of a property, which is the proxy variable for walking 

distance land cover amenities, on soil variables at the census block scale. I regress the percentage 

of a census block covered by a land cover type, which is the proxy variable for adjacent and 

walking distance land cover amenities, on instruments at the census block scale. Finally, I 

regress the indicator variable for whether a land cover type is within 1.0 km of a parcel and the 

percentage of a census block group covered by a land cover type, which proxy for neighborhood 

amenities, on soil variables aggregated at the census block group scale.  

Table 13 displays these regressions for blue oak. While    is relatively high for the 

percentage of blue oaks within a census block group (0.329), it is considerably lower for whether 

blue oaks are within 0.1 km of a property (0.066); the    for whether blue oaks are within 

walking distance and the    for the percentage of blue oaks covering the census block are 0.128 

and 0.190, respectively. Almost all of the instruments are highly significant, including the 
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quadratic terms, in all regressions. In all five specifications, I reject the null hypothesis of the 

instruments jointly equaling zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels using both the F-

test and likelihood ratio test. Overall, the instruments appear to be relatively good measurements 

of blue oak variation based on their joint significance. 

Table 11 displays the comparable regressions for agriculture. Overall, the variables appear to 

better explain the land cover variables for agriculture than the land cover variables for blue oak. 

The    is relatively high when the dependent variable is at the neighborhood scale (0.242 to 

0.318) and walking distance scale (0.250), while it is lowest at the adjacent scale (0.075) and at 

the census block scale (0.104). Almost all of the instruments are highly significant with the 

exception of the dummy variable for poor drainage at the property level (PoorDrain) when the 

dependent variable is at the 0.1 km spatial scale and average maximum soil depth at the 

neighborhood scale (cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth) when the dependent variable is at the 1.0 km 

spatial scale. In all five specifications, I reject the null hypothesis of the instruments jointly 

equaling zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% significance levels using both the F-test and likelihood 

ratio test. As was the case for blue oaks, the instruments seem to be relatively good 

measurements of agricultural variation based on their joint significance in each regression. 

I conduct the same analysis for the other oak woodland, herbaceous, and urban layers as I did 

for blue oak woodlands and agriculture (Tables 12, 14 and 15). The    values for the estimated 

specifications are between 0.035 and 0.239 for other oak woodland, 0.03 and 0.164 for 

herbaceous vegetation, and 0.127 and 0.279 for urban land cover. All of the potential instruments 

are individually and jointly significant, except available water capacity in some of the other oak 

wood land specifications and, in the case of the herbaceous layer, maximum soil depth when the 

dependent variable is at the 0.1 km spatial scale. In all five specifications for each land cover 
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type, I reject the null hypothesis of the instruments jointly equaling zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% 

significance levels using both the F-test and likelihood ratio test. Based on the criterion of joint 

significance, the instruments seem to be relatively good measurements of other oak woodland, 

herbaceous, and urban variation. 

I conduct the same analysis for the desert and shrub layers (Tables 16 and 17). The    values 

for the estimated specifications are between 0.031 and 0.071 for desert land cover, and between 

0.086 and 0.595 for shrub vegetation. While the    values for desert land cover appear relatively 

low in all specifications, the exogenous variables are individually and jointly significant in all 

specifications for both for land covers. In all five specifications for desert and shrub land covers, 

I reject the null hypothesis of the instruments jointly equaling zero at the 1%, 5%, and 10% 

significance levels using both the F-test and likelihood ratio test. Based on the criterion of joint 

significance, the instruments seem to be relatively good measurements of both land covers. 

 The pervious tables, Tables 11 to 17, do not take into account collinearity between 

instruments at multiple spatial scales, which may result in weak instruments. To explore whether 

multicollinearity is a potential problem, i.e. whether instruments at the property, census block, 

and census block group levels are collinear, I implement two sets of tests. First, I check for 

multicollinearity using the rules of thumb discussed earlier for sets of instruments: property and 

census block group instruments; census block and census block group instruments; and, finally, 

property, census block, and census block group instruments. While I find that together the 

property and census block group instruments have four common indexes over 30, indicating 

multicollinearity, there are no VIFs that exceed 10. Similar, results hold when I test the census 

block and census block group instruments together for multicollinearity. However, I find that all 

three sets of instruments (property, census block, and census block group) collectively violate the 
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common index rule of 30 nine times and the VIF rule of 10 thirteen times. This indicates that the 

use of two sets of instruments to identify land cover variables at two spatial scales is justifiable if 

care is taken to check for weak instruments. However, the use of three sets of instruments to 

identify land cover variables at three spatial scales is unadvisable due to the likelihood of weak 

instruments.  

Second, I regress the instrumental variables at the property and census block group scales 

and all exogenous explanatory variables on the endogenous proxy variables for land cover 

amenities at the census block and census block group scales; see Table 18.a. Similarly, I conduct 

an identical analysis with the instrumental variables at the census block and census block group 

scales; see Table 18.b. These regressions assume that majority privately owned land cover types 

are endogenous. All of the instruments remain significant in a majority of the land cover 

specifications. Because multicollinearity affects the individual significance of coefficients, these 

regressions further support the argument that the multicollinearity of two sets of instruments at 

different spatial scales is unlikely to be a significant problem.
 

Two-stage least squares with heteroskedasticity robust standard errors  

The results of the two-stage least squares regressions with heteroskedasticity robust standard 

errors are consistent with the current literature that the type of surrounding land cover affects 

housing price. In addition, this section contributes to the literature by demonstrating that land 

cover types capitalize at multiple spatial scales: within-neighborhood and neighborhood. Like the 

previous literature, the results imply that vegetation and natural (vegetation, barren, and water) 

land covers have generally positive effects on nearby housing prices, i.e. at the within-

neighborhood scale. Unlike the previous literature, these results also demonstrate that vegetation 

and natural land covers have generally negative effects on housing prices at the neighborhood 
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scale; households desire to live within neighborhoods with urban conveniences.
34

 However, the 

results also suggest a need to calculate cluster robust standard errors. 

Preferred specification 

The a priori preferred specification, specification (1) in Table 19.a, is chosen based on the 

results from the tests in the previous section and a priori expectations. First, I choose the 

percentage of a property’s census block and census block group covered by a land cover type as 

the proxy variables for that land cover’s amenities primarily because of their strong performance 

under the multicollinearity tests. In addition, distances, which traditionally measure the cost of 

access, are less ideal proxies for amenities from privately owned land cover types. Second, I 

choose the log-log specification because I reject all model specifications using the Ramsey reset 

and link tests and find that the log-log specification has the lowest F-test and t-test statistics of 

the simple functional forms (square root linear, linear-linear, log-linear, linear-log, and log-log). 

In addition, this matches the functional form chosen by Irwin and Bockstael (2001) and Irwin 

(2002). Third, I assume that land cover types that are majority privately owned (agriculture, 

other oak woodland, blue oak woodland, herbaceous, and urban) are endogenous based on a 

priori expectations. In addition, I do not have enough instruments (or strong enough instruments) 

for all land cover types, and this definition implies that blue oak woodland and the land cover 

types mostly likely to replace blue oaks are endogenous. This cut off for endogeneity also 

enables me to test the validity of a larger set of instruments using Wooldridge’s robust score test 

of overidentification (Cameron and Trivedi 2009). Last, though I reject below the null hypothesis 

that the full set of instruments developed in this paper are valid, I maintain the validity of these 
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 The following results for land covers grouped by ecosystems demonstrate that the effects of individual land cover 

types, including vegetation types, differ across spatial scales. These more general results for vegetation and natural 

land covers are calculated by replacing the corresponding land cover variables at the within-neighborhood and 

neighborhood levels with aggregate measures of vegetation and natural land covers. These general results are not 

reported below. 
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instruments based on prior arguments and because a rejection of this null hypothesis can result 

from misspecification, as well as invalid instruments (Cameron and Trivedi 2009). 

The key results regard the effects of blue oaks, agriculture, herbaceous, and urban land use 

on housing prices; all coefficients of land cover at the census block or census block group levels 

should be interpreted as the change in housing price for a substitution of one percent of the 

corresponding land cover type for urban land at that particular spatial scale. Blue oaks have a 

negative and statistically significant effect on housing prices at the census block level as 

compared to urban land. At the neighborhood (census block group) level, blue oaks have a 

positive and statistically significant effect. Agriculture has a negative and statistically significant 

effect on property prices at the census block level and census block group levels. Herbaceous 

land cover has a statistically insignificant negative effect on property prices at the census block 

scale, and a statistically significant negative effect at the census block group scale. In addition, 

other oak woodland has a significant positive effect at the within-neighborhood (census block) 

scale, and a significant negative effect at the neighborhood (census block group) scale. In terms 

of overall land cover types, I reject the null hypotheses that all vegetation types (conifers, desert, 

oak forest, other oak woodland, blue oak woodland, herbaceous, shrubs, and wetland), vegetation 

and urban land cover types, non-urban land cover types (agriculture, barren, vegetation, and 

water), and all land cover types (agricultural, barren, vegetation, urban, and water) have equal 

effects on property prices.  

In comparison to the OLS log-log results reported in Table 5, the coefficient estimates 

corresponding to agricultural, blue oak, other oak, and herbaceous variables increase in 

magnitude when significant, as do the coefficients for many of the other land cover types. The 
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land cover coefficients become significant or increase in significance, except for herbaceous 

vegetation at the census block level, and some change signs.  

In general the signs of variables match their predicted signs in Table 3.a. There are four 

exceptions for land cover variables at the within-neighborhood scale: the sign of the coefficients 

corresponding to blue oak woodland, shrubs, and water are unexpectedly negative, and the effect 

of desert is unexpectedly positive. There are two exceptions for land cover variables at the 

neighborhood scale: other oak woodland land cover has an unexpectedly negative effect and 

wetland land cover has an unexpectedly positive effect on property prices.
35

 In terms of the non-

land cover variables, the percentage of the neighborhood that is Hispanic and the percentage of 

the neighborhood that is publically owned have unexpectedly positive and negative signs, 

respectively. The signs of these two variables are likely the result of collinearity: the percentage 

of the neighborhood that is Hispanic is highly correlated with the percentage of the neighborhood 

that has a college degree (-68%) and the neighborhood’s median income (-66%); the percentage 

of a neighborhood that is publicly owned is highly correlated with the proxy variable for conifers 

at the neighborhood scale (75%). Finally, the quadratic effect of zoning whereby low and high 

density zoning have negative effects on property prices is expected, but the exact points where 

the zoning switches effects differ.
36

 

I test for endogeneity (Table 19a) and weak instruments (Table 19b). Using the Durbin-Wu-

Hausman (DWH) test, I reject the null hypothesis that the majority privately owned land cover 

types are exogenous. Examining the first stage regression results to detect weak instruments, the 
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 Given that urban land is the omitted land use from my regression and my predicted signs for urban land cover, 

technically the positive coefficient corresponding to desert at the within-neighborhood scale and the negative 

coefficient corresponding to other oak woodland at the neighborhood scale are possible. However, I would have 

deemed them unlikely a priori.  
36

 I expected the effect of zoning to be quadratic because high density zoning implies future high density, which has 

a negative effect on housing price, and low density zoning prevents future subdivisions that may be valuable due to 

diminishing marginal utility to plot area. Both types of zoning affect the price of housing through their effects on 

future rents. 
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   and adjusted-   estimates are fairly high. Using the joint F-statistic, I strongly reject the null 

hypothesis that all of the coefficients in the first stage analyses are equal to zero. While the 

partial    estimates and the minimum eigenvalue also appear high enough that weak instruments 

is not a critical problem, Shea's Adjusted Partial    estimates are low enough to engender some 

caution. 

In my a priori preferred specification, specification (1) in Table 19, I implement two-stage 

least squares with all of the proposed instruments measuring land cover amenities at the census 

block and census block group levels. Wooldridge’s robust score test of over-identified 

restrictions rejects the null hypothesis that the full set of instruments is valid. However, the 

rejection of the null hypothesis can result from model misspecification instead of invalid 

instruments (Cameron and Trivedi 2009).
37

 Because all functional forms were rejected using the 

link and Ramsey reset tests, including the log-log form, and omitted variables are present, as 

demonstrated in a previous sub-section, Wooldridge’s robust score test statistic may reflect 

model misspecification in this case. As a consequence, the full set of instruments cannot be 

rejected. Instead, sensitivity analysis is conducted with respect to the number of instruments. 

Results of the sensitivity analysis are reported in a following sub-section. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Using heteroskedasticity robust standard errors, I estimate five additional specifications: (2)-

(6) in Tables 19 to 22. First, in specification (2) in Table 19.a, I relax the assumption in the a 

priori preferred specification that majority privately owned land cover types are endogenous to 

all land cover types that are greater than one-third privately owned.
38

 While I again reject the 
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 This is because Wooldridge’s robust score test of over-identified restrictions has power in multiple directions 

(Cameron and Trivedi 2009). 
38

 The endogenous land cover types increase from agriculture, other oak woodland, blue oak woodland, herbaceous, 

and urban land covers to include desert and shrub land covers. 
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null hypothesis that all land cover types are exogenous, the expansion of the number of 

endogenous land cover types moves the analysis towards weaker instruments as measured by 

decreases in the minimum eigenvalue in Table 19.a and the first stage regression results (  , 

adjusted-  , Shea’s adjusted partial   , and the joint F-statistics) in Table 19.b. Second, I reduce 

the set of instruments due to the potential invalidity of my initial choice of instruments. I drop 

the available water capacity and the poor drainage variables because it is possible that 

households may be willing to pay less for a water-logged property.
39

 I also drop the variables for 

a slope above a 15% grade because a property with a high slope may have a beautiful view. I 

then rerun the previous two specifications with the set of remaining instruments; see 

specifications (3) and (4) in Table 21.a. Using Wooldridge’s robust score test of over-identified 

restrictions, I fail to reject the null hypothesis that the remaining instruments are valid (Table 

21a). However, weak instruments are a potential problem as measured by the low minimum 

eigenvalues in Table 21.a and the first stage regression results in Table 21.b. Therefore, the 

interpretation of the key variables is most likely to be accurate for the a priori preferred 

specification, i.e. specification (1) in Table 19, as compared to specifications (2)-(4). Third, 

specifications (5) and (6) result from re-estimating the a prior preferred specification using the 

left-hand side linear box transformation and the log-linear functional forms, respectively.  

Across all six specifications, the coefficients corresponding to land cover variables are not 

robust in terms of statistical significance. This is particularly true for specifications (5) and (6) 

where the statistical significance of land cover variables varies greatly from specification (1) at 

both the neighborhood and within-neighborhood spatial scales. 

Summary 
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 I also drop the available water capacity variables because, of the instruments, they are both the most collinear with 

other instruments and highly correlated with the real price of housing. 
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The results for the preferred specification, i.e. specification (1) in Table 19, predict that a 

decrease of blue oaks within the Tulare Lake Basin due to climate change and a corresponding 

increase in herbaceous land cover will increase the property prices of immediately surrounding 

properties, and decrease them within the same neighborhood. Similar results hold if urban or 

agricultural development replaces blue oak woodlands.
40

 However, these results do not always 

hold under a variety of robustness checks, particularly when I change the functional form. This is 

because the sign and statistical significance of the coefficients corresponding to land cover 

variables are highly variable across specifications. Potential explanations for this lack of 

robustness are multicollinearity or standard errors that are biased downwards due the imposition 

of census block group level data at the property level. A solution for this latter problem is to 

calculate cluster robust standard errors. 

Cluster robust standard errors at the neighborhood-level 

The calculation of cluster robust standard errors adjusts all standard errors upward as 

compared to the two-stage least squares regressions with heteroskedasticity robust standard 

errors. As a consequence, all t-tests adjust downwards, and previously significant variables may 

become insignificant. None of the coefficient estimates change from the previous two-stage least 

square estimates. Therefore, any discussions of signs in the previous subsection still hold.  

When I control for the clustering of standard errors, standard errors substantially increase. 

Standard errors for land cover variables increase on average by a factor of between four and five. 

As a consequence, many of the coefficients become statistically insignificant. This may indicate 
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 In terms of the theoretical model in Chapter III, these results violate the assumption that blue oak woodlands are 

preferred to herbaceous land cover at all spatial scales. These results also violate the monotonicity assumptions for 

the net land use externality function because I assume in Chapter III that there is a negative location-dependent land 

use externality from urban land and a positive location-dependent land use externality from private open-space. 

Therefore, the Chapter III results do not apply if these empirical estimates are valid. However, many of these 

empirical estimates are no longer significant when I calculate cluster robust standard errors. 
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that households do not care about proximity to particular vegetation or land cover types. Joint 

hypothesis tests at both the neighborhood and within-neighborhood spatial scales find some 

support for this claim. I find that households do differentiate between vegetation and urban land 

covers and households differentiate between vegetation and other non-urban land covers, but do 

not differentiate between vegetation types. This latter result holds regardless of whether land 

cover variables are constructed to reflect ecosystem types, as in previous sections of this paper, 

or tree cover density. The overall finding is that there is no cost to nearby residents of blue oaks 

being replaced by herbaceous land cover as an effect of climate change, and there may be a 

positive benefit at the neighborhood scale to developing woodlands for urban and agriculture 

use. 

Preferred specification with Cluster Robust Standard Errors 

I re-estimate the a priori preferred specification using cluster robust standard errors; see 

specification (1) in Table 23. Controlling for biased standard errors using clustering of standard 

errors around neighborhoods, as defined by census block groups, I find that results for the a 

priori preferred specification demonstrate a general decline in the statistical significance of land 

cover variables at both the neighborhood (census block group) and within-neighborhood (census 

block) levels compared to when the specification was estimated using heteroskedasticity robust 

standard errors. Examining the a priori preferred specification with cluster robust standard errors 

(specification 1, Table 23), I find that the only neighborhood land cover variable that remains 

statistically significant at the 1% significance level is desert (as compared to specification 1, 

Table 19); desert has a negative effect on property prices as expected. The statistical significance 

of the negative effect of agriculture at the neighborhood-level on property values decreases from 

the 1% significance to the 5% significance level, while the negative effects of other oaks and 
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herbaceous vegetation at the neighborhood scale decrease from the 1% significance level to the 

10% significant level. None of the remaining neighborhood land cover variables that were 

statistically significant in the a priori preferred specification with heteroskedasticity robust 

standard errors (blue oaks, shrubs, and water) are statistically significant with the calculation of 

cluster robust standard errors. Additionally, none of the land cover variables measured at the 

census block scale are statistically significant in the preferred specification with cluster robust 

standard errors. In comparison, eight census block land cover variables were significant at the 

1% significance level in the two-stage least squares regression of the preferred specification with 

heteroskedasticity robust standard errors (specification 1, Table 19). 

While some of the land cover variables are still individually significant at the neighborhood-

level in the a priori preferred specification with cluster robust standard errors, I find a general 

loss of joint significance of vegetation variables and land cover variables at both the within-

neighborhood and neighborhood spatial scale. I fail to reject the following null hypotheses: all 

coefficients corresponding to vegetation variables are equal at the neighborhood scale; all non-

urban land cover variables at the neighborhood scale are equal to zero and hence are equal to 

urban land; all vegetation variables at the within neighborhood scale are equal to zero and hence 

are equal to urban land; and all non-urban land cover variables at the within neighborhood scale 

are equal to zero and hence are equal to urban land. While I am able to reject the null hypothesis 

that vegetation variables at the neighborhood scale are jointly equal to zero, i.e. equal in value to 

urban land cover, at the 5% significance level, I am unable to reject the null hypothesis that all 

coefficients corresponding to neighborhood vegetation variables are jointly equal to zero when I 

exclude desert land cover (with a p-value of 0.566) and when I exclude both desert and wetland 

land covers (with a p-value of 0.4711). I exclude desert and wetland based on the a priori 
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assumption that these vegetation types negatively affect property values at the neighborhood 

scale.
41

 I fail to reject the null hypotheses that the effect of blue oak woodlands on property 

prices at both the within-neighborhood and neighborhood scales differs from either herbaceous, 

agriculture, and urban land covers at even the 10% significance level.
42

  

Focusing on the estimation results for the a priori preferred specification, the take-away 

message is that households do not differentiate between vegetation types at both spatial scales. 

While household do differentiate between urban and vegetation land covers at the neighborhood 

scale, it is only in the sense of preferring not to live within a neighborhood with two undesirable 

vegetation land cover types, here defined as desert and wetlands. These results indicate that, in 

general, households do not care about the type of land cover types within the census block and 

census block group in which they live once one uses clustering to control for spurious 

correlation. Finally, marginal replacements of blue oak woodlands with herbaceous land cover 

types due to climate change and marginal replacements of blue oak woodlands with urban and 

agricultural land covers due to development will have no effect on household welfare.
43

 

The apparent statistical significance of many of the non-land cover variables with more naïve 

statistical methods no longer holds with the use of cluster robust standard errors. Many of the 

non-land cover neighborhood variables become insignificant, including the percentage of the 

neighborhood that is Hispanic, the percentage of the neighborhood that is publicly owned, and 

the average neighborhood tax rate.
44

 As expected, variables which vary little within 
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 See footnote 47. 
42

 Testing whether the effect of blue oak woodland on property prices is equal to urban land is equivalent to testing 

whether the individual blue oak woodland coefficient is equal to zero. This is because urban land is the land cover 

type dropped at both the census block and census block group scales. 
43

 While marginal replacements of blue oak woodlands by man-made land covers have no effect on household 

welfare, the accumulation of marginal changes by many households over space and time will result in non-marginal 

changes. This analysis does not apply in this case, and changes in household welfare may occur. 
44

 57% of neighborhood non-land cover variables and 50% of neighborhood land cover variables remain statistically 

significant after the use of cluster robust standard errors. 
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neighborhoods experience large increases in their standard errors. As a consequence, distance to 

the nearest central business district, several of the dummy variables for zoning, and the dummy 

variables for Fresno County lose statistical significance. However, the school quality variable, 

the annual amount of precipitation, the dummy variable for Tulare County, dummy variables for 

high density housing and the dummy variable for mobile home zoning remain significant. Also 

as expected, all of the structural housing variables remain significant at the 1% significance level 

due to their variability at the property level. Lastly, the intercept is no longer significant. 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Using cluster robust standard errors, I estimate twelve additional specifications: (2)-(13) in 

Tables 23 to 27. For each specification, I conduct the same joint hypothesis tests as I did for the a 

prior preferred specification with cluster robust standard errors. See Table 28 for a summary of 

all joint hypothesis tests across all thirteen specifications. 

Specification (2) in Table 23, specifications (3) and (4) in Table 24, and specifications (5) 

and (6) in Table 25 are the results from re-estimating specifications (2)-(6) in the previous 

subsection using cluster robust-standard errors. As in the a priori preferred specification, many of 

the land cover variables lose individual statistical significance when using cluster robust standard 

errors instead of heteroskedasticity robust standard errors.  

In terms of the joint hypothesis tests, I find general support that households do not 

differentiate between vegetation types and do differentiate between vegetation and urban land 

covers. In specifications (2)-(4), I fail to reject the null hypotheses that households do not 

differentiate between: vegetation land covers, vegetative and urban land covers, non-urban land 

covers, and all land covers; these results differ from the a prior specification only in the failure of 
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households to differentiate between vegetation and urban land covers.
45

 In specifications (5)-(6), 

I reject all four of these null hypotheses. However, I fail to reject the null hypotheses that 

households do not differentiate between vegetation land covers and between vegetation and 

urban land covers when I exclude undesirable vegetation: desert and wetlands. Like the a priori 

specification, the latter two specifications support the argument that households do not 

differentiate between vegetation types and between vegetation and urban land covers, except to 

avoid neighborhoods with undesirable land covers. However, the ability to reject the third and 

fourth null hypotheses, even after excluding desert and wetlands, supports the possibility that 

households value vegetation and non-vegetation land cover types (agriculture, barren, urban, and 

water) differently. In terms of blue oak land cover, like specification (1), the effect of blue oak 

woodlands on property price is equal to the effects of herbaceous, agricultural, and urban land 

covers in all six specifications.  

Many papers in the open space literature that find that the type of open space matters in terms 

of its effect on property price, use proxies for land cover amenities calculated uniquely for each 

property and do not utilize cluster robust standard errors.
46

 In order to examine whether these 

alternative definitions of land cover remove the need to utilize cluster robust standard errors, I re-

estimate the a priori preferred specification three times with different land cover variables (Table 

26). Specifications (7) and (8) replace each of the within-neighborhood land cover variables in 

the a priori preferred specification with a dummy variable for whether a property is within 0.1 

km or 0.5 km, respectively, of the corresponding land cover type. Specification (9) replaces each 
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 The results in specifications (3) and (4) should be interpreted with caution given the evidence of weak instruments 

provided in the previous sub-section about the corresponding specifications with heteroskedasticity robust standard 

errors. Though weak instruments are not as significant of a concern for specification (2), the change in the results 

may result from weaker instruments. 
46

 Some papers control for spatial autocorrelation using spatial fixed effects or the Haining method (1993). Spatial 

fixed effects bias the estimate of overall capitalization. The Haining method may correct for spatial autocorrelation 

if neighborhoods are defined appropriately. 
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of the within-neighborhood and neighborhood land cover variables in the preferred specification 

with dummy variables for whether a property is within 0.5 km and 1.0 km, respectively, of the 

corresponding land cover type. While the standard errors of the proxy variables for land cover 

amenities as measured by distance to a land cover type increase with clustering by a smaller 

factor on average than the census block and census block group variables utilized earlier, the 

increases are still substantial enough to result in the statistical insignificance of most land cover 

variables. 

I conduct similar joint hypothesis tests as before for the three new specifications, and find 

again that the results only differ slightly from the a priori preferred specification. I fail to reject 

the null hypotheses that the effect of vegetation variables on property price are jointly equal and 

jointly equal to the effect of urban land at both the within-neighborhood and neighborhood 

scales. In a majority of specifications, specifications (8) and (9), I also find that households 

differentiate between non-urban and all land cover types. While these results again indicate that 

households do not differentiate between vegetation types, the results differ from the a priori 

preferred specification in that households do not differentiate between vegetation and urban land 

covers and households may differentiate between vegetation land covers and other non-urban 

land covers (agriculture, barren, and water).
47

 In terms of blue oak land cover, with one 

exception, I again fail to reject the null hypotheses that blue oak woodland has the same effect on 

property prices as herbaceous, agricultural, and urban land covers. In specification (9), I reject 

the equality of blue oak and urban land covers at the within neighborhood scale; however, 

neither corresponding coefficient is individually significant. These results, along with the results 
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 Unlike previous results where I found that households avoid neighborhoods within undesirable vegetation types, I 

find evidence that households may prefer not to live in close proximity to agricultural land and prefer to live in the 

same neighborhood as herbaceous and barren land. 
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in the previous subsections, indicate that there is no cost in terms of decreased property prices of 

replacing blue oak woodlands with herbaceous, agricultural, or urban land covers. 

The aggregation of land cover types is the imposition of restrictions that results in biased 

estimates if false. As a consequence, analysis is conditional on assuming that the restrictions are 

true. While the evidence is fairly clear that households do not care about particular vegetation 

types as defined by ecosystems, they may care about vegetation in terms of its density (non-tree 

greenery, woodland, and forest). To analyze the sensitivity of the previous results to various 

categories of aggregation, I re-estimate the a priori specification using four unique groupings of 

vegetation; see specifications (10)-(13) in Table 27. In Specification (10), I replace the 

vegetation variables (conifers, desert, oak forest, other oak woodland, blue oak woodland, 

herbaceous, shrubs, and wetland) in the a priori specification with an aggregate measure of 

vegetation at the census block (CbwVeg) and census block group (PerVeg) spatial scales.
48

 In 

specification (11), I group vegetation variables into tree-vegetation (woodland and forest) and 

non-tree vegetation (herbaceous, shrubs, and wetlands). In specification (12), I split tree 

vegetation in specification (11) into woodland and forest vegetation. Finally, in specification 

(13), I separate woodland land cover from specification (12) into hardwood woodland and non-

hardwood woodland land covers and non-tree land cover from specification (12) into herbaceous 

and shrub land covers.
49

 This last specification is the only disaggregation of the four based 

partially on ecosystem type.
 50
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 The continued separation of agriculture and urban land is statistically supported by the consistent significance of 

agriculture in many previous specifications. I maintain the separation of barren and water land covers because they 

are non-vegetation land cover types that are clearly distinct in nature; in addition, barren land is strongly significant 

in several previous specifications. 
49

 I include wetlands in herbaceous land cover following the CWHR system’s classification of wetland and 

herbaceous land covers as common life forms. I also include desert shrubs in shrub land cover. 
50

 In specification (10), I group land cover types in the following way: agriculture, barren, vegetation, urban, and 

water. In specification (11), I group land cover types in the following way: agriculture, barren, tree vegetation, non-

tree vegetation, urban, and water. In specification (12), I group land cover types in the following way: agriculture, 
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I conduct the same joint hypothesis tests as before for the four new specifications, which 

clarify previous results. Though untestable in specification (10), I fail to reject the null 

hypothesis that households do not differentiate between vegetation types in specifications (11)-

(13). In specifications (10)-(12), I reject the null hypothesis that households do not differentiate 

between urban and vegetation land covers.
 51

 Again in specifications (10)-(12), I reject the null 

hypothesis that households do not differentiate between non-urban land cover types; this 

difference is driven by a difference between vegetation land covers and agriculture in 

specifications (10) and (11).
52

 Finally, in specifications (11)-(13), I fail to reject the null 

hypothesis that all land cover types have equal effects on property prices. These results provide 

strong evidence supporting the results under the a prior specification that households do not 

differentiate between land cover types, but do differentiate between vegetation and urban land 

covers. Contrary, to the preferred specification, the results also provide strong evidence that 

households differentiate between vegetation land cover and other non-urban land covers, 

particularly agricultural land cover. 

In these four specifications, I measure the cost of the marginal loss of blue oak woodlands 

using the aggregate land cover type that contains blue oak woodland. This corresponds to 

vegetation, tree, woodland, and hardwood woodland land covers in specifications (10), (11), 

(12), and (13), respectively. Though immeasurable in specification (10), I again find that there is 

no statistically significant difference between the effect of blue oak woodland and herbaceous 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
barren, woodland, forest, non-tree vegetation, urban, and water. In specification (13), I group land cover types in the 

following way: agriculture, barren, hardwood woodland, non-hardwood woodland, forest, herbaceous, shrub, urban, 

and water. 
51

 The failure to reject in specification (13) may result from the incorrect disaggregation of land cover types by 

ecosystem type, instead of just by density. 
52

 In specification (10), I reject the null hypothesis that the marginal prices of vegetation and agriculture are equal at 

the census block and census block group scales with p-values of 0.0017 and 0.0573, respectively. In specification 

(11), I reject the null hypothesis that the marginal prices of tree and agricultural land covers are equal at the census 

block group scales with p-values of 0.0299. 
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land cover in specifications (11)-(13).
53

 Unlike previous results, in specifications (10) and (11), I 

find that there is a significant difference between the marginal implicit prices of blue oak 

woodland and agriculture. When statistically significant, there is an economic benefit (cost) from 

replacing blue oak woodland with agriculture at the neighborhood (within-neighborhood) scale. 

In specifications (10)-(12), I also find a statistically significant difference between the marginal 

implicit prices of blue oak woodland and urban land cover at the neighborhood scale. Unlike 

previous results regarding blue oak woodland, I find that there is a positive externality at the 

neighborhood scale from developing blue oak woodland for urban or agricultural use.
54

 

Though households do not differentiate between vegetation land covers, the last four 

specifications provide evidence that households consider vegetation density, and not ecosystem 

type, when making housing decisions. First, as initially expected, I find that households do 

differentiate between vegetation and non-vegetation (agriculture, barren, water, and urban) land 

covers when I group vegetation by density. This differentiation only breaks down in the last four 

specifications when I again group vegetation land cover by ecosystem type in specification (13). 

Second, collectively, the rejection of the equivalence of forest and non-tree vegetation and the 

familiar failure to reject the equivalences of woodland and non-tree vegetation and of woodland 

and forest vegetation in specification (12) support the hypothesis that households account for tree 

density. Therefore, the results under specifications (10)-(12) should be given greater weight than 

the other alternative specifications to the a priori preferred specification. 

Summary 
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 Like blue oak woodland, I measure the cost of replacing blue oak land cover with herbaceous land cover using the 

aggregate land cover type that contains herbaceous land cover. This corresponds to non-tree land cover in 

specifications (11) and (12) and herbaceous land cover in specification (13).  
54

 This matches the result in Irwin (2002) for private forests. 
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When I use cluster robust standard errors, many of the results that held previously no longer 

hold. First, households do not differentiate between vegetation types, regardless of whether I 

aggregate by ecosystem or tree density. Second, I find strong evidence, particularly when I 

disaggregate vegetation by tree density, of households differentiating between vegetation and 

urban land covers at the neighborhood scale, and not at the within-neighborhood scale. Using the 

estimates in specification (10) in Table 27, I find that a 1% increase of urban land cover at the 

expense of a 1% decrease of vegetation land cover at the census block group level increases the 

housing price of the average (mean) priced house by $773.57.
55

 Third, in some specifications, 

particularly those that disaggregate vegetation by ecosystem type, I find evidence that this 

difference between the marginal implicit prices of vegetation and urban land at the neighborhood 

scale is driven by a preference to live in neighborhoods without undesirable land cover types, 

such as desert and wetlands. Lastly, there is some evidence that households differentiate between 

vegetation land cover and other non-urban land cover at the both spatial scales. According to 

specification (10) in Table 27, this result is driven by a difference between the marginal implicit 

prices of vegetation and agriculture at both spatial scales; the difference in the marginal implicit 

prices of agricultural and vegetation land covers is jointly statistically significant at both spatial 

scales. I find that a 1% increase of agricultural land cover at the expense of a 1% decrease of 

vegetation land cover at the census block group level increases the housing price of the average 

priced house by $593.67. Additionally, I find that a 1% increase of agricultural land cover at the 
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 Due to the non-linear functional form of the hedonic price equation, the marginal willingness to pay estimate for 

blue oaks at the neighborhood scale is the product of the estimated coefficient corresponding to blue oaks at the 

neighborhood scale and the estimated price of housing. Following the common literature practice, I calculate 

marginal willingness to pay at the mean price of housing by substituting the mean price of housing for the estimated 

price of housing. An alternative is to evaluate the hedonic price equation at the mean values of housing 

characteristics. In both cases, the statistical significance of the marginal willingness to pay estimate for blue oaks is 

not equivalent to the statistical significance of the coefficient corresponding to blue oaks at the neighborhood scale. 

Rather, it depends on the statistical significance of all coefficients in the hedonic price equation. Future work will 

address this issue. 
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expense of a 1% decrease of vegetation land cover at the census block level decreases the 

housing price of the average priced house by $321.06. 

The estimates of the cost of a marginal change in blue oak woodlands vary based on the type 

of vegetation that will replace it. Because I find that households do not differentiate between land 

cover types, the cost of a marginal shift in blue oak woodlands for herbaceous land cover due to 

climate change is $0. Across some specifications, particularly those with vegetation types 

disaggregated by tree density, I find evidence that households differentiate between tree 

vegetation and man-made land cover types (agriculture and urban) at the neighborhood-level. 

Using specification (11) in Table 27, I find that a 1% increase of urban land cover at the expense 

of a 1% decrease of tree land cover at the census block group level increases the housing price of 

the average priced house by $1,538.74. A similar loss of tree land cover for agricultural land 

cover increases the housing price of the average priced house by $1,247.30. Using specification 

(12) in Table 27, I find that a 1% increase of urban land cover at the expense of a 1% decrease of 

woodland at the census block group level increases the housing price of the average priced house 

by $1,272.49. However, according to the specifications with vegetation disaggregated by 

ecosystem type and specification (13), there is no statistical difference between the marginal 

implicit prices of blue oak woodland and man-made land cover types (agriculture and urban). 

The results of this paper differ from the results in the literature that open spaces, including 

woodlands and forests, have positive effects on surrounding property prices. There are many 

factors that may contribute to this difference. First, none of the surveyed papers utilize cluster 

robust standard errors. As a consequence, the statistical significance of some of the coefficients 

estimated in these papers may be overstated. If I do not correct for cluster robust standard errors, 

my results are consistent with the previous literature in that vegetation has a positive effect on 
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property prices at the within neighborhood scale. Second, this paper focuses on the Tulare Lake 

Basin, one of the most important agricultural areas in the country. Because household 

preferences determine inter-regional sorting, in addition to intra-regional housing choice as 

analyzed in this paper, the preference structure of individuals in this area may differ from the 

other study areas. Third, while the percentage of a neighborhood that is publically owned is 

accounted for, this paper does not differentiate explicitly between privately and publically owned 

land cover types or between urban land cover types by density of housing. Nor does it account 

for preserved lands.
56

 Fourth, recreational areas within urban areas are likely designated as urban 

land in the land cover data and variables. As a consequence, the excluded open spaces within 

urban areas, which increase nearby property prices, bias downward the value of non-urban land 

cover types. Fifth, the proxy variables for land cover amenities utilized in this paper, the 

percentage of the census block or census block group covered by land cover types, may fail to 

capture the full set of amenities. While these proxy variables more accurately reflect land cover 

amenities from private land covers than distance measurements, they suffer from the possible 

shortcomings of not varying by property and non-uniformity of size. Future work should 

potentially use the percentage of area covered by a land cover type within 0.5 km and 1.0 km 

radii of a property as proxies, following Irwin and Bockstael (2001) and Irwin (2002). 

Conclusion 

To capture the full value of capitalized land cover services, this paper used two-stage least 

squares to calculate asymptotically unbiased estimates of the marginal implicit prices of land 
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 Irwin (2002), which does include such differentiations, finds that conserved land, publically owned land, and 

privately owned pasturelands produce positive externalities in excess of surrounding development. However, Irwin 

(2002) also finds the cost of developing privately owned forests to surrounding landowners may be negligible in the 

case of low density development, and actually a benefit in the case of high density development. This latter result is 

similar to this chapter, and supports further analysis accounting for ownership and preservation status to find 

whether the results remain robust. 
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cover variables. In addition to the opportunity cost variables used as instruments for endogenous 

open space in previous papers, this paper developed several soil variables to use as instruments 

for endogenous land cover types. To be able to include multiple proxy variables for each 

endogenous land cover type, this paper calculated these instrumental variables at various scales 

of capitalization using different weighting methods to reduce collinearity. While the resulting 

estimates are inefficient in the presence of spatial autocorrelation, they are asymptotically 

unbiased and capture the full capitalized values of land cover types. To address spatial auto-

correlation within neighborhoods and to adjust standard errors for the imposition of 

neighborhood-level data at the property level, cluster robust standard errors were calculated. 

Many of the common econometric results in the urban forestry and open space literatures no 

longer held after this adjustment. 

Blue oak woodlands face two primary threats: development and climate change. While the 

current literature recognizes the direct welfare effects of climate change through its effect on 

agricultural productivity and local climates, it has failed to recognize the indirect welfare effects 

of climate change though its effect on vegetation. By estimating the marginal values of several 

land cover types using the hedonic model, this paper has demonstrated that the indirect welfare 

effects of climate change, in terms of the effect of climate change on property prices through its 

effect on surrounding vegetation, are insignificant. So this omission has no implications in the 

specific empirical context that I consider. In addition, property owners may actually benefit from 

the conversion of vegetation, particularly woodlands, to urban and agricultural uses. Therefore, 

this paper has demonstrated that Tulare Lake Basin households are unlikely to be negatively 

affected by, and may actually benefit from, marginal losses of blue oak woodlands. These 
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benefits range from $0 to $1,538.74 for the urban development of 1% of a neighborhood’s blue 

oak woodlands, and from $0 to $1,247.30 for agricultural development.
57

 

One of the key findings in this paper is that property owners do not differentiate between 

surrounding vegetation land covers or natural (vegetation, barren, water) land covers. This 

implies that there is no location-dependent cost of climate change in the short run from shifting 

vegetation or natural land cover types. This does not imply that there is not a cost of shifting land 

cover types due to climate change. While the marginal implicit prices of vegetation types, 

location-independent use values (such as the values of ecosystem services), and non-use values 

(such as bequest, altruist, and existence values) of vegetation types are constant for marginal 

shifts in land cover types, they may change for non-marginal shifts. This result has several 

implications. First, research should focus on estimating the non-use values and the values of 

ecosystem services of the vegetation types most likely to be negatively affected by climate 

change. This will require the use of stated preference methods, instead of revealed preference 

methods as used in this paper. Second, like most of the costs of climate change, the bulk of the 

costs of climate change in terms of its effect on vegetation will occur in the long-run. As for 

many of the issues surrounding climate change, this raises the problem of how to encourage 

policymakers to adjust current behavior to avoid or reduce costs in the long-run, which may be 

substantial. A first step is to use existing estimates of non-use values and the values of ecosystem 

services to demonstrate the potential magnitude of the indirect costs of climate change, e.g. 

Chiabai et al (2009). 

Third, in terms of previous theoretical papers, this result implies that location-dependent land 

use externalities from privately owned open space are unaffected by vegetation type. As a 
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 I assume that statistically insignificant differences between the marginal implicit prices of blue oak and man-made 

(urban and agricultural) land covers imply no cost or benefit from the loss of blue oak woodland. 
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consequence, the only uncertainty that local policymakers face is over the uncertain future value 

of location-independent land use externalities. These location-independent externalities are the 

non-use values and the location-independent use values of vegetation. Because of the difference 

in population size, the non-use and location-independent use values that non-residents attribute 

to localized vegetation types, such as blue oak woodlands, and the species they support are likely 

to vastly outweigh the non-use and location-independent use values that municipality residents 

attribute to them. This implies that the optimal adjustments of local policies, as discussed in the 

previous paper, to account for future learning about climate change are likely to be small. 

However, if local policymakers account for only their constituents’ welfare, they then fail to 

account for the non-use and location-independent use values that non-residents place on their 

municipality’s land cover, and the corresponding value of information about the future effects of 

climate change. As a consequence, local policymakers are under preserving private open space 

as compared to what is socially optimal from the state, national, and international points of view. 

This implies that land use policies should be set and coordinated at a higher spatial scale than at 

the municipality level in order to achieve the socially optimal land use allocation and to 

appropriately account for the value of future learning about the effects of climate change.  

Last, the results of this analysis imply that there is little benefit from distorting land use 

conservation policies to benefit nearby landowners. In other words, the equivalence of location-

dependent externalities across vegetation types implies that the socially optimal conservation 

choice is equivalent to maximizing location-independent land use externalities. Because 

location-independent land use externalities are made up of non-use values, the optimal choice is 

the one that maximizes the probability of future existence. One striking implication of the results 

is that property owners are less likely to pressure policymakers to distort conservation policies in 
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any way that will be detrimental to the future survival of any one species because they do not 

differentiate between land cover types. 
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Climate Change, Vegetation, and Welfare: Estimating the Welfare Loss 
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Map 1 Land Covers and Census Block Groups within the Study Region 

 
Source: FRAP’s Multi-source Land Cover GIS Layer 

             2000 United States Census 
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Map 2 Census Blocks within the Study Region 

 
Source: 2000 United States Census 
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Map 3 Sales of Single Family Residences from 1997 to 2003 within the Study Region 
 

 
Source: County Parcel GIS Layers 

                CoreLogic 

                National Data Collective 
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Map 4 Sales of Single Family Residences from 1997 to 2003 and Land Covers within 

the Study Region 

 
Source: FRAP’s Multi-source Land Cover GIS Layer  

                County Parcel GIS layers 

                CoreLogic 

              National Data Collective 
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Figure 1 Scatter Plot of Bio10 and Bio11 versus Bio1 

 
 

Source: County Parcel GIS Layers 

                WorldClim’s Global Climate Data 
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Figure 2 Scatter Plot of Bio13 versus Bio12 

 
Source: County Parcel GIS Layers 

                WorldClim’s Global Climate Data 
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Figure 3 Scatter Plot of Bio14 versus Elevation 

 

 
Source: County Parcel GIS Layers 

               WorldClim’s Global Climate Data 

              Caltrans's Digital Elevation Model 
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Table I1 Population Growth within California 

 
Source: California Department of Finance’s Population Projections 

  

Population

2010 2010-2020 2010-2030 2010-2040 2010-2050

Sacramento Valley 2,632,140 16% 33% 51% 70%

San Joaquin Valley 4,223,808 26% 55% 88% 124%

     North SJV 1,737,174 28% 60% 94% 133%

     South SJV 2,486,634 24% 52% 83% 118%

               Fresno 983,478 22% 45% 70% 96%

               Kern 871,728 25% 55% 96% 142%

               Tulare 466,893 28% 59% 88% 120%

California 34,105,437 13% 26% 39% 52%

Growth
Region
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Table I2 Land Cover Types within the Study Region 

 
Sources: FRAP’s Multi-source Land Cover Data and Management Landscape Data 

 

 

  

Land Cover Type Private Area (km) Total Area (km) % Private % of Natural Landscape % All Land and Water

Agriculture 13126.68 13197.27 99% - 27%

Barren/Other 18.77 2290.44 1% 7% 5%

Conifer 568.75 8715.62 7% 25% 18%

Desert 2785.81 5699.83 49% 17% 12%

Hardwood 3414.48 5314.31 64% 16% 11%

Herbaceous 7845.52 9082.07 86% 27% 18%

Shrub 1304.07 2979.45 44% 9% 6%

Urban 1425.34 1533.01 93% - 3%

Water 91.70 278.38 33% - 1%

Wetland 50.41 189.17 27% 1% 0%

Vegetation 15969.04 31980.45 50% 93% 65%

Natural Landscape 15987.81 34270.90 47% 100% 70%

All Land and Water 30631.53 49279.56 62% - 100%
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Table I3. Land Cover Types within the Study Region 

 
Sources: FRAP’s Multi-source Land Cover Data and Management Landscape Data 

 
  

Land Cover Type Private Area (km) Total Area (km) % Private % of Natural Landscape % All Land and Water

Agriculture 13126.68 13197.27 99% - 27%

Barren/Other 18.77 2290.44 1% 7% 5%

Conifer Forest 325.77 7300.05 4% 21% 15%

Conifer Woodland 242.98 1415.56 17% 4% 3%

Desert Shrub 2775.94 5670.78 49% 17% 12%

Desert Woodland 9.87 29.05 34% 0% 0%

Hardwood Forest 336.87 1314.76 26% 4% 3%

Blue Oak Woodland 2917.80 3835.96 76% 11% 8%

Other Oak Woodland 159.81 163.58 98% 0% 0%

Herbaceous 7845.52 9082.07 86% 27% 18%

Shrub 1304.07 2979.45 44% 9% 6%

Urban 1425.34 1533.01 93% - 3%

Water 91.70 278.38 33% - 1%

Wetland 50.41 189.17 27% 1% 0%

Vegetation 15969.04 31980.45 50% 93% 65%

Natural Landscape 15987.81 34270.90 47% 100% 70%

All Land and Water 30631.53 49279.56 62% - 100%
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Table 1.a Private Ownership of Land Cover Types Grouped by Ecosystem 

 
  

Land Cover Type Private Area (km) Total Area (km) % Private % of Natural Landscape % All Land and Water

Agriculture 13126.68 13197.27 99% - 27%

Barren/Other 18.77 2290.44 1% 7% 5%

Conifer 568.75 8715.62 7% 25% 18%

Desert 2785.81 5699.83 49% 17% 12%

Hardwood Forest 336.87 1314.76 26% 4% 3%

Blue Oak Woodland 2917.80 3835.96 76% 11% 8%

Other Oak Woodland 159.81 163.58 98% 0% 0%

Herbaceous 7845.52 9082.07 86% 27% 18%

Shrub 1304.07 2979.45 44% 9% 6%

Urban 1425.34 1533.01 93% - 3%

Water 91.70 278.38 33% - 1%

Wetland 50.41 189.17 27% 1% 0%

Grass and Shrubs 11925.53 17732.31 67% 51% 36%

Man made 14552.02 14730.28 99% - 30%

Water and Wetland 142.11 467.55 30% 1% 1%

Vegetation 15918.63 31791.29 50% 99.6% 65%

Natural Landscape 15987.81 34270.90 47% 100% 70%

All Land and Water 30631.53 49279.56 62% - 100%
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Table 1b. Private Ownership of Land Cover Types Grouped by Vegetation Density 

 
  

Land Cover Type Private Area (km) Total Area (km) % Private % of Vegetation % All Land and Water

Agriculture 13126.68 13197.27 99% - 27%

Barren/Other 18.77 2290.44 1% - 5%

Other Woodland 252.85 1444.61 18% 5% 3%

Hardwood woodland 3077.61 3999.54 77% 13% 8%

Herbaceous (with wetland) 7895.93 9271.24 85% 29% 19%

Shrub (with desert shrubs) 4080.01 8650.23 47% 27% 18%

Urban 1425.34 1533.01 93% - 3%

Water 91.70 278.38 33% - 1%

Woods 3330.47 5444.16 61% 17% 18%

Forests 662.63 8614.82 8% 27% 12%

Trees 3993.10 14058.98 28% 44% 29%

Non-tree 11925.53 17732.31 67% 56% 3%

Vegetation 15918.63 31791.29 50% 99.6% 65%

Natural Landscape 15987.81 34270.90 47% 100% 70%

All Land and Water 30631.53 49279.56 62% - 100%
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Table 2.a Variable Definitions and Sources 

Variable Name Label  Source 

Dependent Variable     

c_realprice Real price of house in $1997 CoreLogic 

Descriptive Variables 

cbgroup Census Block Group 2000 Census 

cblock Census Block 2000 Census 

Neighborhood Non-Land Cover Characteristics  

black % of population in the neighborhood that is black 2000 Census 

cbgroup_tax Average tax rate across all houses sold in a census block group CoreLogic 

college % of population in the neighborhood with a bachelor's degree 2000 Census 

gradprof % of population with an upper education degree (masters, Ph.D., professional) 2000 Census 

highschool % of population in the neighborhood that has a high school diploma 2000 Census 

hispanic % of population in the neighborhood that is Hispanic and/or Latino 2000 Census 

housing_den Households per square kilometer 2000 Census 

mediany Households: median household income in 1999 2000 Census 

poverty % of population in the neighborhood that is under the poverty line 2000 Census 

public Percentage of neighborhood that is publically owned 2000 Census 

under18n % of population in the neighborhood that is under 18 2000 Census 

unemployed % of labor force in the neighborhood that is unemployed 2000 Census 

vacant % of houses in the neighborhood that are vacant in the neighborhood 2000 Census 

x65overn % of the population neighborhood that is 65 and over 2000 Census 

Neighborhood Land Cover Characteristics  

Per_HerbShrub % of neighborhood covered by herbaceous, shrubs, desert shrubs, and wetlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg60_b % of neighborhood covered by herbaceous and wetlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg70_b % of neighborhood covered by shrubs (including desert shrubs) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 
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PerForest % of neighborhood covered by Forest FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerGrassShrub % of neighborhood covered by Grass and Shrubs FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerManMade % of neighborhood covered by Agricultural and Urban FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerNonHardwood % of neighborhood covered by conifer and desert woodland FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerTrees % of neighborhood covered by Forests and Woodlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerVeg % of neighborhood covered by vegetation FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerWaterWet % of neighborhood covered by Water and Wetlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerWood % of neighborhood covered by Woodland FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerBlueOak % of neighborhood covered by Blue Oak habitat FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg10 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 10 (agriculture) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg100 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 100 (Wetland) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg20 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 20 (Barren/Other) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg30 % of neighborhood covered by WHR10 vegetation type 30 (Conifers) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg40 % of neighborhood covered by WHR10 vegetation type 40 (Desert) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg51 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 51 (Hardwood Forest) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg60 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 60 (Herbaceous) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg70 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 70 (Shrub) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg80 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 80 (Urban) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

percveg90 % of neighborhood covered by WHR13 vegetation type 90 (Water) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

PerOtherOak % of neighborhood covered by Other Oak habitat FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistBlue Dummy for whether Blue Oak Habitat is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistOak Dummy for whether Other Oak Habitat is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_10 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 10 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_100 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 100 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_20 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 20 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_30 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 30 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_40 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 40 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 
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kmdistw13_51 Dummy for whether WHR10 vegetation type 51 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_60 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 60 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_70 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 70 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_80 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 80 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

kmdistw13_90 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 90 is within 1.0 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

diversity10 Diversity of WHR10 land cover types within the neighborhood Frap's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

Climate Characteristics  

bio1 Annual mean temperature at the parcel level WorldClim 

bio10 Mean temperature of warmest quarter at the parcel level WorldClim 

bio11 Mean temperature of coldest quarter at the parcel level WorldClim 

bio12 Annual precipitation at the parcel level WorldClim 

bio13 Precipitation of wettest month at the parcel level WorldClim 

bio14 Precipitation of driest month at the parcel level WorldClim 

elevation Elevation at the centroid of the parcel Caltrans's Digital Elevation Model 

Education Characteristics  

AvgAPI_elem_v Average Elementary School District API (weight=verified) over study period California's Department of Education 

Zoning 

z_agri Agricultural zoning County Zoning Layers 

z_commercial Commercial zoning County Zoning Layers 

z_FloodPlain Flood Plain zoning County Zoning Layers 

z_manufacturing Manufacturing zoning County Zoning Layers 

z_mobile Mobile Home zoning County Zoning Layers 

z_OpenRec Open space and recreational zoning County Zoning Layers 

z_res_108900 Residential zoning - a minimum of 2.5 acres per single family residence County Zoning Layers 

z_res_12500 Residential zoning - a minimum of 12,500 square feet single family residence County Zoning Layers 

z_res_2000 Residential zoning - a minimum of 2,000 square feet per single family residence County Zoning Layers 

z_res_217800 Residential zoning - a minimum of 5 acres per single family residence County Zoning Layers 
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z_res_3000 Residential zoning - a minimum of 3,000 square feet per single family residence County Zoning Layers 

z_res_44000 Residential zoning - a minimum of 1 acre per single family residence County Zoning Layers 

z_res_6000 Residential zoning - a minimum of 6,000 square feet per single family residence County Zoning Layers 

z_res_871200 Residential zoning - a minimum of 20 acres per single family residence County Zoning Layers 

Structural Housing Characteristics 

c_age Age of building CoreLogic 

c_basement Dummy variable for whether basement exists; missing entry is no basement CoreLogic 

c_bath Number of bathrooms CoreLogic 

c_bed Number of bedrooms CoreLogic 

c_bldg_area Building area (square footage) CoreLogic 

c_pool Dummy variable for whether pool exists (1 equals yes) CoreLogic 

c_qual_above Housing quality above average CoreLogic 

c_qual_below Housing quality below average CoreLogic 

c_stories Number of stories CoreLogic 

garage_exist Carport NDC 

shape_acre Parcel area (acres) County parcel GIS layers 

Distances to Urban Areas  

bakerdist Distance (km) from the parcel centroid to Bakersfield centroid FRAP'sCensus 2000 Urbanized Areas  

dist_BakerFresVis Minimum distance to Bakersfield, City of Fresno, or Visalia FRAP'sCensus 2000 Urbanized Areas  

fresndist Distance (km) from the parcel centroid to the City of Fresno centroid FRAP'sCensus 2000 Urbanized Areas  

urbandist Distance (km) from the parcel centroid to nearest urban area boundary FRAP'sCensus 2000 Urbanized Areas  

visaldist Distance (km) from the parcel centroid to Visalia centroid FRAP'sCensus 2000 Urbanized Areas  

Within-Neighborhood Land Cover Characteristics  

cbw13_60_b  % of census block covered by herbaceous and wetlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_70_b  % of census block covered by shrubs (including desert shrubs) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_Forest % of census block covered by Forest FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_GrassShrub % of census block covered by Grass and Shrubs FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 
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cbw13_HerbShrub % of census block covered by herbaceous, shrubs, desert shrubs, and wetlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_ManMade % of census block covered by Agricultural and Urban FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_Trees % of census block covered by Forests and Woodlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_WaterWet % of census block covered by Water and Wetlands FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_Wood % of census block covered by Woodland FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

CbwNonHardwood % of census block covered by conifer and desert woodland FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

CbwVeg % of census block covered by vegetation FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_100p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 100 (Wetland) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_10p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 10 (agriculture) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_20p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 20 (Barren/Other) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_30p % of census block covered by WHR10 vegetation type 30 (Conifers) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_40p % of census block covered by WHR10 vegetation type 40 (Desert) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_51p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 42 (Desert Woodland) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_60p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 60 (Herbaceous) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_70p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 70 (Shrub) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_80p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 80 (Urban) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_90p % of census block covered by WHR13 vegetation type 90 (Water) FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_BlueOak % of census block covered by Blue Oak habitat FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

cbw13_OtherOak % of census block covered by Other Oak habitat FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistBlue Dummy for whether Blue Oak Habitat is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistOak Dummy for whether Other Oak Habitat is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_10 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 10 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_100 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 100 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_20 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 20 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_30 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 30 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_40 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 40 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_51 Dummy for whether WHR10 vegetation type 51 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 
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p1kmdistw13_60 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 60 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_70 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 70 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_80 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 80 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p1kmdistw13_90 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 90 is within 0.1 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistBlue Dummy for whether Blue Oak Habitat is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistOak Dummy for whether Other Oak Habitat is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_10 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 10 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_100 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 100 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_20 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 20 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_30 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 30 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_40 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 40 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_51 Dummy for whether WHR10 vegetation type 51 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_60 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 60 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_70 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 70 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_80 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 80 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

p5kmdistw13_90 Dummy for whether WHR13 vegetation type 90 is within 0.5 km of parcel FRAP's Multi-source Land Cover Data 

Fixed Effects 

Fresno Dummy variable for Fresno CA Atlas 

Tulare Dummy variable for Tulare CA Atlas 

year_2 Dummy variable for sale year 1998 CoreLogic 

year_3 Dummy variable for sale year 1999 CoreLogic 

year_4 Dummy variable for sale year 2000 CoreLogic 

year_5 Dummy variable for sale year 2001 CoreLogic 

year_6 Dummy variable for sale year 2002 CoreLogic 

year_7 Dummy variable for sale year 2003 CoreLogic 

*Source of property locations is county GIS databases 
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Table 2b. Instrumental Variable Definitions and Sources 

Variable Name Label  Source 

Property 

awc2 wgt_awc squared SSURGO 

clay2 wgt_clay squared SSURGO 

maxdepth2 wgt_depth squared SSURGO 

PoorDrain 
Whether the dominant soil type has poor drainage at the centroid 

of this parcel 
SSURGO 

prime_farmland 
Dummy equal to 1 if parcel is on farmland that can be converted 

to prime farmland   (at the centroid of this parcel) 
SSURGO 

slope15 
Dummy of whether the slope of the dominant soil type is greater 

than or equal to a grade of 15 
SSURGO 

state_farmland 
Dummy equal to 1 if the parcel is on farmland of state wide 

importance  (at the centroid of this parcel) 
SSURGO 

WellDrain 
Whether the dominant soil type is well drained at the centroid of 

this parcel 
SSURGO 

wgt_awc 
Weighted average of available water capacity at the centroid of 

this parcel 
SSURGO 

wgt_clay 
Weighted average of total clay content at the centroid of this 

parcel 
SSURGO 

wgt_depth 
Weighted average of maximum soil depth at the centroid of this 

parcel 
SSURGO 
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Census Block 

cbl_dom_awc 
The average value of the water capacity of the dominant soil 

type at the centroid of the census block's parcels 
SSURGO 

cbl_dom_awc2 cbl_dom_awc squared SSURGO 

cbl_dom_clay 
The average value of the clay content of the dominant soil type 

at the centroid of the census block's parcels 
SSURGO 

cbl_dom_clay2 cbl_dom_clay squared SSURGO 

cbl_dom_irr 
The average value of the irrlcc of the dominant soil type at the 

centroid of the census block's parcels 
SSURGO 

cbl_dom_maxdepth 
The average value of the max. soil depth of the dominant soil 

type at the centroid of the census block's parcels 
SSURGO 

cbl_dom_maxdepth2 cbl_dom_maxdepth squared SSURGO 

cbl_dom_slope15 
The % of parcels within the census block with a slope above 15 

degrees (dominant) 
SSURGO 

cbl_dom_storie The % of parcels within the census block with poor drainage SSURGO 

cbl_PoorDrain The % of parcels within the census block with well drained land SSURGO 

cbl_primefarm 
The % of parcels within the census block that can be converted 

to prime farmland 
SSURGO 

cbl_state 
The % of parcels within the census block on farmland of state 

wide importance 
SSURGO 

cbl_WellDrain 
The % of parcels within the census block with excessive 

drainage 
SSURGO 
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Census Block Group 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain The % of soil within the cbgroup characterized by poor drainage SSURGO 

cbg_avg_primefarm 
The % of soil  within the cbgroup that meet the req. for 

convertible to prime farmland 
SSURGO 

cbg_avg_state 
The % of soil  within the cbgroup that meet the req. for farmland 

of statewide importance 
SSURGO 

cbg_avg_WellDrain The % of soil within the cbgroup that drain well SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc 

The weighted average value of weighted average of available 

water capacity weighted by % of cbgroup covered by each soil 

type 

SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 cbg_avg_wgt_awc squared SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay 
The weighted average value of weighted average of total clay 

content weighted by % of cbgroup covered by each soil type 
SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 cbg_avg_wgt_clay squared SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_irr 
The weighted average value of weighted average of irr lcc 

weighted by % of cbgroup covered by each soil type 
SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth 
The weighted average value of weighted average of maximum 

soil depth weighted by % of cbgroup covered by each soil type 
SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth squared SSURGO 

cbg_avg_wgt_storie 
The weighted average value of weighted average of the CA 

storie index weighted by % of cbgroup covered by each soil type 
SSURGO 
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cbg_slope15 
The % of parcels within the census block group with a slope 

above 15 degrees (property specific) 
SSURGO 
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Table 2.c Key for Transformed Variables 

Variable Name 

Stata 

Abbreviation Label  

Transformed Left Hand Side 

log_realprice log_realpr~e Log of real price square-rooted 

theta_realprice theta_real~e Real price to the power of theta (0.327) 

theta2_realprice theta2_rea~e Real price to the power of theta2 (0.301)  

Transformed Right Hand Side 

lamb_bath lamb_bath c_bath^0.944 

lamb_bio1 lamb_bio1 bio1^0.944 

lamb_bio12 lamb_bio12 bio12^0.944 

lamb_bldg_area lamb_bldg_~a c_bldg_area^0.944 

lamb_CBD lamb_CBD dist_BakerFresVis^0.944 

lamb_density lamb_density housing_den^0.944 

lamb_educ lamb_educ AvgAPI_elem_v^0.944 

lamb_elev lamb_elev elevation^0.944 

lamb_hispanic lamb_hispa~c hispanic^0.944 

lamb_income lamb_income mediany^0.944 

lamb_shape_acre lamb_shape~e shape_acre^0.944 

lamb_stories lamb_stories c_stories^0.944 

lamb_tax lamb_tax cbgroup_tax^0.944 

lamb_urban lamb_urban urban^0.944 

lamb2_bath lamb2_bath c_bath^0.301  

lamb2_bio1 lamb2_bio1 bio1^0.301  

lamb2_bio12 lamb2_bio12 bio12^0.301  

lamb2_bldg_area lamb2_bldg~a c_bldg_area^0.301  

lamb2_CBD lamb2_CBD CBD^0.301  

lamb2_density lamb2_dens~y housing_den^0.301  

lamb2_educ lamb2_educ AvgAPI_elem_v^0.301  

lamb2_elev lamb2_elev elevation^0.301  

lamb2_hispanic lamb2_hisp~c hispanic^0.301  

lamb2_income lamb2_income mediany^0.301  

lamb2_shape_acre lamb2_shap~e shape_area^0.301  

lamb2_stories lamb2_stor~s c_stories^0.301  

lamb2_tax lamb2_tax cbgroup_tax^0.301  

lamb2_urban lamb2_urban urbandist^0.301  

log_bath log_bath log(c_bath) 

log_bio1 log_bio1 log(bio1) 

log_bio12 log_bio12 log(bio12) 

log_bldg_area log_bldg_a~a log(bldg_area) 

log_CBD log_CBD log(dist_BakerFresVis) 
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log_density log_density log(housing_den) 

log_educ log_educ log(AvgAPI_elem_v) 

log_elev log_elev log(elevation) 

log_hispanic log_hispanic log(hispanic) 

log_income log_income log(mediany) 

log_shape_acre log_shape_~e log(shape_acr) 

log_stories log_stories log(c_stories) 

log_tax log_tax log(cbgroup_tax) 

log_urban log_urban log(urbandis) 

one_bath one_bath c_bath 

one_bio1 one_bio1 bio1 

one_bio12 one_bio12 bio12 

one_bldg_area one_bldg_a~a c_bldg_area 

one_CBD one_CBD dist_BakerFresVis 

one_density one_density housing_den 

one_educ one_educ AvgAPI_elem_v 

one_elev one_elev elevation 

one_hispanic one_hispanic hispanic 

one_income one_income mediany 

one_shape_acre one_shape_~e shape_acre 

one_stories one_stories c_stories 

one_tax one_tax cbgroup_tax 

one_urban one_urban urbandist 

two_bath two_bath c_bath^2 

two_bio1 two_bio1 bio1^2 

two_bio12 two_bio12 bio12^2 

two_bldg_area two_bldg_a~a c_bldg_area^2 

two_CBD two_CBD dist_BakerFresVis^2 

two_density two_density housing_den^2 

two_educ two_educ AvgAPI_elem_v^2 

two_elev two_elev elevation^2 

two_hispanic two_hispanic hispanic^2 

two_income two_income mediany^2 

two_shape_acre two_shape_~e shape_acre^2 

two_stories two_stories c_stories^2 

two_tax two_tax cbgroup_tax^2 

two_urban two_urban urbandist^2 
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Table 3.a Summary of Variables at the Property Level 

Variable Name 
Stata 

Abbreviation 
Obs. Mean Std. De Min Max 

Predicted 

Sign 

Dependent Variable 

c_realprice c_realprice 168267 119933.3 77116.67 1000 3292449 n/a 

Neighborhood Non-Land Cover Characteristics  

black black 168267 0.0399767 0.052485 0 0.6871321 - 

cbgroup_tax cbgroup_tax 168267 0.0136332 0.0029695 0.0043844 0.1217842 - 

college college 168267 0.2020179 0.1483236 0 0.6348993 + 

gradprof gradprof 168267 0.0651387 0.0572937 0 0.625 + 

highschool highschool 168267 0.7537103 0.1911966 0.0824916 1 + 

hispanic hispanic 168267 0.3193151 0.2237347 0.0268987 0.9826418 - 

housing_den housing_den 168267 469.5186 378.2285 0.0086736 2360.187 - 

mediany mediany 168267 46433.35 18500.43 6300 125494 + 

poverty poverty 168267 0.1468537 0.1296549 0 0.96875 - 

public public 168267 0.0222657 0.1097561 0 0.9814515 + 

under18n under18n 168267 0.3170796 0.0601942 0 0.5147059 +/- 

unemployed unemployed 168267 0.089454 0.0721763 0 0.5454546 - 

vacant vacant 168267 0.0657366 0.0859648 0 0.8996655 - 

x65overn x65overn 168267 0.0984322 0.0627069 0.0128136 0.7658228 +/- 

Neighborhood Land Cover Characteristics  

Per_HerbShrub Per_HerbSh~b 168267 0.0739668 0.187223 0 1 + 

percveg60_b percveg60_b 168267 0.0428147 0.1264483 0 0.9289 + 

percveg70_b percveg70_b 168267 0.0311521 0.1271157 0 1 + 

PerForest PerForest 168267 0.0119776 0.0831793 0 0.9532152 +/- 
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PerNonHardwood PerNonHard~d 168267 0.0035428 0.0305614 0 0.3168 +/- 

PerTrees PerTrees 168267 0.0269344 0.123296 0 0.9532152 +/- 

PerVeg PerVeg 168267 0.1009012 0.2454606 0 1 +/- 

PerWood PerWood 168267 0.0149569 0.0664395 0 0.7653178 + 

PerBlueOak PerBlueOak 168267 0.0103422 0.0559746 0 0.7653177 + 

percveg10 percveg10 168267 0.2581503 0.32683 0 0.9995012 +/- 

percveg100 percveg100 168267 0.0004193 0.0034121 0 0.1287 - 

percveg20 percveg20 168267 0.0016511 0.0135442 0 0.2403174 - 

percveg30 percveg30 168267 0.0132528 0.0970553 0 0.9291998 +/- 

percveg40 percveg40 168267 0.0232844 0.1207906 0 1 - 

percveg51 percveg51 168267 0.0022046 0.0149308 0 0.3411543 +/- 

percveg60 percveg60 168267 0.0423954 0.1262717 0 0.9289 + 

percveg70 percveg70 168267 0.0079306 0.0433567 0 0.6407 + 

percveg80 percveg80 168267 0.6372337 0.3777192 0 1 +/- 

percveg90 percveg90 168267 0.0020636 0.0164232 0 0.4168 + 

PerOtherOak PerOtherOak 168267 0.0010718 0.008858 0 0.175497 + 

kmdistBlue kmdistBlue 168267 0.0842114 0.2777054 0 1 + 

kmdistOak kmdistOak 168267 0.0250554 0.1562939 0 1 + 

kmdistw13_10 kmdistw13_10 168267 0.670797 0.4699252 0 1 +/- 

kmdistw13_100 kmdistw1~100 168267 0.0363589 0.1871821 0 1 - 

kmdistw13_20 kmdistw13_20 168267 0.0164263 0.1271084 0 1 - 

kmdistw13_30 kmdistw13_30 168267 0.0231002 0.1502222 0 1 +/- 

kmdistw13_40 kmdistw13_40 168267 0.0602673 0.2379821 0 1 - 

kmdistw13_51 kmdistw13_51 168267 0.0631794 0.243286 0 1 +/- 

kmdistw13_60 kmdistw13_60 168267 0.3177569 0.4656058 0 1 + 

kmdistw13_70 kmdistw13_70 168267 0.0976543 0.2968476 0 1 + 

kmdistw13_80 kmdistw13_80 168267 0.8878746 0.3155216 0 1 +/- 
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kmdistw13_90 kmdistw13_90 168267 0.0552812 0.228529 0 1 + 

Climate Characteristics  

bio1 bio1 168267 172.2489 14.2088 52 193 +/- 

bio10 bio10 168267 259.409 15.64246 128 286 - 

bio11 bio11 168267 85.97488 10.89524 -8 105 + 

bio12 bio12 168267 249.1042 94.95798 81 975 + 

bio13 bio13 168267 46.5825 18.01785 17 183 - 

bio14 bio14 168267 0.1674363 0.5403536 0 9 +/- 

elevation elevation 168267 670.9921 978.7312 118 8393 +/- 

Education Characteristics  

AvgAPI_elem_v AvgAPI_ele~v 167228 658.3654 93.09259 455.1804 808.4156 + 

Zoning 

z_agri z_agri 168267 0.0246632 0.1550969 0 1 +/- 

z_commercial z_commercial 168267 0.0020563 0.0452994 0 1 - 

z_FloodPlain z_FloodPlain 168267 0.0096097 0.0975574 0 1 - 

z_manufacturing z_manufact~g 168267 0.0003922 0.0198011 0 1 - 

z_mobile z_mobile 168267 0.0033399 0.0576957 0 1 - 

z_OpenRec z_OpenRec 168267 0.0002258 0.015026 0 1 + 

z_res_108900 z_res_108900 168267 0.0060321 0.0774321 0 1 + 

z_res_12500 z_res_12500 168267 0.0649563 0.2464494 0 1 + 

z_res_2000 z_res_2000 168267 0.0043265 0.0656336 0 1 - 

z_res_217800 z_res_217800 168267 0.0104715 0.1017932 0 1 - 

z_res_3000 z_res_3000 168267 0.0178169 0.132286 0 1 - 

z_res_44000 z_res_44000 168267 0.031248 0.1739876 0 1 + 

z_res_6000 z_res_6000 168267 0.3091456 0.4621427 0 1 - 

z_res_871200 z_res_871200   0.0004517 0.0212476 0 1 - 
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Structural Housing Characteristics 

c_age c_age 168267 22.67148 21.86231 0 185 - 

c_basement c_basement 168267 0.0119334 0.1085867 0 1 + 

c_bath c_bath 168267 2.069015 0.6740896 1 10 + 

c_bed c_bed 168267 3.157203 0.7233622 1 16 + 

c_bldg_area c_bldg_area 168267 1636.255 603.7166 116 8181 + 

c_pool c_pool 168267 0.2524559 0.4344227 0 1 + 

c_qual_above c_qual_above 168267 0.1768737 0.3815629 0 1 + 

c_qual_below c_qual_below 168267 0.0633755 0.2436378 0 1 - 

c_stories c_stories 168267 1.115798 0.3237136 1 4 - 

garage_exist garage_exist 168267 0.9153904 0.2783007 0 1 + 

shape_acre shape_acre 168267 0.3805477 2.198168 0.0201331 622.2057 + 

Distances to Urban Areas  

bakerdist bakerdist 168267 98.59122 70.74051 0.0173736 229.0023 - 

dist_BakerFresVis dist_Baker~s 168267 19.2627 25.71079 0.0173736 133.0163 - 

fresndist fresndist 168267 95.07364 80.89675 0.0381 276.4094 - 

urbandist urbandist 168267 6.633091 4.807725 0.0140208 58.21771 - 

visaldist visaldist 168267 81.68982 41.49265 0.065532 207.9196 - 

Within-Neighborhood Land Cover Characteristics  

cbw13_60_b  cbw13_60_b 168267 0.0309669 0.1342435 0 1 + 

cbw13_70_b  cbw13_70_b 168267 0.0176452 0.1090023 0 1 + 

cbw13_Forest cbw13_Forest 168267 0.0091754 0.0815423 0 1 +/- 

cbw13_HerbShrub cbw13_Herb~b 168267 0.048612 0.17807 0 1 + 

cbw13_Trees cbw13_Trees 168267 0.0208828 0.1161144 0 1 +/- 

cbw13_Wood cbw13_Wood 168267 0.0117074 0.0745578 0 1 + 

CbwNonHardwood CbwNonHard~d 168267 0.0017348 0.0283535 0 1 +/- 
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CbwVeg CbwVeg 164438 0.0577874 0.1972273 0 1.0001 + 

cbw13_100p cbw13_100p 168267 0.0003288 0.0097399 0 0.4240271 - 

cbw13_10p cbw13_10p 168267 0.1825045 0.3312197 0 1 +/- 

cbw13_20p cbw13_20p 168267 0.0002659 0.008177 0 0.7392656 - 

cbw13_30p cbw13_30p 168267 0.0091371 0.0837848 0 1 +/- 

cbw13_40p cbw13_40p 168267 0.0122567 0.1008069 0 1 - 

cbw13_51p cbw13_51p 168267 0.0017676 0.0216539 0 0.9031715 +/- 

cbw13_60p cbw13_60p 168267 0.0306381 0.1339001 0 1 + 

cbw13_70p cbw13_70p 168267 0.005394 0.0430487 0 1 + 

cbw13_80p cbw13_80p 168267 0.7475037 0.3821415 0 1 - 

cbw13_90p cbw13_90p 168267 0.000231 0.0071333 0 0.9997984 + 

cbw13_BlueOak cbw13_Blue~k 168267 0.0093474 0.0671076 0 1 + 

cbw13_OtherOak cbw13_Othe~k 168267 0.0006252 0.0117544 0 0.7537 + 

p1kmdistBlue p1kmdistBlue 168267 0.022292 0.1476318 0 1 + 

p1kmdistOak p1kmdistOak 168267 0.0020028 0.0447076 0 1 + 

p1kmdistw13_10 p1kmdistw~10 168267 0.234217 0.4235097 0 1 +/- 

p1kmdistw13_100 p1kmdist~100 168267 0.0009093 0.0301405 0 1 - 

p1kmdistw13_20 p1kmdistw~20 168267 0.0006359 0.025209 0 1 - 

p1kmdistw13_30 p1kmdistw~30 168267 0.0109944 0.1042766 0 1 +/- 

p1kmdistw13_40 p1kmdistw~40 168267 0.0138054 0.116683 0 1 - 

p1kmdistw13_51 p1kmdistw~51 168267 0.0047425 0.0687023 0 1 +/- 

p1kmdistw13_60 p1kmdistw~60 168267 0.0515431 0.2211033 0 1 + 

p1kmdistw13_70 p1kmdistw~70 168267 0.0151604 0.1221912 0 1 + 

p1kmdistw13_80 p1kmdistw~80 168267 0.7163318 0.4507791 0 1 - 

p1kmdistw13_90 p1kmdistw~90 168267 0.0005586 0.0236289 0 1 + 

p5kmdistBlue p5kmdistBlue 168267 0.0583359 0.2343781 0 1 + 

p5kmdistOak p5kmdistOak 168267 0.0139184 0.1171525 0 1 + 
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p5kmdistw13_10 p5kmdistw~10 168267 0.5625227 0.496077 0 1 +/- 

p5kmdistw13_100 p5kmdist~100 168267 0.011981 0.1088002 0 1 - 

p5kmdistw13_20 p5kmdistw~20 168267 0.0084984 0.0917945 0 1 - 

p5kmdistw13_30 p5kmdistw~30 168267 0.0201584 0.1405425 0 1 +/- 

p5kmdistw13_40 p5kmdistw~40 168267 0.0380229 0.1912521 0 1 - 

p5kmdistw13_51 p5kmdistw~51 168267 0.03416 0.1816405 0 1 +/- 

p5kmdistw13_60 p5kmdistw~60 168267 0.2029631 0.4022065 0 1 + 

p5kmdistw13_70 p5kmdistw~70 168267 0.0606298 0.2386508 0 1 + 

p5kmdistw13_80 p5kmdistw~80 168267 0.8450379 0.3618696 0 1 - 

p5kmdistw13_90 p5kmdistw~90 168267 0.0160816 0.1257898 0 1 + 

Fixed Effects 

Fresno Fresno 168267 0.4164631 0.4929737 0 1 +/- 

Tulare Tulare 168267 0.1541479 0.3610915 0 1 +/- 

year_2 year_2 168267 0.1285932 0.3347502 0 1 + 

year_3 year_3 168267 0.1279276 0.3340102 0 1 + 

year_4 year_4 168267 0.1235358 0.3290522 0 1 + 

year_5 year_5 168267 0.1464934 0.3536012 0 1 + 

year_6 year_6 168267 0.1619034 0.3683633 0 1 + 

year_7 year_7 168267 0.1831375 0.3867804 0 1 + 
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Table 3.b Summary of Instrumental Variables at the Property Level 

Variable Name 
Stata 

Abbreviation 
Obs. Mean Std. De Min Max 

Predicted 

Sign 

Property 

awc2 awc2 164438 24.59175 29.21814 0.0000381 302.9594 n/a 

clay2 clay2 168267 36.86189 126.3564 0.0004529 2603.171 n/a 

maxdepth2 maxdepth2 168267 451.126 1150.413 0.0242974 21395.93 n/a 

PoorDrain PoorDrain 168267 0.0207824 0.1426557 0 1 n/a 

prime_farmland prime_farm~d 168267 0.5286479 0.4991801 0 1 n/a 

slope15 slope15 168267 0.005836 0.0761705 0 1 n/a 

state_farmland state_farm~d 168267 0.1605246 0.367093 0 1 n/a 

WellDrain WellDrain 164438 0.8525795 0.3545256 0 1 n/a 

wgt_awc wgt_awc 164438 17.40573 4.959022 0 33.78 n/a 

wgt_clay wgt_clay 164438 13.97872 6.071418 0 65 n/a 

wgt_depth wgt_depth 136398 156.2735 21.23979 10 229 n/a 

Census Block 

cbl_dom_awc cbl_dom_awc 164588 17.74955 4.752498 0 31.59 n/a 

cbl_dom_awc2 cbl_dom_awc2 164588 22.5861 24.63741 1.73E-06 315.0465 n/a 

cbl_dom_clay cbl_dom_clay 164588 14.31196 5.577425 0 65 n/a 

cbl_dom_clay2 cbl_dom_cl~2 164588 31.10748 116.8171 6.70E-07 2569.277 n/a 

cbl_dom_maxdepth cbl_dom_ma~h 164588 157.3832 19.58558 10 203.6154 n/a 

cbl_dom_maxdepth2 cbl_dom_ma~2 164588 383.5926 847.2296 1.93E-06 21721.81 n/a 

cbl_dom_slope15 cbl_dom_s~15 168267 0.0569551 0.2185715 0 1 n/a 

cbl_PoorDrain cbl_PoorDr~n 168267 0.0211548 0.1295595 0 1 n/a 

cbl_primefarm cbl_primef~m 168267 0.5292809 0.4639608 0 1 n/a 

cbl_state cbl_state 168267 0.1598252 0.3226708 0 1 n/a 

cbl_WellDrain cbl_WellDr~n 168267 0.850699 0.3193303 0 1 n/a 
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Census Block Group 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain cbg_avg_Po~n 168267 0.0349236 0.127467 0 1 n/a 

cbg_avg_primefarm cbg_avg_pr~m 168267 0.5245603 0.3980237 0 1 n/a 

cbg_avg_state cbg_avg_st~e 168267 0.1549331 0.2384273 0 1 n/a 

cbg_avg_WellDrain cbg_avg_We~n 168267 0.8203314 0.2655963 0 1 n/a 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc cbg_avg_wg~c 164893 17.35509 3.856129 3.192352 30.1 n/a 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 cbg_avg_w~c2 164893 14.86964 21.07483 0.0002212 200.5831 n/a 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay cbg_avg_wg~y 164893 13.95477 4.865687 1.947865 64.55711 n/a 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 cbg_avg_w~y2 164893 23.67476 100.7675 3.04E-06 2560.597 n/a 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth cbg_avg_wg~h 164893 155.7398 16.84429 58.03142 193.0304 n/a 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 cbg_avg_w~h2 164893 283.7285 675.548 0.0000176 9546.923 n/a 

cbg_slope15 cbg_slope15 168267 0.0099279 0.0453932 0 0.5055762 n/a 
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Table 4.a Neighborhood Variables Summarized at the Census Block Group Level 

 

variable name 
stata 

abbreviation 
Obs Mean Std. De Min Max 

Descriptive 

cbgroup cbgroup 1179 6.04E+10 3.53E+08 6.02E+10 6.11E+10 

Neighborhood Non-Land Cover Characteristics  

black black 1179 0.0420046 0.0698153 0 0.6871321 

cbgroup_tax cbgroup_tax 1179 0.0135479 0.0048522 0.0043844 0.1217842 

college college 1179 0.139146 0.1300021 0 0.6348993 

gradprof gradprof 1179 0.0451803 0.0544626 0 0.625 

highschool highschool 1179 0.6445443 0.2220312 0.0824916 1 

hispanic hispanic 1179 0.4246175 0.2588255 0.0268987 0.9826418 

housing_den housing_den 1179 500.3143 426.6594 0.0086736 2360.187 

mediany mediany 1179 36652.9 16630.12 6300 125494 

poverty poverty 1179 0.2232807 0.1575026 0 0.96875 

public public 1179 0.0279072 0.1247597 0 0.9814515 

under18n under18n 1179 0.3176237 0.0715427 0 0.5147059 

unemployed unemployed 1179 0.1267708 0.0915543 0 0.5454546 

vacant vacant 1179 0.0771935 0.0930952 0 0.8996655 

x65overn x65overn 1179 0.1092993 0.064853 0.0128136 0.7658228 

Neighborhood Land Cover Characteristics  

Per_HerbShrub Per_HerbSh~b 1179 0.0693977 0.1855069 0 1 

percveg60_b percveg60_b 1179 0.0406751 0.1211922 0 0.9289 

percveg70_b percveg70_b 1179 0.0287226 0.1310368 0 1 

PerForest PerForest 1179 0.0126627 0.0844284 0 0.9532152 
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PerGrassShrub PerGrassSh~b 1179 0.0686728 0.1850015 0 1 

PerManMade PerManMade 1179 0.8973696 0.2551142 0 1 

PerNonHardwood PerNonHard~d 1179 0.0020685 0.0216327 0 0.3168 

PerTrees PerTrees 1179 0.0296002 0.1251647 0 0.9532152 

PerVeg PerVeg 1179 0.0989979 0.2482847 0 1 

PerWaterWet PerWaterWet 1179 0.0032935 0.0220645 0 0.4168 

PerWood PerWood 1179 0.0169375 0.0734845 0 0.7653178 

PerBlueOak PerBlueOak 1179 0.0142723 0.0687768 0 0.7653177 

percveg10 percveg10 1179 0.2247339 0.3443167 0 0.9995012 

percveg100 percveg100 1179 0.0007248 0.0062194 0 0.1287 

percveg20 percveg20 1179 0.001064 0.0112184 0 0.2403174 

percveg30 percveg30 1179 0.0109205 0.0797916 0 0.9291998 

percveg40 percveg40 1179 0.0217828 0.1235033 0 1 

percveg51 percveg51 1179 0.0037621 0.0217377 0 0.3411543 

percveg60 percveg60 1179 0.0399502 0.1206231 0 0.9289 

percveg70 percveg70 1179 0.0069884 0.0408946 0 0.6407 

percveg80 percveg80 1179 0.6726356 0.405471 0 1 

percveg90 percveg90 1179 0.0025686 0.0203425 0 0.4168 

PerOtherOak PerOtherOak 1179 0.0005965 0.0067145 0 0.175497 
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Table 4.b Neighborhood Instrumental Variables Summarized at the Census Block 

Group Level 

 

variable name
stata 

abbreviation
Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

cbgroup cbgroup 1179 6.04E+10 3.53E+08 6.02E+10 6.11E+10

cbg_avg_PoorDrain cbg_avg_Po~n 1179 0.0404742 0.1561819 0 1

cbg_avg_primefarm cbg_avg_pr~m 1179 0.4741476 0.4029719 0 1

cbg_avg_state cbg_avg_st~e 1179 0.1939456 0.2856629 0 1

cbg_avg_WellDrain cbg_avg_We~n 1179 0.8224202 0.272659 0 1

cbg_avg_wgt_awc cbg_avg_wg~c 1156 17.69064 4.098734 3.192352 30.1

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 cbg_avg_w~c2 1156 16.89768 26.24473 0.0002212 200.5831

cbg_avg_wgt_clay cbg_avg_wg~y 1156 14.42371 6.313464 1.947865 64.55711

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 cbg_avg_w~y2 1156 40.04525 144.1076 3.04E-06 2560.597

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth cbg_avg_wg~h 1156 156.8825 17.24403 58.03142 193.0304

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth cbg_avg_wg~r 1018 2.36079 0.9876124 1 6.748021

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 cbg_avg_w~h2 1156 298.4052 793.2697 0.0000176 9546.923

cbg_avg_wgt_storie cbg_avg_wg~e 1055 63.31693 21.77198 14.26961 95

cbg_slope15 cbg_slope15 1179 0.0102568 0.0473483 0 0.5055762

Descriptive

Instruments at the census block group
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Table 5 OLS - Linear Models with the % of Neighborhood that Is Publically Owned Included 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

VARIABLES c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice 

                

cbw13_10p 1,282*** 1,700***           

  (490.4) (490.4)           

cbw13_20p 36,450** 39,066***     42,045***     

  (14,232) (14,399)     (14,403)     

cbw13_30p -2,499 -3,263           

  (2,728) (2,757)           

cbw13_40p 4,889*** 3,912**           

  (1,583) (1,598)           

cbw13_51p -9,561 -12,916*           

  (6,704) (6,769)           

cbw13_BlueOak -3,319 -5,661**           

  (2,645) (2,663)           

cbw13_OtherOak 53,530*** 48,825***           

  (10,482) (10,585)           

cbw13_60p 5,524*** 4,106***           

  (1,200) (1,210)           

cbw13_70p 4,023 4,636           

  (3,620) (3,657)           

cbw13_90p 21,547 30,626*           

  (15,655) (15,814)           

cbw13_100p -46,604*** -46,526***           

  (13,636) (13,753)           

percveg10 1,148 -2,357***   -2,501***       

  (709.1) (683.6)   (667.9)       
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percveg20 29,493*** 4,108   -7,615 -6,671   -15,076 

  (9,718) (9,522)   (10,075) (9,365)   (9,879) 

percveg30 29,788*** 27,856***   34,367***       

  (4,562) (4,086)   (4,338)       

percveg40 354.5 -822.8   -2,255       

  (1,612) (1,538)   (1,718)       

percveg51 22,885* 8,940   8,796       

  (11,842) (11,795)   (11,361)       

PerBlueOak 3,727 5,026   -3,008       

  (3,807) (3,768)   (3,530)       

PerOtherOak -150,570*** -200,625***   -231,326***       

  (20,259) (19,682)   (21,107)       

percveg60 9,690*** 6,248***   11,731***       

  (1,503) (1,425)   (1,393)       

percveg70 26,208*** 31,555***   39,265***       

  (5,123) (4,986)   (4,906)       

percveg90 42,799*** 56,169***   55,641***       

  (9,291) (9,091)   (9,174)       

percveg100 150,924*** 283,481***   187,987***       

  (41,642) (41,506)   (37,941)       

bio10 -684.6***             

  (41.73)             

bio11 705.2***             

  (76.74)             

bio13 146.2***             

  (26.73)             

bio14 -900.1             

  (840.7)             
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elevation -6.498*** -8.658*** -8.722*** -8.021*** -8.962*** -8.077*** -8.792*** 

  (0.932) (0.547) (0.607) (0.587) (0.531) (0.527) (0.531) 

c_stories -5,787*** -7,641*** -7,560*** -7,647*** -7,504*** -7,445*** -7,522*** 

  (396.2) (397.6) (398.7) (398.4) (396.9) (396.6) (396.8) 

c_bed -6,349***             

  (204.8)             

c_bath 4,857*** 3,928*** 3,673*** 3,898*** 3,846*** 3,702*** 3,856*** 

  (275.4) (272.9) (272.8) (273.0) (272.9) (272.3) (272.8) 

garage_exist 5,742***             

  (452.8)             

c_pool 5,009*** 5,714*** 5,828*** 5,704*** 5,743*** 5,788*** 5,727*** 

  (280.2) (282.2) (282.3) (282.2) (282.0) (281.9) (282.0) 

shape_acre 1,132*** 1,134*** 1,102*** 1,138*** 1,107*** 1,122*** 1,126*** 

  (54.94) (55.59) (55.81) (55.88) (55.40) (55.63) (55.64) 

c_bldg_area 71.66*** 73.26*** 73.52*** 73.36*** 73.43*** 73.44*** 73.42*** 

  (0.345) (0.303) (0.303) (0.303) (0.302) (0.302) (0.302) 

c_age -303.6*** -187.9*** -185.8*** -186.7*** -189.5*** -189.4*** -188.1*** 

  (8.679) (7.886) (8.038) (8.062) (7.555) (7.596) (7.610) 

c_qual_above 15,221***             

  (384.4)             

c_qual_below 8,046***             

  (556.8)             

c_basement 12,652*** 12,476*** 12,538*** 12,359*** 12,820*** 12,509*** 12,517*** 

  (1,053) (1,064) (1,064) (1,064) (1,063) (1,062) (1,063) 

AvgAPI_elem_v 33.21*** 20.43*** 15.97*** 18.66*** 18.38*** 15.57*** 18.11*** 

  (1.907) (1.810) (1.905) (1.845) (1.801) (1.776) (1.803) 

bakerdist 82.65***             

  (12.87)             
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fresndist -53.81***             

  (15.29)             

visaldist -19.71             

  (15.39)             

vacant 26,356***             

  (3,497)             

hispanic -589.7 9,349*** 5,210*** 8,527*** 8,508*** 6,458*** 8,081*** 

  (1,375) (914.6) (946.5) (943.0) (897.0) (881.4) (899.1) 

black -22,662*** -27,494*** -26,960*** -26,008*** -28,219*** -26,171*** -26,755*** 

  (2,510) (2,415) (2,449) (2,433) (2,395) (2,409) (2,409) 

unemployed 2,874             

  (2,759)             

mediany 0.392*** 0.290*** 0.272*** 0.285*** 0.288*** 0.274*** 0.287*** 

  (0.0154) (0.0135) (0.0134) (0.0135) (0.0133) (0.0132) (0.0133) 

highschool -19,570***             

  (1,914)             

college 43,339*** 52,736*** 48,784*** 51,563*** 51,247*** 49,567*** 50,565*** 

  (2,482) (1,636) (1,642) (1,651) (1,621) (1,635) (1,632) 

gradprof -2,458             

  (5,119)             

housing_den -0.445 -3.322*** -3.319*** -3.458*** -2.724*** -3.410*** -2.613*** 

  (0.591) (0.564) (0.438) (0.567) (0.413) (0.410) (0.420) 

under18n -37,120***             

  (3,783)             

cbgroup_tax 681,210*** 742,329*** 618,963*** 715,871*** 637,975*** 587,882*** 612,410*** 

  (64,147) (62,423) (63,113) (62,842) (61,011) (60,823) (61,066) 

x65overn -15,848***             

  (3,142)             
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poverty 8,662***             

  (1,906)             

public -20,675*** -14,260*** 1,771 -13,841*** -1,649 1,374 -2,654 

  (2,543) (2,496) (1,732) (2,509) (2,035) (1,586) (2,071) 

year_2 870.2** 798.1* 860.8** 829.0* 803.8* 857.2** 834.9* 

  (428.8) (433.9) (434.0) (433.8) (434.1) (433.8) (433.9) 

year_3 1,157*** 855.5** 933.6** 899.8** 895.9** 957.2** 921.1** 

  (430.1) (435.2) (435.1) (435.1) (435.2) (434.8) (435.0) 

year_4 3,331*** 2,934*** 3,011*** 2,987*** 3,012*** 3,062*** 3,033*** 

  (434.9) (439.9) (439.9) (439.8) (439.3) (439.0) (439.2) 

year_5 8,411*** 7,826*** 7,838*** 7,859*** 7,880*** 7,880*** 7,880*** 

  (418.6) (423.3) (423.3) (423.2) (422.0) (421.7) (421.9) 

year_6 21,013*** 20,405*** 20,526*** 20,441*** 20,509*** 20,563*** 20,481*** 

  (410.6) (415.0) (415.1) (415.0) (413.1) (412.8) (413.0) 

year_7 42,151*** 41,572*** 41,698*** 41,653*** 41,698*** 41,742*** 41,694*** 

  (402.1) (406.4) (406.4) (406.3) (403.3) (403.1) (403.3) 

Fresno -15,246*** -146.1 -2,172*** 314.2 -2,108*** -2,116*** -1,595** 

  (1,705) (775.4) (761.0) (795.9) (751.6) (724.4) (757.2) 

Tulare -13,562*** -2,723*** -3,934*** -1,589* -4,773*** -4,867*** -3,946*** 

  (1,490) (701.4) (806.4) (828.2) (678.3) (721.5) (739.2) 

z_agri 17,505*** 18,532*** 17,695*** 18,802*** 18,365*** 17,705*** 18,186*** 

  (869.7) (881.9) (895.7) (901.3) (860.9) (870.1) (872.0) 

z_manufacturing 16,377*** 20,009*** 18,730*** 19,024*** 20,669*** 19,102*** 19,730*** 

  (5,659) (5,722) (5,731) (5,729) (5,724) (5,727) (5,729) 

z_commercial 9,890*** 12,629*** 12,721*** 12,001*** 13,310*** 12,501*** 12,646*** 

  (2,462) (2,488) (2,482) (2,488) (2,482) (2,480) (2,483) 

z_FloodPlain 12,998*** 13,029*** 14,405*** 13,196*** 11,324*** 13,948*** 12,854*** 

  (1,391) (1,394) (1,353) (1,367) (1,265) (1,248) (1,254) 
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z_OpenRec 7,352 13,716* 12,509* 14,828** 14,762** 10,845 14,810** 

  (7,250) (7,334) (7,339) (7,346) (7,322) (7,319) (7,327) 

z_res_2000 -4,018** -2,164 -2,396 -2,473 -2,138 -2,911* -2,664 

  (1,694) (1,702) (1,705) (1,704) (1,702) (1,703) (1,703) 

z_res_3000 -2,123** 654.8 708.1 387.2 626.3 19.66 293.5 

  (887.0) (881.8) (883.9) (884.1) (882.0) (881.8) (883.1) 

z_res_6000 -819.8** -2,124*** -2,225*** -2,132*** -2,205*** -2,480*** -2,357*** 

  (345.3) (327.5) (333.1) (332.2) (326.5) (327.5) (329.1) 

z_res_12500 2,133*** 5,023*** 4,451*** 4,744*** 4,735*** 3,769*** 4,248*** 

  (543.5) (539.9) (544.9) (545.8) (535.8) (541.2) (539.9) 

z_res_44000 5,766*** 7,865*** 6,894*** 7,657*** 6,911*** 6,185*** 6,626*** 

  (730.6) (734.6) (735.3) (735.1) (723.7) (722.6) (722.4) 

z_res_108900 19,258*** 21,847*** 20,010*** 21,642*** 20,490*** 20,556*** 20,336*** 

  (1,508) (1,523) (1,517) (1,527) (1,513) (1,506) (1,513) 

z_res_217800 19,437*** 21,248*** 19,736*** 21,573*** 20,531*** 19,726*** 20,385*** 

  (1,223) (1,233) (1,269) (1,269) (1,220) (1,244) (1,241) 

z_res_871200 15,987*** 18,870*** 15,413*** 16,656*** 17,469*** 17,867*** 17,972*** 

  (5,396) (5,459) (5,484) (5,483) (5,451) (5,452) (5,456) 

z_mobile 407.1 1,820 518.9 1,341 2,381 -478.2 731.9 

  (2,042) (2,046) (2,064) (2,065) (2,020) (2,030) (2,038) 

diversity10 -2,083***             

  (526.4)             

dist_BakerFresVis   -98.02*** -85.18*** -111.9*** -102.7*** -107.7*** -108.2*** 

    (10.08) (10.58) (10.62) (9.451) (9.405) (9.419) 

urbandist   200.4*** 214.5*** 229.4*** 211.8*** 301.3*** 251.8*** 

    (39.71) (38.87) (40.55) (39.24) (38.35) (39.46) 

bio1   -424.8*** -394.2*** -416.5*** -448.6*** -418.8*** -447.0*** 

    (32.34) (34.28) (34.03) (29.64) (29.82) (29.74) 
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bio12   39.59*** 51.75*** 35.39*** 49.20*** 47.98*** 44.00*** 

    (4.589) (4.249) (4.702) (4.337) (4.055) (4.378) 

p1kmdistw13_10     840.9** 1,360***       

      (353.9) (372.4)       

p1kmdistw13_20     7,771* 6,382   6,992 4,839 

      (4,690) (4,700)   (4,684) (4,700) 

p1kmdistw13_30     -2,925 -4,422**       

      (1,888) (1,952)       

p1kmdistw13_40     1,045 2,603*       

      (1,288) (1,330)       

p1kmdistw13_51     -1,830 -1,269       

      (1,885) (1,892)       

p1kmdistBlue     -2,840*** -1,093       

      (1,074) (1,121)       

p1kmdistOak     12,011*** 16,432***       

      (2,755) (2,766)       

p1kmdistw13_60     3,899*** 1,608**       

      (660.9) (682.8)       

p1kmdistw13_70     -829.8 -235.7       

      (1,163) (1,194)       

p1kmdistw13_80     325.3 560.5       

      (434.5) (436.8)       

p1kmdistw13_90     18,737*** 17,080***       

      (5,635) (5,631)       

p1kmdistw13_100     9,569** 3,955       

      (3,913) (4,037)       

p5kmdistw13_10     210.6 1,257***       

      (405.8) (348.5)       
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p5kmdistw13_20     -9,603*** 1,188   -8,575*** 3,910*** 

      (2,016) (1,583)   (1,967) (1,498) 

p5kmdistw13_30     6,073** -4,672**       

      (2,652) (2,021)       

p5kmdistw13_40     3,838*** 1,617       

      (1,056) (989.1)       

p5kmdistw13_51     -310.9 -1,883**       

      (1,036) (928.3)       

p5kmdistBlue     3,564*** 3,932***       

      (1,007) (839.3)       

p5kmdistOak     -4,413*** 3,807***       

      (1,500) (1,270)       

p5kmdistw13_60     -646.1 -3,137***       

      (476.6) (393.0)       

p5kmdistw13_70     -478.7 -783.6       

      (847.9) (764.1)       

p5kmdistw13_80     -154.5 824.7       

      (720.0) (568.9)       

p5kmdistw13_90     -1,241 835.4       

      (1,083) (948.6)       

p5kmdistw13_100     109.9 1,318       

      (1,367) (1,210)       

kmdistw13_10     298.8         

      (432.2)         

kmdistw13_20     9,688***     9,773***   

      (1,479)     (1,470)   

kmdistw13_30     -867.3         

      (2,141)         
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kmdistw13_40     -5,166***         

      (814.7)         

kmdistw13_51     -2,196**         

      (902.5)         

kmdistBlue     -684.9         

      (878.8)         

kmdistOak     5,788***         

      (1,118)         

kmdistw13_60     -1,405***         

      (414.1)         

kmdistw13_70     1,559**         

      (713.2)         

kmdistw13_80     1,378*         

      (740.0)         

kmdistw13_90     3,576***         

      (606.1)         

kmdistw13_100     1,952**         

      (786.1)         

cbw13_Forest         -7,110**     

          (2,832)     

cbw13_Wood         -6,144***     

          (2,229)     

cbw13_GrassShrub         3,979***     

          (934.1)     

cbw13_WaterWet         12,347     

          (9,441)     

PerForest         17,042***   19,643*** 

          (4,255)   (4,112) 
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PerWood         2,488   -8,850*** 

          (3,084)   (3,019) 

PerGrassShrub         3,061***   6,440*** 

          (1,060)   (1,032) 

PerWaterWet         51,654***   45,091*** 

          (8,398)   (8,458) 

p1kmdist_Forest           -2,851** -4,679*** 

            (1,433) (1,481) 

p1kmdist_Wood           -94.64 566.0 

            (936.1) (971.4) 

p1kmdist_GrassShrub           2,095*** 1,456** 

            (598.0) (619.3) 

p1kmdist_ManMade           -716.0 -179.7 

            (510.2) (516.1) 

p1kmdist_WaterWet           12,673*** 11,449*** 

            (3,198) (3,204) 

p5kmdist_Forest           1,358 -2,679*** 

            (969.3) (863.3) 

p5kmdist_Wood           1,702* 5,431*** 

            (902.8) (768.9) 

p5kmdist_GrassShrub           -243.1 -1,961*** 

            (426.8) (358.5) 

p5kmdist_ManMade           1,538* 4,148*** 

            (806.0) (682.8) 

p5kmdist_WaterWet           -709.3 1,281* 

            (855.0) (752.4) 

kmdist_Forest           -4,559***   

            (859.5)   
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kmdist_Wood           4,946***   

            (735.6)   

kmdist_GrassShrub           -2,014***   

            (373.2)   

kmdist_ManMade           7,301***   

            (1,148)   

kmdist_WaterWet           3,165***   

            (481.2)   

Constant 90,846*** 10,697 9,205 10,249 16,598*** 7,916 14,014** 

  (7,613) (6,519) (6,751) (6,797) (5,971) (6,165) (6,035) 

                

Observations 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 

R-squared 0.665 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657 

F-statistic 4208 5009 4108 4167 6151 5342 5427 

Multicollinearity diagnostic tests           

Mean VIF 8.82 3.15 3.25 3.17 3.04 2.89 2.93 

Common Number 630.0959 312.7338 369.3013 353.7141 279.5105 317.1454 301.0897 

Determinant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Rules of thumb violations           

VIF > 10 13 4 4 5 4 3 4 

Common Index >30 14 4 6 4 4 5 4 

Common Index >20 18 6 9 9 6 10 8 

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg            

Chi-squared test 161699.96 161495.07 162215.65 162133.27 161145.67 162367.62 162063.74 

degrees of freedom 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

p-value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 6 OLS – Linear Models with the % of Neighborhood that Is Publically Owned Excluded 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

VARIABLES c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice c_realprice 

                

cbw13_10p 1,356*** 1,708***           

  (490.4) (490.4)           

cbw13_20p 36,116** 39,128***     41,956***     

  (14,234) (14,400)     (14,403)     

cbw13_30p -1,805 -2,792           

  (2,727) (2,756)           

cbw13_40p 4,025** 3,382**           

  (1,580) (1,595)           

cbw13_51p -8,221 -11,968*           

  (6,703) (6,767)           

cbw13_BlueOak -3,247 -5,308**           

  (2,645) (2,663)           

cbw13_OtherOak 54,602*** 49,601***           

  (10,484) (10,585)           

cbw13_60p 6,163*** 4,452***           

  (1,198) (1,209)           

cbw13_70p 2,769 3,432           

  (3,617) (3,651)           

cbw13_90p 28,995* 36,628**           

  (15,631) (15,780)           

cbw13_100p -44,529*** -44,634***           

  (13,636) (13,750)           

percveg10 950.6 -2,441***   -2,600***       

  (708.8) (683.5)   (667.7)       
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percveg20 6,276 -11,505   -22,697** -8,761   -17,785* 

  (9,291) (9,123)   (9,698) (9,003)   (9,650) 

percveg30 7,213** 13,182***   19,698***       

  (3,620) (3,179)   (3,428)       

percveg40 -2,889* -2,543*   -3,857**       

  (1,562) (1,509)   (1,694)       

percveg51 12,946 2,810   2,204       

  (11,781) (11,748)   (11,299)       

PerBlueOak -1,063 1,674   -5,875*       

  (3,762) (3,723)   (3,492)       

PerOtherOak 

-

107,035*** 

-

169,072***   

-

202,492***       

  (19,542) (18,893)   (20,452)       

percveg60 9,011*** 5,942***   11,576***       

  (1,501) (1,424)   (1,393)       

percveg70 12,301** 20,820***   28,055***       

  (4,830) (4,619)   (4,466)       

percveg90 12,703 32,767***   32,782***       

  (8,523) (8,117)   (8,186)       

percveg100 134,516*** 272,982***   178,680***       

  (41,601) (41,470)   (37,907)       

bio10 -701.1***             

  (41.69)             

bio11 656.1***             

  (76.51)             

bio13 168.8***             

  (26.59)             

bio14 -1,421*             

  (838.4)             
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elevation -6.990*** -8.667*** -8.726*** -8.055*** -8.960*** -8.087*** -8.787*** 

  (0.930) (0.547) (0.607) (0.588) (0.531) (0.526) (0.531) 

c_stories -5,805*** -7,650*** -7,555*** -7,658*** -7,514*** -7,430*** -7,538*** 

  (396.3) (397.7) (398.6) (398.4) (396.7) (396.3) (396.6) 

c_bed -6,353***             

  (204.8)             

c_bath 4,880*** 3,943*** 3,665*** 3,914*** 3,851*** 3,693*** 3,863*** 

  (275.5) (272.9) (272.7) (273.0) (272.9) (272.1) (272.8) 

garage_exist 5,713***             

  (452.9)             

c_pool 5,021*** 5,732*** 5,825*** 5,722*** 5,743*** 5,787*** 5,727*** 

  (280.3) (282.2) (282.3) (282.2) (282.0) (281.9) (282.0) 

shape_acre 1,133*** 1,134*** 1,100*** 1,138*** 1,107*** 1,121*** 1,126*** 

  (54.95) (55.59) (55.78) (55.89) (55.39) (55.60) (55.63) 

c_bldg_area 71.67*** 73.26*** 73.52*** 73.36*** 73.44*** 73.44*** 73.42*** 

  (0.345) (0.303) (0.303) (0.303) (0.302) (0.302) (0.302) 

c_age -305.1*** -189.9*** -185.6*** -188.6*** -189.8*** -189.2*** -188.6*** 

  (8.679) (7.880) (8.036) (8.055) (7.547) (7.588) (7.598) 

c_qual_above 15,278***             

  (384.4)             

c_qual_below 7,950***             

  (556.8)             

c_basement 12,609*** 12,477*** 12,551*** 12,356*** 12,806*** 12,533*** 12,498*** 

  (1,054) (1,064) (1,064) (1,064) (1,063) (1,062) (1,063) 

AvgAPI_elem_v 32.04*** 20.12*** 15.90*** 18.39*** 18.36*** 15.47*** 18.08*** 

  (1.902) (1.810) (1.904) (1.844) (1.801) (1.772) (1.803) 

bakerdist 78.47***             

  (12.86)             
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fresndist -41.20***             

  (15.22)             

visaldist -12.85             

  (15.37)             

vacant 25,537***             

  (3,496)             

hispanic -780.4 9,316*** 5,116*** 8,478*** 8,525*** 6,368*** 8,101*** 

  (1,375) (914.7) (941.9) (943.1) (896.8) (875.3) (899.0) 

black -22,446*** -27,182*** -26,997*** -25,633*** -28,209*** -26,140*** -26,731*** 

  (2,510) (2,415) (2,449) (2,432) (2,395) (2,408) (2,409) 

unemployed 1,820             

  (2,756)             

mediany 0.393*** 0.292*** 0.270*** 0.287*** 0.288*** 0.273*** 0.288*** 

  (0.0154) (0.0135) (0.0133) (0.0135) (0.0133) (0.0131) (0.0133) 

highschool -18,888***             

  (1,913)             

college 42,631*** 52,207*** 48,857*** 51,028*** 51,198*** 49,624*** 50,472*** 

  (2,481) (1,634) (1,641) (1,648) (1,620) (1,633) (1,631) 

gradprof -3,079             

  (5,119)             

housing_den -0.694 -3.460*** -3.335*** -3.605*** -2.734*** -3.416*** -2.631*** 

  (0.590) (0.564) (0.437) (0.567) (0.413) (0.409) (0.419) 

under18n -37,261***             

  (3,783)             

cbgroup_tax 706,179*** 766,568*** 612,626*** 740,104*** 642,448*** 581,668*** 619,764*** 

  (64,086) (62,285) (62,808) (62,694) (60,761) (60,398) (60,796) 

x65overn -17,220***             

  (3,138)             
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poverty 9,709***             

  (1,902)             

year_2 853.7** 788.6* 860.2** 819.5* 803.5* 857.2** 834.2* 

  (428.8) (433.9) (434.0) (433.8) (434.1) (433.8) (433.9) 

year_3 1,136*** 841.5* 933.8** 885.1** 895.2** 957.2** 920.0** 

  (430.2) (435.2) (435.1) (435.1) (435.2) (434.8) (435.0) 

year_4 3,311*** 2,921*** 3,011*** 2,973*** 3,011*** 3,062*** 3,032*** 

  (434.9) (439.9) (439.9) (439.8) (439.3) (439.0) (439.2) 

year_5 8,395*** 7,816*** 7,839*** 7,847*** 7,880*** 7,879*** 7,880*** 

  (418.7) (423.3) (423.3) (423.2) (422.0) (421.7) (421.9) 

year_6 21,002*** 20,397*** 20,526*** 20,431*** 20,509*** 20,562*** 20,482*** 

  (410.7) (415.0) (415.1) (415.0) (413.1) (412.8) (413.0) 

year_7 42,145*** 41,569*** 41,698*** 41,646*** 41,698*** 41,741*** 41,695*** 

  (402.1) (406.4) (406.4) (406.3) (403.3) (403.1) (403.3) 

Fresno -13,727*** -367.0 -2,300*** 89.39 -2,070*** -2,288*** -1,542** 

  (1,695) (774.5) (750.7) (795.0) (750.2) (696.8) (756.0) 

Tulare -12,482*** -2,894*** -3,987*** -1,820** -4,739*** -4,985*** -3,928*** 

  (1,484) (700.8) (804.8) (827.3) (677.0) (708.5) (739.0) 

z_agri 17,469*** 18,600*** 17,657*** 18,860*** 18,390*** 17,651*** 18,222*** 

  (869.8) (881.9) (894.9) (901.4) (860.4) (867.8) (871.6) 

z_manufacturing 16,913*** 20,449*** 18,674*** 19,411*** 20,686*** 19,071*** 19,751*** 

  (5,660) (5,722) (5,730) (5,729) (5,724) (5,727) (5,729) 

z_commercial 10,014*** 12,714*** 12,763*** 12,097*** 13,260*** 12,524*** 12,582*** 

  (2,462) (2,488) (2,482) (2,489) (2,481) (2,480) (2,482) 

z_FloodPlain 13,982*** 13,926*** 14,318*** 14,045*** 11,385*** 13,885*** 12,980*** 

  (1,386) (1,385) (1,351) (1,359) (1,263) (1,246) (1,250) 

z_OpenRec 6,513 12,956* 12,586* 13,723* 14,645** 10,953 14,576** 

  (7,251) (7,333) (7,338) (7,344) (7,320) (7,318) (7,324) 
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z_res_2000 -3,938** -2,165 -2,382 -2,458 -2,147 -2,904* -2,667 

  (1,694) (1,702) (1,705) (1,704) (1,702) (1,703) (1,703) 

z_res_3000 -2,058** 633.2 716.5 358.8 616.7 22.54 278.8 

  (887.1) (881.9) (883.9) (884.2) (881.9) (881.8) (883.1) 

z_res_6000 -828.0** -2,155*** -2,219*** -2,158*** -2,221*** -2,476*** -2,377*** 

  (345.4) (327.5) (333.0) (332.2) (325.9) (327.5) (328.7) 

z_res_12500 2,117*** 4,976*** 4,481*** 4,697*** 4,730*** 3,793*** 4,233*** 

  (543.6) (539.9) (544.1) (545.7) (535.7) (540.5) (539.8) 

z_res_44000 5,448*** 7,583*** 6,926*** 7,398*** 6,907*** 6,183*** 6,621*** 

  (729.7) (733.0) (734.7) (733.7) (723.6) (722.6) (722.4) 

z_res_108900 18,320*** 21,104*** 20,084*** 20,903*** 20,399*** 20,598*** 20,193*** 

  (1,504) (1,518) (1,516) (1,522) (1,508) (1,506) (1,509) 

z_res_217800 19,564*** 21,320*** 19,679*** 21,567*** 20,588*** 19,648*** 20,461*** 

  (1,224) (1,233) (1,267) (1,269) (1,218) (1,241) (1,240) 

z_res_871200 15,412*** 18,353*** 15,467*** 16,138*** 17,424*** 17,842*** 17,860*** 

  (5,396) (5,459) (5,484) (5,483) (5,451) (5,452) (5,455) 

z_mobile -163.4 1,551 545.7 1,088 2,415 -464.8 794.3 

  (2,041) (2,046) (2,064) (2,064) (2,019) (2,030) (2,038) 

diversity10 -2,145***             

  (526.4)             

dist_BakerFresVis   -101.8*** -83.35*** -115.1*** -103.5*** -106.0*** -109.5*** 

    (10.06) (10.43) (10.60) (9.399) (9.185) (9.364) 

urbandist   194.7*** 221.4*** 225.1*** 211.5*** 308.2*** 250.7*** 

    (39.70) (38.27) (40.54) (39.24) (37.52) (39.46) 

bio1   -445.7*** -392.0*** -437.3*** -449.4*** -418.8*** -448.3*** 

    (32.14) (34.21) (33.82) (29.63) (29.82) (29.72) 

bio12   40.10*** 52.80*** 35.81*** 49.06*** 49.14*** 43.82*** 

    (4.588) (4.124) (4.702) (4.333) (3.829) (4.375) 
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p1kmdistw13_10     843.5** 1,355***       

      (353.9) (372.4)       

p1kmdistw13_20     7,717* 6,417   6,955 4,884 

      (4,690) (4,701)   (4,683) (4,700) 

p1kmdistw13_30     -2,761 -4,026**       

      (1,881) (1,951)       

p1kmdistw13_40     1,134 2,201*       

      (1,285) (1,328)       

p1kmdistw13_51     -1,826 -1,401       

      (1,885) (1,892)       

p1kmdistBlue     -2,809*** -1,143       

      (1,074) (1,121)       

p1kmdistOak     11,788*** 16,114***       

      (2,747) (2,765)       

p1kmdistw13_60     3,890*** 1,733**       

      (660.8) (682.4)       

p1kmdistw13_70     -781.6 -398.5       

      (1,162) (1,194)       

p1kmdistw13_80     336.7 515.5       

      (434.3) (436.8)       

p1kmdistw13_90     18,789*** 16,829***       

      (5,635) (5,632)       

p1kmdistw13_100     9,606** 4,111       

      (3,913) (4,037)       

p5kmdistw13_10     207.7 1,249***       

      (405.8) (348.6)       

p5kmdistw13_20     -9,674*** 1,081   -8,575*** 3,632** 

      (2,015) (1,583)   (1,967) (1,482) 
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p5kmdistw13_30     6,316** -4,262**       

      (2,641) (2,020)       

p5kmdistw13_40     3,844*** 1,478       

      (1,056) (988.8)       

p5kmdistw13_51     -342.1 -1,546*       

      (1,036) (926.4)       

p5kmdistBlue     3,606*** 3,943***       

      (1,007) (839.4)       

p5kmdistOak     -4,487*** 4,169***       

      (1,498) (1,268)       

p5kmdistw13_60     -644.3 -3,209***       

      (476.6) (392.9)       

p5kmdistw13_70     -433.1 -793.2       

      (846.7) (764.2)       

p5kmdistw13_80     -147.1 810.5       

      (720.0) (569.0)       

p5kmdistw13_90     -1,282 1,193       

      (1,082) (946.5)       

p5kmdistw13_100     119.3 1,340       

      (1,367) (1,210)       

kmdistw13_10     290.0         

      (432.1)         

kmdistw13_20     9,883***     9,948***   

      (1,467)     (1,456)   

kmdistw13_30     -610.8         

      (2,126)         

kmdistw13_40     -5,178***         

      (814.6)         
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kmdistw13_51     -2,228**         

      (902.0)         

kmdistBlue     -745.6         

      (876.7)         

kmdistOak     5,752***         

      (1,117)         

kmdistw13_60     -1,402***         

      (414.1)         

kmdistw13_70     1,525**         

      (712.4)         

kmdistw13_80     1,409*         

      (739.3)         

kmdistw13_90     3,598***         

      (605.7)         

kmdistw13_100     1,956**         

      (786.1)         

cbw13_Forest         -6,941**     

          (2,825)     

cbw13_Wood         -5,926***     

          (2,213)     

cbw13_GrassShrub         4,012***     

          (933.2)     

cbw13_WaterWet         12,953     

          (9,411)     

PerForest         15,177***   16,595*** 

          (3,579)   (3,354) 

PerWood         1,953   -9,608*** 

          (3,012)   (2,960) 
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PerGrassShrub         2,965***   6,255*** 

          (1,053)   (1,022) 

PerWaterWet         49,102***   40,874*** 

          (7,785)   (7,792) 

p1kmdist_Forest           -2,767* -4,556*** 

            (1,429) (1,478) 

p1kmdist_Wood           -83.28 619.6 

            (936.0) (970.5) 

p1kmdist_GrassShrub           2,081*** 1,462** 

            (597.8) (619.3) 

p1kmdist_ManMade           -704.3 -199.6 

            (510.0) (515.8) 

p1kmdist_WaterWet           12,721*** 11,485*** 

            (3,198) (3,204) 

p5kmdist_Forest           1,398 -2,614*** 

            (968.3) (861.8) 

p5kmdist_Wood           1,720* 5,455*** 

            (902.5) (768.7) 

p5kmdist_GrassShrub           -252.6 -1,952*** 

            (426.6) (358.4) 

p5kmdist_ManMade           1,548* 4,093*** 

            (806.0) (681.4) 

p5kmdist_WaterWet           -735.6 1,380* 

            (854.5) (748.4) 

kmdist_Forest           -4,570***   

            (859.4)   

kmdist_Wood           4,897***   

            (733.5)   
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kmdist_GrassShrub           -2,015***   

            (373.2)   

kmdist_ManMade           7,379***   

            (1,145)   

kmdist_WaterWet           3,181***   

            (480.8)   

Constant 97,210*** 14,457** 8,798 14,104** 16,715*** 7,807 14,283** 

  (7,575) (6,486) (6,740) (6,762) (5,969) (6,164) (6,031) 

                

Observations 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 167,232 

R-squared 0.665 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657 0.657 

F-statistic 4260 5087 4161 4221 6272 5433 5520 

Multicollinearity diagnostic tests           

Mean VIF 8.74 3.02 3.24 3.06 2.97 2.86 2.86 

Common Number 628.7424 310.2518 367.9929 350.96 278.7227 316.5108 300.2313 

Determinant 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Rules of thumb violations           

VIF > 10 12 4 4 4 4 2 4 

Common Index >30 14 4 6 4 4 5 4 

Common Index >20 18 6 9 9 6 10 8 

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg            

Chi-squared test 162231.16 161840.73 162161.67 162451.7 161207.13 162325.92 162148.48 

degrees of freedom 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

p-value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Standard errors in parentheses 

       *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 7 Box-Cox Transformation 

  (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) (4) (4) 

 VARIABLES Notrans Trans Notrans Trans Notrans Trans Notrans Trans 

 
lambda   1.023***   0.944***   0.935***   0.946*** 

     (0.00187)   (0.00215)   (0.00220)   (0.00214) 

 theta   0.327***   0.327***   0.327***   0.327*** 

     (0.000915)   (0.000931)   (0.000933)   (0.000931) 

 sigma   12.89   13.13   13.01   13.12 

     (0)   (0)   (0)   (0) 

 
Observations 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 

 LR of lambda = theta = -1 460142 460142 458693 458693 458356 458356 458388 458388 

 p-value of lambda = theta = -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 LR of lambda = theta = 0 27604 27604 27550 27550 27456 27456 27565 27565 

 p-value of lambda = theta = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 LR of lambda = theta = 1 127451 127451 127003 127003 127048 127048 126960 126960 

 p-value of lambda = theta = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Standard errors in parentheses 

         *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 7 (continued) 

  (5) (5) (6) (6) (7) (7)     

VARIABLES Notrans Trans Notrans Trans Notrans Trans     

lambda   0.943***   0.932***   0.941***     

    (0.00209)   (0.00220)   (0.00215)     

theta   0.328***   0.327***   0.328***     

    (0.000927)   (0.000934)   (0.000931)     

sigma   13.17   13.16   13.19     

    (0)   (0)   (0)     

Observations 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228     

LR of lambda = theta = -1 458862 458862 459097 459097 458804 458804     

p-value of lambda = theta = -1 0 0 0 0 0 0     

LR of lambda = theta = 0 27687 27687 27642 27642 27609 27609     

p-value of lambda = theta = 0 0 0 0 0 0 0     

LR of lambda = theta = 1 126929 126929 126782 126782 126806 126806     

p-value of lambda = theta = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0     

Standard errors in parentheses 

        *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 8 Box-Cox Transformation with Restrictions on Transformation Coefficient 

Specification (1) (2) (3) 

Model (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) 

VARIABLES Notrans Notrans Trans Notrans Trans 

            

cbw13_10p 0.0824 1,506   0.376   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_20p 12.75 46,955   7.829   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_30p -0.441 2,322   -0.935   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_40p 5.699 5,708   4.045   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_51p -1.654 -6,649   -7.058   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_BlueOak -0.686 -66.61   -3.331   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_OtherOak 8.937 68,934   -4.924   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_60p 0.493 4,686   -0.768   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_70p 2.313 9,325   -1.502   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_90p 5.475 9,823   8.469   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

cbw13_100p -18.20 -50,988   -14.41   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg10 0.908 954.9   -0.192   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg20 13.23 7,084   11.51   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg30 13.77 47,481   5.928   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg40 -1.626 -1,438   -2.026   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg51 7.760 19,161   4.970   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

PerBlueOak 4.495 10,527   -2.479   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

PerOtherOak -50.17 -145,401   -50.85   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg60 1.605 6,610   0.377   
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  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg70 12.76 23,193   10.04   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg90 12.68 44,946   9.855   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

percveg100 113.9 266,754   81.26   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

dist_BakerFresVis -0.0878   -5.741   -0.289 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

urbandist -0.0506   20.64   -0.0842 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

shape_acre 0.310   4.274   3.881 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

c_bldg_area 0.0210   0.0695   2.673 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

c_stories -2.173   -6,081   -0.562 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

c_bath 1.715   3,364   1.431 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

c_pool 2.639 7,088   1.871   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

c_basement 6.150 15,073   3.826   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

c_age -0.183 -316.8   -0.123   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

AvgAPI_elem_v -0.000198   0.0423   0.107 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

black -23.02 -32,459   -14.85   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

hispanic -2.929   450.8   -0.932 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

mediany 8.73e-05   1.93e-05   0.0994 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

college 22.50 54,786   17.26   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

housing_den 0.000735   0.00166   -0.0200 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

cbgroup_tax -225.5   7.152e+06   -5.203 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

public -6.129 -17,202   -5.424   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

bio1 -0.124   -2.513   -1.529 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 
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bio12 0.0117   -0.0202   1.244 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

elevation -0.00276   -0.00365   -0.455 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

z_agri 7.888 24,085   -2.003   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_manufacturing 3.695 15,367   1.267   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_commercial -0.430 8,511   0.0130   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_FloodPlain 6.627 13,714   4.221   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_OpenRec 3.974 8,471   -1.163   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_2000 -4.990 -6,356   -2.570   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_3000 -3.844 -4,832   -1.581   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_6000 -1.701 -3,424   -0.846   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_12500 0.543 3,833   0.247   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_44000 2.985 6,087   0.397   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_108900 8.068 23,210   -0.565   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_217800 6.964 21,399   -0.890   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_res_871200 7.992 37,486   -7.961   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

z_mobile -2.076 -125.9   -3.743   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

year_2 0.431 1,082   0.280   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

year_3 0.699 1,277   0.491   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

year_4 1.896 3,541   1.316   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

year_5 4.547 8,761   3.212   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

year_6 9.254 21,235   6.547   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

year_7 16.73 42,523   11.85   
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  (0) (0)   (0)   

Fresno -0.578 6,451   -2.311   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

Tulare -2.990 1,154   -3.716   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

Constant 117.2 3.824e+06   21.11   

  (0) (0)   (0)   

lambda     1.897***   0.301*** 

      (0)   (0.000851) 

theta 0.331***         

  (0.000811)         

sigma 13.62   43,467   9.725 

  (0)   (0)   (0) 

Observations 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 

theta = -1 462542       0.301*** 

p-value of theta = -1 0       (0.000851) 

theta = 0 30845         

p-value of theta = 0 0         

theta = 1 126982       9.725 

p-value of theta = 1 0       (0) 

lambda = -1   57474 57474 456449 456449 

p-value of lambda = -1   0 0 0 0 

lambda = 0   35267 35267 25306 25306 

p-value of lambda = 0   0 0 0 0 

lambda = 1   10962 10962 124759 124759 

p-value of lambda = 1   0 0 0 0 

Standard errors in 

parentheses 

     *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * 

p<0.1 
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Table 9 Specification Tests 

 

  

Model
Square-root 

linear

Left-side 

transform only
Log-Linear Linear Log-Log Linear-Log

Both-sides 

transformed 

independently

Right-side 

transformed only 

(Quadratic)

Both-sides 

transformed 

identically

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

VARIABLES sqrt_realprice theta_realprice log_realprice c_realprice log_realprice c_realprice theta_realprice c_realprice theta2_realprice

Observations 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228 167,228

R-squared 0.731 0.727 0.673 0.657 0.680 0.604 0.727 0.682 0.721

R-squared 0.731 0.727 0.673 0.657 0.680 0.604 0.727 0.682 0.721

number of observations 167228 167228 167228 167228 167228 167228 167228 167228 167228

F-statistic 4822 5196 4531 2772 4755 2122 5198 2757 5024

F-test 1203.9215 268.54647 690.34026 6939.5502 319.77514 18013.471 339.04217 2972.5522 1799.0658

degrees of freedom 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

p-value 0 6.80E-174 0 0 4.71E-207 0 1.61E-219 0 0

t-test 43.606899 14.543553 -31.758087 118.40045 14.842173 194.77395 18.532133 14.247933 61.147139

degrees of freedom 167225 167225 167225 167225 167225 167225 167225 167225 167225

p-value 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ramsey Reset Test

Link Test
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Table 10 Tests for Omitted Variable Bias 

Model (2) Model (4) 

  (1) (2) Significantly 

Different 

  (1) (2) Significantly 

Different VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice 

                

cbw13_10p -0.0221*** 0.00317 55.04 p1kmdistw13_10 -0.00911*** 0.00260 18.22 

  (0.00407) (0.00341) (.)   (0.00301) (0.00274) (.) 

cbw13_20p 0.161** 0.203*** 0.31 p1kmdistw13_20 -0.00619 0.00206 0.04 

  (0.0771) (0.0763) (.579)   (0.0419) (0.0425) (.846) 

cbw13_30p -0.0293 -0.0407* 0.27 p1kmdistw13_30 -0.0425** -0.0537*** 0.44 

  (0.0227) (0.0220) (.603)   (0.0174) (0.0168) (.506) 

cbw13_40p 0.0312* 0.169*** 82.7 p1kmdistw13_40 0.0513*** 0.122*** 32.41 

  (0.0165) (0.0151) (.)   (0.0129) (0.0124) (.) 

cbw13_51p -0.199*** -0.180*** 0.09 p1kmdistw13_51 -0.0396** -0.0389** 0 

  (0.0712) (0.0650) (.77)   (0.0170) (0.0169) (.968) 

cbw13_BlueOak -0.0982*** -0.0860*** 0.22 p1kmdistBlue -0.0302*** -0.0265*** 0.14 

  (0.0300) (0.0258) (.637)   (0.0111) (0.0100) (.71) 

cbw13_OtherOak -0.126 -0.149 0.05 p1kmdistOak 0.0218 -0.0264 3.34 

  (0.101) (0.105) (.828)   (0.0273) (0.0264) (.068) 

cbw13_60p -0.0473*** -0.0463*** 0.01 p1kmdistw13_60 -0.0217*** -0.0293*** 1.4 

  (0.0128) (0.0114) (.931)   (0.00694) (0.00644) (.236) 

cbw13_70p -0.0451 -0.0575 0.12 p1kmdistw13_70 0.00991 -0.00392 1.58 

  (0.0345) (0.0355) (.727)   (0.0116) (0.0110) (.208) 

cbw13_90p 0.0987 0.230* 0.95 p1kmdistw13_80 0.0224*** 0.00890*** 15.3 

  (0.132) (0.135) (.331)   (0.00399) (0.00345) (.) 

cbw13_100p -0.208*** -0.471*** 10.28 p1kmdistw13_90 0.0997* 0.159*** 1.46 

  (0.0657) (0.0821) (.001)   (0.0524) (0.0491) (.228) 
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- - - - p1kmdistw13_100 -0.0361 -0.0215 0.18 

- - - -   (0.0372) (0.0344) (.671) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_10 0.0127*** -0.00208 37.15 

- - - -   (0.00334) (0.00243) (.) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_20 -0.0191 0.0518*** 42.49 

- - - -   (0.0131) (0.0109) (.) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_30 -0.0578*** 0.0191 25.37 

- - - -   (0.0223) (0.0153) (.) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_40 -0.0127 -0.0652*** 36.22 

- - - -   (0.0122) (0.00872) (.) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_51 -0.00564 -0.00164 0.25 

- - - -   (0.00951) (0.00805) (.619) 

- - - - p5kmdistBlue -0.00472 -0.0333*** 15.41 

- - - -   (0.00921) (0.00728) (.) 

- - - - p5kmdistOak 0.0199 -0.00216 4.83 

- - - -   (0.0140) (0.0100) (.028) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_60 0.00265 0.00597** 1.37 

- - - -   (0.00411) (0.00284) (.242) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_70 -0.000356 0.00993 2.7 

- - - -   (0.00785) (0.00626) (.1) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_80 0.0136** 0.0133*** 0.01 

- - - -   (0.00570) (0.00448) (.942) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_90 -0.00306 0.00354 0.65 

- - - -   (0.0106) (0.00817) (.419) 

- - - - p5kmdistw13_100 -0.00731 0.00825 2.38 

- - - -   (0.0132) (0.0101) (.123) 

log_CBD -0.0268** -0.0255*** 1.07 log_CBD -0.0250** -0.0229*** 2.44 

  (0.0123) (0.00130) (.301)   (0.0124) (0.00136) (.119) 
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log_urban 0.0173*** -0.00370** 206.66 log_urban 0.0182*** -0.00546*** 258.42 

  (0.00657) (0.00146) (.)   (0.00664) (0.00147) (.) 

log_shape_acre 0.144*** 0.124*** 44.4 log_shape_acre 0.145*** 0.123*** 51.4 

  (0.00325) (0.00300) (.)   (0.00327) (0.00301) (.) 

log_bldg_area 0.624*** 0.668*** 69.52 log_bldg_area 0.624*** 0.670*** 76.57 

  (0.00541) (0.00525) (.)   (0.00541) (0.00525) (.) 

log_stories -0.00116 -0.00203 0.05 log_stories -0.00193 -0.00253 0.02 

  (0.00407) (0.00408) (.832)   (0.00408) (0.00409) (.884) 

log_bath 0.0532*** 0.0629*** 5.24 log_bath 0.0531*** 0.0620*** 4.43 

  (0.00437) (0.00425) (.022)   (0.00437) (0.00424) (.035) 

c_pool 0.0602*** 0.0515*** 20.15 c_pool 0.0601*** 0.0516*** 19.27 

  (0.00192) (0.00195) (.)   (0.00192) (0.00195) (.) 

c_basement 0.105*** 0.125*** 4.55 c_basement 0.105*** 0.127*** 5.63 

  (0.00918) (0.00925) (.033)   (0.00917) (0.00926) (.018) 

c_age -0.00507*** -0.00472*** 21.21 c_age -0.00506*** -0.00476*** 15.38 

  (0.000108) (7.60e-05) (.)   (0.000108) (7.74e-05) (.) 

log_educ 0.0223 -0.0112 14.7 log_educ 0.0421 -0.0104 36.94 

  (0.0410) (0.00873) (.)   (0.0415) (0.00864) (.) 

log_bio1 0.132 -0.0431 26.8 log_bio1 0.0388 -0.0397 6.44 

  (0.130) (0.0338) (.)   (0.132) (0.0309) (.011) 

log_bio12 -0.0177 0.239*** 1026.08 log_bio12 -0.0507 0.260*** 1528.27 

  (0.0919) (0.00801) (.)   (0.0904) (0.00793) (.) 

log_elev 0.0667 -0.111*** 2571.91 log_elev 0.0608 -0.112*** 2190.14 

  (0.0417) (0.00351) (.)   (0.0409) (0.00369) (.) 

z_agri -0.0628*** -0.0652*** 0.05 z_agri -0.0573*** -0.0503*** 0.42 

  (0.0141) (0.0106) (.818)   (0.0142) (0.0107) (.515) 

z_manufacturing 0.0317 0.00803 0.15 z_manufacturing 0.0288 0.0159 0.04 

  (0.0553) (0.0610) (.698)   (0.0557) (0.0623) (.836) 
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z_commercial -0.0225 -0.0503 0.68 z_commercial -0.0237 -0.0410 0.26 

  (0.0342) (0.0338) (.411)   (0.0342) (0.0338) (.609) 

z_FloodPlain 0.0809*** 0.141*** 24.18 z_FloodPlain 0.0818*** 0.169*** 58.13 

  (0.0162) (0.0121) (.)   (0.0159) (0.0115) (.) 

z_OpenRec -0.127 -0.0416 0.89 z_OpenRec -0.112 -0.0411 0.68 

  (0.0947) (0.0905) (.346)   (0.0934) (0.0862) (.411) 

z_res_2000 -0.0743*** -0.115*** 5.43 z_res_2000 -0.0773*** -0.114*** 4.56 

  (0.0201) (0.0173) (.02)   (0.0201) (0.0173) (.033) 

z_res_3000 -0.0674*** -0.0746*** 0.81 z_res_3000 -0.0699*** -0.0719*** 0.06 

  (0.0115) (0.00800) (.368)   (0.0116) (0.00802) (.802) 

z_res_6000 -0.0388*** -0.0293*** 14.34 z_res_6000 -0.0405*** -0.0263*** 32.1 

  (0.00736) (0.00251) (.)   (0.00739) (0.00250) (.) 

z_res_12500 -0.0171** -0.0179*** 0.03 z_res_12500 -0.0187** -0.0185*** 0 

  (0.00756) (0.00439) (.854)   (0.00766) (0.00440) (.964) 

z_res_44000 -0.0152 -0.0222*** 1.06 z_res_44000 -0.0190* -0.0287*** 2.05 

  (0.00990) (0.00680) (.304)   (0.00989) (0.00677) (.152) 

z_res_108900 -0.0893*** -0.0457*** 6.96 z_res_108900 -0.0872*** -0.0456*** 6.65 

  (0.0189) (0.0165) (.008)   (0.0187) (0.0161) (.01) 

z_res_217800 -0.0912*** -0.0568*** 8.36 z_res_217800 -0.0822*** -0.0407*** 11.77 

  (0.0166) (0.0119) (.004)   (0.0166) (0.0121) (.001) 

z_res_871200 -0.115** -0.117** 0 z_res_871200 -0.113** -0.102** 0.04 

  (0.0507) (0.0515) (.963)   (0.0503) (0.0518) (.837) 

z_mobile -0.184*** -0.159*** 1.63 z_mobile -0.184*** -0.171*** 0.45 

  (0.0291) (0.0196) (.202)   (0.0290) (0.0196) (.505) 

year_2 0.0123*** 0.0111*** 0.11 year_2 0.0123*** 0.0108*** 0.16 

  (0.00364) (0.00376) (.745)   (0.00364) (0.00376) (.688) 

year_3 0.0210*** 0.0194*** 0.18 year_3 0.0210*** 0.0191*** 0.25 

  (0.00361) (0.00372) (.672)   (0.00361) (0.00372) (.616) 
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year_4 0.0496*** 0.0507*** 0.09 year_4 0.0498*** 0.0506*** 0.06 

  (0.00346) (0.00355) (.759)   (0.00346) (0.00355) (.814) 

year_5 0.120*** 0.118*** 0.35 year_5 0.120*** 0.118*** 0.25 

  (0.00313) (0.00320) (.554)   (0.00313) (0.00321) (.615) 

year_6 0.223*** 0.219*** 1.27 year_6 0.224*** 0.220*** 1.29 

  (0.00315) (0.00321) (.259)   (0.00316) (0.00322) (.256) 

year_7 0.381*** 0.375*** 3.28 year_7 0.382*** 0.376*** (2.96) 

  (0.00314) (0.00319) (.07)   (0.00314) (0.00320) 0.0853 

Constant 5.209*** 4.902*** 1.68 Constant 5.714*** 4.701*** 20.72 

  (0.917) (0.237) (.195)   (0.920) (0.222) (.) 

                

Observations 167,228 167,228 - Observations 167,228 167,228 - 

R-squared 0.706 0.680 - R-squared 0.706 0.680 - 

F-statistic 327.7 4755 - F-statistic . 4344 - 

Fixed Effects Fixed Effects 

Neighborhood Yes No - Neighborhood Yes No - 

County No Yes - County No Yes - 

Joint Significance - Vegetation Joint Significance - Vegetation 

F( 11,167163)  - - 13.38 F( 24,167157) - - 12.04 

p-value - - 0 p-value - - 0 

Joint Significance - Non-vegetation Joint Significance - Non-vegetation 

F( 34,167163)  - - 168.99 F( 34,167156) - - 191.83 

p-value - - 0 p-value - - 0 

Standard errors in parentheses 

      *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 10 (continued) 

 

Model (5) 

  (1) (2) Significantly 

Different VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice 

        

cbw13_20p 0.162** 0.236*** 0.82 

  (0.0773) (0.0812) (.365) 

cbw13_Forest -0.0499** -0.0681*** 0.66 

  (0.0239) (0.0225) (.418) 

cbw13_Wood -0.0760*** -0.103*** 1.55 

  (0.0240) (0.0216) (.214) 

cbw13_GrassShrub -0.0143 0.0237*** 18.01 

  (0.00973) (0.00896) (.) 

cbw13_WaterWet -0.0813 0.0459 6.6 

  (0.0691) (0.0495) (.01) 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 
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- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

- - - - 

log_CBD -0.0345*** -0.0245*** 59.8 

  (0.0122) (0.00129) (.) 

log_urban 0.0194*** -0.00445*** 271.55 

  (0.00649) (0.00145) (.) 

log_shape_acre 0.142*** 0.118*** 65.29 

  (0.00323) (0.00296) (.) 

log_bldg_area 0.624*** 0.672*** 83.11 

  (0.00540) (0.00523) (.) 

log_stories -0.00120 -0.00213 0.05 

  (0.00407) (0.00408) (.82) 

log_bath 0.0539*** 0.0622*** 3.81 

  (0.00437) (0.00424) (.051) 

c_pool 0.0604*** 0.0524*** 16.88 

  (0.00192) (0.00194) (.) 

c_basement 0.105*** 0.126*** 5.36 

  (0.00918) (0.00927) (.021) 

c_age -0.00498*** -0.00469*** 15.98 

  (0.000106) (7.18e-05) (.) 

log_educ 0.0218 -0.0133 16.88 

  (0.0409) (0.00854) (.) 

log_bio1 0.108 -0.0876*** 57.7 

  (0.130) (0.0258) (.) 

log_bio12 -0.0175 0.249*** 1236.22 

  (0.0910) (0.00758) (.) 

log_elev 0.0573 -0.116*** 2619 

  (0.0408) (0.00339) (.) 

z_agri -0.0667*** -0.0554*** 1.15 

  (0.0141) (0.0105) (.284) 

z_manufacturing 0.0308 0.0259 0.01 

  (0.0553) (0.0620) (.937) 

z_commercial -0.0199 -0.0385 0.3 
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  (0.0342) (0.0341) (.586) 

z_FloodPlain 0.0954*** 0.191*** 91.72 

  (0.0151) (0.00999) (.) 

z_OpenRec -0.127 -0.0389 0.98 

  (0.0947) (0.0891) (.323) 

z_res_2000 -0.0719*** -0.116*** 6.33 

  (0.0201) (0.0174) (.012) 

z_res_3000 -0.0648*** -0.0730*** 1.06 

  (0.0115) (0.00802) (.304) 

z_res_6000 -0.0363*** -0.0274*** 12.99 

  (0.00733) (0.00248) (.) 

z_res_12500 -0.0140* -0.0179*** 0.79 

  (0.00753) (0.00434) (.375) 

z_res_44000 -0.0148 -0.0335*** 7.74 

  (0.00989) (0.00673) (.005) 

z_res_108900 -0.0892*** -0.0485*** 6.29 

  (0.0189) (0.0162) (.012) 

z_res_217800 -0.0962*** -0.0576*** 10.78 

  (0.0165) (0.0118) (.001) 

z_res_871200 -0.112** -0.122** 0.04 

  (0.0506) (0.0522) (.851) 

z_mobile -0.189*** -0.179*** 0.26 

  (0.0289) (0.0194) (.611) 

year_2 0.0120*** 0.0110*** 0.07 

  (0.00364) (0.00376) (.785) 

year_3 0.0203*** 0.0190*** 0.13 

  (0.00361) (0.00372) (.721) 

year_4 0.0484*** 0.0502*** 0.25 

  (0.00345) (0.00354) (.619) 

year_5 0.118*** 0.117*** 0.03 

  (0.00312) (0.00319) (.863) 

year_6 0.222*** 0.219*** 0.87 

  (0.00314) (0.00320) (.35) 

year_7 0.379*** 0.375*** 1.67 

  (0.00312) (0.00317) 0.1966 

Constant 5.437*** 4.994*** 4.96 

  (0.910) (0.199) 0.0259 

        

Observations 167,228 167,228 - 

R-squared 0.706 0.679 - 

F-statistic . 5770 - 

Fixed Effects 
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Neighborhood Yes No - 

County No Yes - 

Joint Significance - Vegetation 

F(  5,167175)  - - 5.41 

p-value - - 0.0001 

Joint Significance - Non-vegetation 

F( 34,167175) - - 171.63 

p-value - - 0 

Standard errors in parentheses 

  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 11 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Agricultural Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding 

Spatial Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistw13_10 p5kmdistw13_10 cbw13_10p kmdistw13_10 percveg10 

            

wgt_depth 0.000926***         

  (7.96e-05)         

maxdepth2 2.67e-05***         

  (1.42e-06)         

wgt_awc -0.0128***         

  (0.000353)         

awc2 -0.000397***         

  (4.65e-05)         

wgt_clay 0.0116***         

  (0.000318)         

clay2 -0.000234***         

  (1.21e-05)         

PoorDrain 8.38e-05         

  (0.00903)         

WellDrain -0.0664***         

  (0.00580)         

slope15 -0.0981***         

  (0.0135)         

prime_farmland 0.284***         

  (0.00258)         

state_farmland 0.121***         

  (0.00320)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   0.000817*** 0.000384***     

    (9.11e-05) (6.72e-05)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   6.11e-05*** 2.82e-05***     

    (1.82e-06) (1.35e-06)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.0234*** -0.0122***     

    (0.000395) (0.000292)     

cbl_dom_awc2   -0.000998*** -0.00108***     

    (5.51e-05) (4.07e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay   0.0171*** 0.0122***     

    (0.000383) (0.000283)     

cbl_dom_clay2   -0.000267*** -0.000280***     

    (1.42e-05) (1.05e-05)     

cbl_dom_slope15   -0.385*** -0.107***     

    (0.00715) (0.00528)     

cbl_PoorDrain   0.288*** -0.0185**     

    (0.0105) (0.00773)     

cbl_WellDrain   0.0220*** -0.0855***     

    (0.00688) (0.00508)     

cbl_primefarm   0.571*** 0.249***     

    (0.00299) (0.00221)     

cbl_state   0.227*** 0.0754***     

    (0.00397) (0.00293)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       -7.92e-06 0.000373*** 

        (0.000110) (8.18e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       6.27e-05*** 6.20e-05*** 

        (2.35e-06) (1.75e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       -0.0238*** -0.00815*** 

        (0.000494) (0.000368) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       -0.00157*** -0.00206*** 

        (6.49e-05) (4.83e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       0.0296*** 0.0234*** 

        (0.000372) (0.000277) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       -0.000611*** -0.000772*** 

        (1.41e-05) (1.05e-05) 

cbg_slope15       -1.336*** -0.388*** 

        (0.0286) (0.0213) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       0.352*** 0.365*** 

        (0.0104) (0.00773) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       -0.0467*** -0.167*** 

        (0.00711) (0.00529) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       0.708*** 0.375*** 

        (0.00305) (0.00227) 

cbg_avg_state       0.210*** 0.208*** 

        (0.00453) (0.00337) 

Constant 0.0475*** 0.266*** 0.122*** 0.334*** -0.0514*** 

  (0.0110) (0.0128) (0.00944) (0.0148) (0.0110) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.075 0.250 0.104 0.318 0.242 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 1212 4986 1727 6998 4786 

Likelihood ratio statistic 12818 47337 17984 63178 45691 

Standard errors in 

parentheses 

     *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 12 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Other Oak Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding 

Spatial Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistOak p5kmdistOak cbw13_OtherOak kmdistOak PerOtherOak 

            

wgt_depth -7.68e-05***         

  (8.60e-06)         

maxdepth2 9.09e-07***         

  (1.54e-07)         

wgt_awc -0.000226***         

  (3.82e-05)         

awc2 5.32e-05***         

  (5.02e-06)         

wgt_clay -0.000343***         

  (3.44e-05)         

clay2 5.18e-06***         

  (1.31e-06)         

PoorDrain 0.0132***         

  (0.000976)         

WellDrain 0.00690***         

  (0.000627)         

slope15 0.0825***         

  (0.00146)         

prime_farmland -0.00144***         

  (0.000279)         

state_farmland -0.00396***         

  (0.000345)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   -0.000525*** -1.95e-05***     

    (2.34e-05) (2.45e-06)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   1.15e-05*** 3.21e-07***     

    (4.68e-07) (4.91e-08)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.000234** -6.24e-05***     

    (0.000101) (1.06e-05)     

cbl_dom_awc2   1.90e-05 1.87e-05***     

    (1.41e-05) (1.48e-06)     

cbl_dom_clay   -0.00387*** -0.000152***     

    (9.83e-05) (1.03e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay2   0.000239*** 3.04e-06***     

    (3.63e-06) (3.81e-07)     

cbl_dom_slope15   0.137*** 0.0136***     

    (0.00183) (0.000192)     

cbl_PoorDrain   0.174*** 0.00439***     

    (0.00269) (0.000282)     

cbl_WellDrain   0.0659*** 0.00287***     

    (0.00176) (0.000185)     

cbl_primefarm   -0.00654*** 0.000179**     

    (0.000768) (8.06e-05)     

cbl_state   -0.0199*** -0.000595***     

    (0.00102) (0.000107)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       -0.00189*** -4.12e-05*** 

        (4.10e-05) (2.24e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       1.38e-06 3.34e-07*** 

        (8.78e-07) (4.78e-08) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       0.00390*** 8.76e-07 

        (0.000184) (1.01e-05) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       -0.000721*** -1.07E-06 

        (2.42e-05) (1.32e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       -0.00172*** -8.44e-05*** 

        (0.000139) (7.57e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       0.000249*** 1.28e-06*** 

        (5.27e-06) (2.87e-07) 

cbg_slope15       1.109*** 0.0845*** 

        (0.0107) (0.000581) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       0.136*** 0.00499*** 

        (0.00388) (0.000211) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       0.00524** 0.00191*** 

        (0.00265) (0.000145) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       -0.00298*** 0.000763*** 

        (0.00114) (6.21e-05) 

cbg_avg_state       -0.0132*** -0.000250*** 

        (0.00169) (9.22e-05) 

Constant 0.0155*** 0.0849*** 0.00326*** 0.263*** 0.00556*** 

  (0.00119) (0.00328) (0.000344) (0.00553) (0.000301) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.035 0.140 0.060 0.177 0.239 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 536.8 2445 960.9 3215 4704 

Likelihood ratio statistic 5801 24912 10245 32039 45007 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 13 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Blue Oak Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding Spatial 

Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistBlue p5kmdistBlue cbw13_BlueOak kmdistBlue PerBlueOak 

            

wgt_depth 0.000420***         

  (2.79e-05)         

maxdepth2 -5.18e-06***         

  (4.98e-07)         

wgt_awc -0.00555***         

  (0.000124)         

awc2 0.000744***         

  (1.63e-05)         

wgt_clay -0.00226***         

  (0.000112)         

clay2 0.000140***         

  (4.24e-06)         

PoorDrain 0.0836***         

  (0.00316)         

WellDrain 0.0923***         

  (0.00203)         

slope15 0.248***         

  (0.00474)         

prime_farmland -0.0125***         

  (0.000906)         

state_farmland -0.00855***         

  (0.00112)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   0.00188*** 0.000280***     

    (4.70e-05) (1.30e-05)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   9.96e-06*** -6.74e-06***     

    (9.41e-07) (2.60e-07)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.0116*** -0.00225***     

    (0.000204) (5.63e-05)     

cbl_dom_awc2   0.000199*** 0.000289***     

    (2.84e-05) (7.86e-06)     

cbl_dom_clay   0.000862*** -0.00110***     

    (0.000198) (5.46e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay2   0.000257*** 3.93e-05***     

    (7.31e-06) (2.02e-06)     

cbl_dom_slope15   0.415*** 0.164***     

    (0.00369) (0.00102)     

cbl_PoorDrain   0.0498*** 0.0465***     

    (0.00540) (0.00149)     

cbl_WellDrain   0.115*** 0.0390***     

    (0.00355) (0.000981)     

cbl_primefarm   0.0335*** 0.00193***     

    (0.00154) (0.000427)     

cbl_state   0.0302*** 0.00554***     

    (0.00205) (0.000567)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       0.00432*** 0.000589*** 

        (7.36e-05) (1.33e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       8.94e-05*** -5.63e-06*** 

        (1.58e-06) (2.84e-07) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       -0.0207*** -0.00370*** 

        (0.000331) (5.96e-05) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       -1.74e-05 0.000472*** 

        (4.34e-05) (7.83e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       0.00975*** -0.000568*** 

        (0.000249) (4.49e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       7.14e-06 2.26e-05*** 

        (9.45e-06) (1.70e-06) 

cbg_slope15       1.653*** 0.660*** 

        (0.0191) (0.00345) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       -0.140*** 0.0294*** 

        (0.00696) (0.00125) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       0.0632*** 0.0274*** 

        (0.00476) (0.000858) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       0.0832*** 0.00154*** 

        (0.00204) (0.000368) 

cbg_avg_state       0.101*** 0.00522*** 

        (0.00304) (0.000547) 

Constant -0.0114*** -0.197*** -0.0269*** -0.514*** -0.0473*** 

  (0.00385) (0.00660) (0.00183) (0.00992) (0.00179) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.066 0.128 0.190 0.159 0.329 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 1063 2199 3501 2840 7345 

Likelihood ratio statistic 11297 22571 34607 28607 65761 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 14 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Herbaceous Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding 

Spatial Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistw13_60 p5kmdistw13_60 cbw13_60p kmdistw13_60 percveg60 

            

wgt_depth -2.01e-05         

  (4.26e-05)         

maxdepth2 -3.41e-06***         

  (7.60e-07)         

wgt_awc -0.00604***         

  (0.000189)         

awc2 0.000628***         

  (2.49e-05)         

wgt_clay 0.00204***         

  (0.000170)         

clay2 2.99e-05***         

  (6.47e-06)         

PoorDrain 0.0387***         

  (0.00483)         

WellDrain 0.0393***         

  (0.00310)         

slope15 0.213***         

  (0.00722)         

prime_farmland -0.00328**         

  (0.00138)         

state_farmland -0.0246***         

  (0.00171)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   0.00215*** -0.000274***     

    (8.34e-05) (2.75e-05)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   -1.41e-05*** -7.22e-06***     

    (1.67e-06) (5.51e-07)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.0180*** -0.00190***     

    (0.000362) (0.000119)     

cbl_dom_awc2   0.000565*** -0.000115***     

    (5.05e-05) (1.66e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay   0.0120*** 0.00425***     

    (0.000351) (0.000116)     

cbl_dom_clay2   0.000102*** -8.43e-05***     

    (1.30e-05) (4.28e-06)     

cbl_dom_slope15   0.400*** 0.224***     

    (0.00655) (0.00216)     

cbl_PoorDrain   -0.0194** -0.0252***     

    (0.00960) (0.00316)     

cbl_WellDrain   0.0144** -0.0329***     

    (0.00630) (0.00208)     

cbl_primefarm   0.0288*** 0.0172***     

    (0.00274) (0.000904)     

cbl_state   -0.0702*** -0.00384***     

    (0.00364) (0.00120)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       0.00425*** -0.00104*** 

        (0.000128) (3.34e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       8.81e-05*** 3.89e-06*** 

        (2.75e-06) (7.14e-07) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       -0.0150*** -0.000947*** 

        (0.000577) (0.000150) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       0.000566*** -0.000412*** 

        (7.58e-05) (1.97e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       0.0322*** 0.00769*** 

        (0.000435) (0.000113) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       -0.000320*** -0.000145*** 

        (1.65e-05) (4.28e-06) 

cbg_slope15       1.213*** 0.743*** 

        (0.0334) (0.00868) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       -0.488*** -0.0868*** 

        (0.0121) (0.00315) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       -0.401*** -0.0831*** 

        (0.00830) (0.00216) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       0.0108*** -0.00159* 

        (0.00357) (0.000927) 

cbg_avg_state       -0.101*** -0.0463*** 

        (0.00530) (0.00138) 

Constant 0.0867*** -0.0258** 0.0676*** -0.201*** 0.196*** 

  (0.00587) (0.0117) (0.00386) (0.0173) (0.00450) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.030 0.063 0.088 0.083 0.164 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 469.8 1007 1438 1363 2942 

Likelihood ratio statistic 5089 10721 15101 14353 29553 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 15 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Urban Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding Spatial 

Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistw13_80 p5kmdistw13_80 cbw13_80p kmdistw13_80 percveg80 

            

wgt_depth -0.00171***         

  (8.21e-05)         

maxdepth2 -1.38e-05***         

  (1.47e-06)         

wgt_awc 0.00349***         

  (0.000364)         

awc2 -0.00288***         

  (4.79e-05)         

wgt_clay -0.00329***         

  (0.000328)         

clay2 6.99e-05***         

  (1.25e-05)         

PoorDrain -0.479***         

  (0.00931)         

WellDrain -0.143***         

  (0.00599)         

slope15 -0.343***         

  (0.0139)         

prime_farmland -0.276***         

  (0.00266)         

state_farmland -0.136***         

  (0.00330)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   -0.00129*** -0.00117***     

    (7.09e-05) (7.46e-05)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   3.15e-05*** -9.36e-06***     

    (1.42e-06) (1.49e-06)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.00403*** 0.0206***     

    (0.000307) (0.000323)     

cbl_dom_awc2   -0.00284*** 0.000653***     

    (4.29e-05) (4.51e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay   0.00535*** -0.0183***     

    (0.000298) (0.000314)     

cbl_dom_clay2   0.000159*** 0.000339***     

    (1.10e-05) (1.16e-05)     

cbl_dom_slope15   -0.413*** -0.763***     

    (0.00556) (0.00585)     

cbl_PoorDrain   -0.844*** 0.0339***     

    (0.00815) (0.00857)     

cbl_WellDrain   -0.252*** 0.118***     

    (0.00535) (0.00563)     

cbl_primefarm   -0.235*** -0.262***     

    (0.00233) (0.00245)     

cbl_state   -0.185*** -0.0834***     

    (0.00309) (0.00325)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       -0.00357*** -0.000260*** 

        (7.81e-05) (9.19e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       4.97e-05*** -9.51e-05*** 

        (1.67e-06) (1.97e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       0.00214*** 0.0142*** 

        (0.000351) (0.000413) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       -0.00405*** 0.00249*** 

        (4.61e-05) (5.42e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       0.0138*** -0.0376*** 

        (0.000264) (0.000311) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       0.000221*** 0.00109*** 

        (1.00e-05) (1.18e-05) 

cbg_slope15       -1.579*** -2.880*** 

        (0.0203) (0.0239) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       -1.221*** -0.0996*** 

        (0.00738) (0.00869) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       -0.389*** 0.432*** 

        (0.00505) (0.00594) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       -0.173*** -0.322*** 

        (0.00217) (0.00255) 

cbg_avg_state       -0.109*** -0.115*** 

        (0.00322) (0.00379) 

Constant 1.347*** 1.497*** 0.880*** 1.747*** 0.776*** 

  (0.0113) (0.00995) (0.0105) (0.0105) (0.0124) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.127 0.167 0.166 0.267 0.279 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 2167 2998 2979 5452 5786 

Likelihood ratio statistic 22265 30057 29891 51151 53829 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 16 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Desert Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding Spatial 

Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistw13_40 p5kmdistw13_40 cbw13_40p kmdistw13_40 percveg40 

            

wgt_depth 0.000671***         

  (2.10e-05)         

maxdepth2 1.63e-06***         

  (3.76e-07)         

wgt_awc -0.00355***         

  (9.34e-05)         

awc2 0.000313***         

  (1.23e-05)         

wgt_clay 0.00260***         

  (8.41e-05)         

clay2 -3.45e-05***         

  (3.20e-06)         

PoorDrain -0.0436***         

  (0.00239)         

WellDrain -0.0300***         

  (0.00153)         

slope15 -0.0268***         

  (0.00357)         

prime_farmland -0.00961***         

  (0.000683)         

state_farmland 0.000745         

  (0.000845)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   0.000858*** 0.000816***     

    (3.79e-05) (1.98e-05)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   -1.12e-05*** -3.86e-06***     

    (7.60e-07) (3.97e-07)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.00459*** -0.00499***     

    (0.000164) (8.59e-05)     

cbl_dom_awc2   0.000636*** 0.000447***     

    (2.29e-05) (1.20e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay   -0.000487*** 0.00333***     

    (0.000160) (8.33e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay2   6.34e-05*** -4.82e-05***     

    (5.90e-06) (3.08e-06)     

cbl_dom_slope15   -0.0253*** 0.00213     

    (0.00298) (0.00155)     

cbl_PoorDrain   -0.0503*** -0.0483***     

    (0.00436) (0.00228)     

cbl_WellDrain   -0.0184*** -0.0359***     

    (0.00286) (0.00150)     

cbl_primefarm   -0.0530*** 4.12e-05     

    (0.00125) (0.000651)     

cbl_state   -0.0311*** 0.00849***     

    (0.00165) (0.000864)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       0.00138*** 0.00118*** 

        (6.26e-05) (3.18e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       3.95e-07 -4.89e-06*** 

        (1.34e-06) (6.81e-07) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       -0.00464*** -0.00692*** 

        (0.000281) (0.000143) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       -0.000503*** 0.000295*** 

        (3.69e-05) (1.88e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       0.00724*** 0.00566*** 

        (0.000212) (0.000108) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       -0.000212*** -0.000178*** 

        (8.03e-06) (4.08e-06) 

cbg_slope15       -0.285*** -0.116*** 

        (0.0163) (0.00828) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       -0.263*** -0.139*** 

        (0.00592) (0.00301) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       -0.214*** -0.136*** 

        (0.00405) (0.00206) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       -0.108*** -0.0235*** 

        (0.00174) (0.000884) 

cbg_avg_state       -0.123*** -0.0228*** 

        (0.00258) (0.00131) 

Constant -0.0419*** 0.0274*** -0.0530*** 0.0992*** 0.0165*** 

  (0.00290) (0.00533) (0.00278) (0.00844) (0.00429) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.031 0.0380 0.0487 0.0605 0.071 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 475.4 591.0 766.5 965.2 1146 

Likelihood ratio statistic 5148 6377 8223 10290 12144 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 17 Regressions of Proxy Variable for Shrub Land Cover Amenities on the Instruments at the Corresponding Spatial 

Scale 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES p1kmdistw13_70 p5kmdistw13_70 cbw13_70p kmdistw13_70 percveg70 

            

wgt_depth -0.000417***         

  (2.26e-05)         

maxdepth2 4.55e-06***         

  (4.04e-07)         

wgt_awc -0.00134***         

  (0.000100)         

awc2 0.000394***         

  (1.32e-05)         

wgt_clay -0.000850***         

  (9.05e-05)         

clay2 2.28e-05***         

  (3.44e-06)         

PoorDrain 0.0359***         

  (0.00257)         

WellDrain 0.0267***         

  (0.00165)         

slope15 0.251***         

  (0.00384)         

prime_farmland -0.0166***         

  (0.000734)         

state_farmland -0.0335***         

  (0.000908)         
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cbl_dom_maxdepth   -0.000945*** -0.000127***     

    (4.52e-05) (8.07e-06)     

cbl_dom_maxdepth2   -1.91e-06** 5.53e-06***     

    (9.04e-07) (1.62e-07)     

cbl_dom_awc   -0.00105*** -0.000381***     

    (0.000196) (3.50e-05)     

cbl_dom_awc2   -0.000311*** 0.000131***     

    (2.73e-05) (4.88e-06)     

cbl_dom_clay   0.00541*** -8.31e-05**     

    (0.000190) (3.39e-05)     

cbl_dom_clay2   -2.99e-05*** -2.23e-06*     

    (7.02e-06) (1.25e-06)     

cbl_dom_slope15   0.592*** 0.0905***     

    (0.00354) (0.000633)     

cbl_PoorDrain   -0.0426*** 0.00198**     

    (0.00519) (0.000927)     

cbl_WellDrain   -0.0467*** -0.000773     

    (0.00341) (0.000609)     

cbl_primefarm   -0.0187*** -0.000654**     

    (0.00148) (0.000265)     

cbl_state   -0.0731*** -0.00845***     

    (0.00197) (0.000352)     

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth       -0.00211*** -0.000232*** 

        (6.82e-05) (7.98e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2       8.18e-05*** 1.86e-05*** 

        (1.46e-06) (1.71e-07) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc       0.0119*** 0.000143*** 

        (0.000307) (3.59e-05) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_awc2       -0.00223*** 6.54e-05*** 

        (4.03e-05) (4.71e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay       0.0193*** 0.000166*** 

        (0.000231) (2.70e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2       -0.000215*** -5.36e-06*** 

        (8.75e-06) (1.02e-06) 

cbg_slope15       2.861*** 0.451*** 

        (0.0177) (0.00208) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain       -0.480*** -0.0145*** 

        (0.00645) (0.000755) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain       -0.303*** -0.0135*** 

        (0.00441) (0.000516) 

cbg_avg_primefarm       -0.0823*** -0.00133*** 

        (0.00189) (0.000222) 

cbg_avg_state       -0.178*** -0.0110*** 

        (0.00281) (0.000329) 

Constant 0.0920*** 0.202*** 0.0275*** 0.281*** 0.0431*** 

  (0.00312) (0.00634) (0.00113) (0.00920) (0.00108) 

            

Observations 164,438 164,588 164,588 164,893 164,893 

R-squared 0.086 0.221 0.237 0.368 0.595 

number of observations 164438 164588 164588 164893 164893 

F-statistic 1413 4236 4648 8724 21984 

Likelihood ratio statistic 14852 41034 44524 75638 148878 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 18.a First Stage of Two-Stage Least Squares: Instruments at Property and Census Block Group Scales 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES cbw13_10p cbw13_OtherOak cbw13_BlueOak cbw13_60p cbw13_80p 

            

wgt_depth -0.000465*** 2.27e-06 -0.000116*** 0.000220*** 0.000359*** 

  (7.01e-05) (2.98e-06) (1.35e-05) (3.07e-05) (7.07e-05) 

maxdepth2 1.01e-05*** -8.11e-08* -1.97e-06*** 

-2.45e-

06*** 

-5.56e-

06*** 

  (1.13e-06) (4.80e-08) (2.18e-07) (4.95e-07) (1.14e-06) 

wgt_awc -0.00272*** -5.72e-05*** -0.000394*** -6.84e-05 0.00324*** 

  (0.000313) (1.33e-05) (6.03e-05) (0.000137) (0.000315) 

awc2 -0.000367*** 4.87e-06*** 0.000122*** 0.000273*** -3.23e-05 

  (3.78e-05) (1.60e-06) (7.28e-06) (1.65e-05) (3.81e-05) 

wgt_clay 0.00343*** -7.29e-05*** -8.95e-05 0.00105*** -0.00432*** 

  (0.000296) (1.25e-05) (5.70e-05) (0.000129) (0.000298) 

clay2 -0.000162*** 1.78e-06*** 1.04e-05*** -4.46e-06 0.000154*** 

  (1.21e-05) (5.11e-07) (2.32e-06) (5.28e-06) (1.21e-05) 

PoorDrain -0.104*** 0.000794** 0.0107*** 0.00644** 0.0861*** 

  (0.00744) (0.000316) (0.00143) (0.00326) (0.00749) 

WellDrain -0.0458*** 0.00144*** 0.00898*** -0.0138*** 0.0491*** 

  (0.00465) (0.000197) (0.000896) (0.00204) (0.00469) 

slope15 -0.00943 0.00935*** 0.0391*** -0.0380*** -0.00108 

  (0.00926) (0.000393) (0.00178) (0.00405) (0.00933) 

prime_farmland 0.0368*** -0.000651*** -0.00561*** 0.0153*** -0.0459*** 

  (0.00300) (0.000127) (0.000578) (0.00131) (0.00302) 

state_farmland -0.00497 -0.000638*** -0.00440*** 0.0212*** -0.0112*** 
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  (0.00303) (0.000129) (0.000584) (0.00133) (0.00305) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth 0.00147*** 9.73e-07 0.000298*** -0.00101*** 

-

0.000759*** 

  (0.000107) (4.53e-06) (2.06e-05) (4.68e-05) (0.000108) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 -7.49e-06*** 5.87e-07*** -4.45e-06*** 

-1.05e-

05*** 2.18e-05*** 

  (2.16e-06) (9.17e-08) (4.16e-07) (9.46e-07) (2.18e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc -0.00500*** 8.17e-05*** -0.000842*** -0.000178 0.00593*** 

  (0.000488) (2.07e-05) (9.40e-05) (0.000214) (0.000492) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 0.000583*** -2.63e-06 0.000103*** -4.29e-05 

-

0.000640*** 

  (5.97e-05) (2.53e-06) (1.15e-05) (2.61e-05) (6.01e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay -0.00186*** 3.63e-06 -0.000736*** -0.00107*** 0.00366*** 

  (0.000383) (1.62e-05) (7.37e-05) (0.000168) (0.000386) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 0.000175*** 1.63e-06** 1.98e-05*** 2.74e-05*** 

-

0.000224*** 

  (1.68e-05) (7.13e-07) (3.24e-06) (7.35e-06) (1.69e-05) 

cbg_slope15 -2.123*** 0.0290*** 0.821*** 0.118*** 1.155*** 

  (0.0350) (0.00148) (0.00673) (0.0153) (0.0352) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain 0.131*** -0.000820* 0.0105*** -0.00282 -0.138*** 

  (0.00989) (0.000420) (0.00191) (0.00433) (0.00996) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain 0.0998*** -0.00116*** 0.00980*** 0.0212*** -0.130*** 

  (0.00689) (0.000292) (0.00133) (0.00301) (0.00694) 

cbg_avg_primefarm 0.0363*** -0.000329** 0.00459*** -0.0218*** -0.0188*** 

  (0.00394) (0.000167) (0.000760) (0.00173) (0.00397) 

cbg_avg_state 0.0679*** 0.000512*** 0.00571*** -0.0222*** -0.0519*** 

  (0.00463) (0.000196) (0.000892) (0.00203) (0.00467) 

percveg20 -1.179*** 0.0115*** 0.124*** 0.0375 1.006*** 

  (0.0578) (0.00245) (0.0111) (0.0253) (0.0582) 

percveg30 0.172*** -0.0269*** -0.240*** -0.233*** 0.328*** 
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  (0.0254) (0.00108) (0.00489) (0.0111) (0.0256) 

percveg40 -0.340*** 0.00262*** -0.00413** -0.329*** 0.671*** 

  (0.0108) (0.000457) (0.00208) (0.00472) (0.0109) 

percveg51 -1.255*** -0.00855*** 1.288*** 0.0366 -0.0610 

  (0.0615) (0.00261) (0.0119) (0.0269) (0.0620) 

percveg70 0.730*** -0.0228*** -0.331*** 0.104*** -0.481*** 

  (0.0316) (0.00134) (0.00609) (0.0138) (0.0318) 

percveg90 -0.537*** 0.0141*** 0.148*** 0.544*** -0.169*** 

  (0.0541) (0.00229) (0.0104) (0.0237) (0.0545) 

percveg100 -3.535*** -0.0868*** 0.160*** 0.737*** 2.724*** 

  (0.273) (0.0116) (0.0526) (0.119) (0.275) 

cbw13_20p 0.176** -0.00470 -0.0607*** -0.126*** -0.984*** 

  (0.0799) (0.00339) (0.0154) (0.0350) (0.0805) 

cbw13_30p -0.0485*** 0.000679 -0.0909*** -0.0647*** -0.797*** 

  (0.0155) (0.000659) (0.00299) (0.00680) (0.0156) 

cbw13_40p -0.0942*** -0.000353 -0.00641*** -0.0331*** -0.866*** 

  (0.00970) (0.000411) (0.00187) (0.00424) (0.00977) 

cbw13_51p -0.273*** -0.00459*** -0.168*** -0.348*** -0.206*** 

  (0.0377) (0.00160) (0.00725) (0.0165) (0.0379) 

cbw13_70p -0.310*** 0.0813*** 0.0719*** -0.283*** -0.560*** 

  (0.0202) (0.000858) (0.00390) (0.00885) (0.0204) 

cbw13_90p -0.352*** 0.0641*** -0.0336** -0.0178 -0.661*** 

  (0.0879) (0.00373) (0.0169) (0.0385) (0.0886) 

cbw13_100p 0.773*** 0.00393 -0.0493*** 0.0435 -1.771*** 

  (0.0805) (0.00341) (0.0155) (0.0352) (0.0811) 

log_CBD -0.00139 -0.000131*** 0.00166*** -0.00460*** 0.00447*** 

  (0.00101) (4.26e-05) (0.000194) (0.000440) (0.00101) 

log_urban -0.00383*** 0.000750*** 0.000772*** 0.00612*** -0.00381*** 
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  (0.00106) (4.49e-05) (0.000204) (0.000463) (0.00107) 

log_shape_acre -0.0182*** 0.00177*** 0.0128*** 0.0287*** -0.0250*** 

  (0.00177) (7.52e-05) (0.000342) (0.000776) (0.00179) 

log_bldg_area 0.0977*** -0.00120*** -0.00672*** -0.00962*** -0.0802*** 

  (0.00321) (0.000136) (0.000618) (0.00140) (0.00323) 

log_stories -0.0367*** 0.00136*** 0.00428*** 0.00832*** 0.0227*** 

  (0.00319) (0.000135) (0.000614) (0.00139) (0.00321) 

log_bath -0.0374*** 0.000102 -0.00382*** -0.00676*** 0.0478*** 

  (0.00296) (0.000126) (0.000570) (0.00130) (0.00298) 

c_pool -0.0140*** -9.87e-05 -0.00157*** -0.00533*** 0.0209*** 

  (0.00158) (6.70e-05) (0.000304) (0.000691) (0.00159) 

c_basement 0.0391*** 0.000847*** 0.00837*** -0.00169 -0.0466*** 

  (0.00597) (0.000253) (0.00115) (0.00261) (0.00601) 

c_age -0.00375*** -6.33e-07 -0.000173*** 

-

0.000754*** 0.00468*** 

  (4.65e-05) (1.97e-06) (8.95e-06) (2.03e-05) (4.68e-05) 

log_educ 0.184*** -0.00218*** 0.00389*** -0.0557*** -0.130*** 

  (0.00687) (0.000291) (0.00132) (0.00301) (0.00692) 

black -0.158*** -0.000902 0.0271*** -0.0220*** 0.154*** 

  (0.0139) (0.000590) (0.00268) (0.00608) (0.0140) 

log_hispanic 0.0436*** 0.000219*** -0.00331*** -0.0193*** -0.0213*** 

  (0.00176) (7.48e-05) (0.000340) (0.000772) (0.00178) 

log_income -0.0189*** 0.000571*** -0.00489*** -0.0324*** 0.0557*** 

  (0.00321) (0.000136) (0.000619) (0.00141) (0.00324) 

college 0.138*** 0.00183*** -0.0155*** -0.0366*** -0.0878*** 

  (0.00896) (0.000380) (0.00173) (0.00392) (0.00903) 

log_density -0.112*** -0.000147*** -0.000394*** -0.0121*** 0.125*** 

  (0.000643) (2.73e-05) (0.000124) (0.000281) (0.000648) 

log_tax 0.285*** 0.00629*** -0.0169*** -0.0250*** -0.249*** 
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  (0.00635) (0.000269) (0.00122) (0.00278) (0.00639) 

public 0.145*** -0.0222*** 0.00579* -0.210*** 0.0815*** 

  (0.0178) (0.000755) (0.00343) (0.00778) (0.0179) 

log_bio1 -0.321*** -0.0547*** 0.227*** 0.0824*** 0.0660*** 

  (0.0222) (0.000940) (0.00427) (0.00970) (0.0223) 

log_bio12 -0.0406*** 0.00107*** 0.0747*** 0.0192*** -0.0543*** 

  (0.00706) (0.000300) (0.00136) (0.00309) (0.00712) 

log_elev -0.0786*** -0.00357*** 0.0142*** 0.0990*** -0.0310*** 

  (0.00317) (0.000135) (0.000611) (0.00139) (0.00320) 

z_agri 0.279*** -0.00553*** 0.0193*** 0.00286 -0.296*** 

  (0.00610) (0.000259) (0.00118) (0.00267) (0.00615) 

z_manufacturing 0.0576* -0.00164 -0.00511 0.0208 -0.0716** 

  (0.0318) (0.00135) (0.00612) (0.0139) (0.0320) 

z_commercial 0.0416*** 0.000995* 0.00336 -0.0354*** -0.0106 

  (0.0142) (0.000601) (0.00273) (0.00620) (0.0143) 

z_FloodPlain 0.0265*** 0.000670* -0.0154*** 0.0387*** -0.0504*** 

  (0.00822) (0.000349) (0.00158) (0.00360) (0.00829) 

z_OpenRec 0.0571 -0.0149*** -0.0718*** -0.00156 0.0312 

  (0.0408) (0.00173) (0.00786) (0.0179) (0.0411) 

z_res_2000 0.0490*** -0.000306 0.00793*** -0.00202 -0.0546*** 

  (0.00950) (0.000403) (0.00183) (0.00416) (0.00957) 

z_res_3000 -0.00147 -0.000517** 0.00303*** -0.0170*** 0.0160*** 

  (0.00499) (0.000212) (0.000962) (0.00218) (0.00503) 

z_res_6000 0.0270*** -0.000351*** -0.000625* 0.00402*** -0.0301*** 

  (0.00195) (8.28e-05) (0.000376) (0.000855) (0.00197) 

z_res_12500 -0.0451*** -0.00146*** 0.00168*** -0.0111*** 0.0560*** 

  (0.00314) (0.000133) (0.000606) (0.00138) (0.00317) 

z_res_44000 -0.0631*** 0.00111*** 0.0150*** 0.0657*** -0.0187*** 
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  (0.00437) (0.000186) (0.000843) (0.00191) (0.00441) 

z_res_108900 -0.0248** -0.000822** 0.0105*** 0.0582*** -0.0431*** 

  (0.00977) (0.000415) (0.00188) (0.00428) (0.00984) 

z_res_217800 0.124*** -0.000211 0.0336*** 0.0817*** -0.239*** 

  (0.00766) (0.000325) (0.00148) (0.00335) (0.00772) 

z_res_871200 -0.0151 0.00718*** 0.0114* -0.00241 -0.00104 

  (0.0308) (0.00131) (0.00593) (0.0135) (0.0310) 

z_mobile -0.0733*** -0.000211 -0.0117*** 0.109*** -0.0239** 

  (0.0116) (0.000490) (0.00223) (0.00506) (0.0116) 

year_2 0.0177*** -5.08e-05 -0.000452 0.000288 -0.0175*** 

  (0.00244) (0.000103) (0.000470) (0.00107) (0.00246) 

year_3 0.0342*** -8.25e-05 0.000560 0.00286*** -0.0375*** 

  (0.00245) (0.000104) (0.000471) (0.00107) (0.00246) 

year_4 0.0572*** 1.61e-05 0.000722 0.00388*** -0.0618*** 

  (0.00247) (0.000105) (0.000475) (0.00108) (0.00249) 

year_5 0.0734*** -2.34e-05 0.000586 0.00592*** -0.0799*** 

  (0.00237) (0.000101) (0.000457) (0.00104) (0.00239) 

year_6 0.0821*** -4.62e-05 0.000528 0.00531*** -0.0879*** 

  (0.00232) (9.85e-05) (0.000448) (0.00102) (0.00234) 

year_7 0.104*** -7.15e-05 0.00103** 0.00633*** -0.112*** 

  (0.00227) (9.62e-05) (0.000437) (0.000993) (0.00229) 

Fresno 0.0657*** -0.00388*** -0.0202*** -0.0143*** -0.0274*** 

  (0.00461) (0.000195) (0.000888) (0.00202) (0.00464) 

Tulare 0.0985*** -0.00180*** -0.0183*** -0.00885*** -0.0695*** 

  (0.00467) (0.000198) (0.000900) (0.00204) (0.00470) 

Constant 2.582*** 0.347*** -1.639*** -0.178*** -0.113 

  (0.156) (0.00664) (0.0301) (0.0685) (0.158) 
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Observations 163,408 163,408 163,408 163,408 163,408 

R-squared 0.443 0.212 0.482 0.341 0.566 

R-squared 0.443 0.212 0.482 0.341 0.566 

number of observations 163408 163408 163408 163408 163408 

F-statistic 1665 563.2 1952 1084 2727 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 18.a (continued) 

  (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

VARIABLES percveg10 PerOtherOak PerBlueOak percveg60 percveg80 

            

wgt_depth -0.000378*** -1.06e-05*** 6.12e-06 0.000379*** 3.41e-06 

  (4.90e-05) (1.45e-06) (8.45e-06) (2.55e-05) (4.52e-05) 

maxdepth2 2.38e-06*** -3.60e-07*** 8.43e-07*** 1.40e-06*** -4.27e-06*** 

  (7.91e-07) (2.34e-08) (1.36e-07) (4.11e-07) (7.30e-07) 

wgt_awc -0.000373* -0.000108*** -0.000294*** 0.00221*** -0.00144*** 

  (0.000219) (6.46e-06) (3.77e-05) (0.000114) (0.000202) 

awc2 -1.22e-05 3.54e-06*** 4.46e-05*** 0.000111*** -0.000147*** 

  (2.64e-05) (7.80e-07) (4.55e-06) (1.37e-05) (2.44e-05) 

wgt_clay 0.00329*** -8.47e-05*** -0.000189*** -2.41e-05 -0.00299*** 

  (0.000207) (6.10e-06) (3.56e-05) (0.000107) (0.000191) 

clay2 -0.000219*** 3.18e-06*** 1.42e-05*** 1.77e-05*** 0.000184*** 

  (8.42e-06) (2.49e-07) (1.45e-06) (4.38e-06) (7.77e-06) 

PoorDrain -0.160*** 0.00328*** 0.00653*** 0.0182*** 0.132*** 

  (0.00520) (0.000154) (0.000896) (0.00270) (0.00480) 

WellDrain -0.0588*** 0.00259*** 0.00782*** -0.0163*** 0.0647*** 

  (0.00325) (9.60e-05) (0.000560) (0.00169) (0.00300) 

slope15 -0.00280 -0.00109*** 0.0160*** -0.00884*** -0.00324 

  (0.00647) (0.000191) (0.00111) (0.00336) (0.00597) 

prime_farmland -0.0420*** 0.000802*** 0.00419*** -0.0145*** 0.0515*** 

  (0.00210) (6.20e-05) (0.000361) (0.00109) (0.00194) 

state_farmland -0.00876*** 0.000297*** 0.00456*** -0.00394*** 0.00785*** 

  (0.00212) (6.26e-05) (0.000365) (0.00110) (0.00195) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth 0.00259*** -2.02e-05*** 3.15e-05** -0.00149*** -0.00112*** 

  (7.46e-05) (2.20e-06) (1.29e-05) (3.88e-05) (6.89e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 5.08e-05*** 1.65e-06*** 3.94e-06*** -2.48e-05*** -3.16e-05*** 

  (1.51e-06) (4.46e-08) (2.60e-07) (7.84e-07) (1.39e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc -0.00548*** 0.000264*** -0.000853*** -0.00237*** 0.00844*** 

  (0.000341) (1.01e-05) (5.88e-05) (0.000177) (0.000315) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 -8.61e-05** -2.19e-05*** 0.000138*** 

-

0.000123*** 9.24e-05** 

  (4.17e-05) (1.23e-06) (7.19e-06) (2.17e-05) (3.85e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay -0.00402*** -4.55e-05*** -0.000396*** 0.00211*** 0.00236*** 

  (0.000267) (7.90e-06) (4.61e-05) (0.000139) (0.000247) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 0.000269*** 7.43e-07** 2.71e-05*** 8.47e-06 -0.000305*** 

  (1.17e-05) (3.47e-07) (2.02e-06) (6.10e-06) (1.08e-05) 

cbg_slope15 -3.075*** 0.111*** 1.028*** 0.250*** 1.686*** 

  (0.0244) (0.000721) (0.00421) (0.0127) (0.0225) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain 0.333*** -0.000691*** 0.00315*** -0.0629*** -0.273*** 

  (0.00691) (0.000204) (0.00119) (0.00359) (0.00638) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain 0.131*** -0.00151*** 0.00208** -0.0115*** -0.120*** 

  (0.00481) (0.000142) (0.000829) (0.00250) (0.00444) 

cbg_avg_primefarm 0.165*** -0.00137*** -0.00679*** -0.00473*** -0.152*** 

  (0.00276) (8.14e-05) (0.000475) (0.00143) (0.00254) 

cbg_avg_state 0.0863*** 0.000206** -0.00576*** -0.0117*** -0.0690*** 

  (0.00324) (9.56e-05) (0.000558) (0.00168) (0.00299) 

percveg20 -0.658*** 0.0239*** -0.252*** -0.247*** 0.133*** 

  (0.0404) (0.00119) (0.00696) (0.0210) (0.0373) 

percveg30 0.216*** -0.00181*** -0.440*** -0.712*** -0.0618*** 

  (0.0177) (0.000524) (0.00306) (0.00921) (0.0164) 

percveg40 -0.560*** 0.00324*** -0.0252*** -0.420*** 0.00146 

  (0.00753) (0.000223) (0.00130) (0.00391) (0.00695) 
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percveg51 -1.301*** -0.0287*** 0.979*** -0.785*** 0.135*** 

  (0.0430) (0.00127) (0.00741) (0.0223) (0.0397) 

percveg70 0.0971*** 0.0691*** -0.283*** -0.492*** -0.392*** 

  (0.0221) (0.000652) (0.00381) (0.0115) (0.0204) 

percveg90 -0.633*** 0.0899*** -0.105*** 0.278*** -0.631*** 

  (0.0378) (0.00112) (0.00651) (0.0196) (0.0349) 

percveg100 -8.527*** -0.0429*** -0.433*** 0.0499 7.953*** 

  (0.191) (0.00563) (0.0329) (0.0991) (0.176) 

cbw13_20p 0.221*** -0.00562*** -0.00399 -0.100*** -0.111** 

  (0.0559) (0.00165) (0.00963) (0.0290) (0.0516) 

cbw13_30p -0.0673*** -0.00356*** -0.0108*** 0.0353*** 0.0463*** 

  (0.0109) (0.000321) (0.00187) (0.00564) (0.0100) 

cbw13_40p -0.0214*** 0.000684*** -0.00375*** -0.0165*** 0.0409*** 

  (0.00677) (0.000200) (0.00117) (0.00352) (0.00625) 

cbw13_51p -0.124*** 0.00866*** -0.110*** -0.0494*** 0.275*** 

  (0.0263) (0.000777) (0.00453) (0.0137) (0.0243) 

cbw13_70p -0.000467 0.0195*** -0.141*** 0.0107 0.111*** 

  (0.0141) (0.000417) (0.00244) (0.00734) (0.0130) 

cbw13_90p -0.504*** -0.00542*** 0.0359*** 0.332*** 0.142** 

  (0.0614) (0.00181) (0.0106) (0.0319) (0.0567) 

cbw13_100p 0.660*** -0.00856*** -0.0295*** 0.0342 -0.656*** 

  (0.0562) (0.00166) (0.00969) (0.0292) (0.0519) 

log_CBD 0.0298*** -0.000198*** 0.00251*** 0.00113*** -0.0332*** 

  (0.000702) (2.07e-05) (0.000121) (0.000365) (0.000648) 

log_urban -0.0132*** 0.000479*** 0.000606*** 0.00982*** 0.00225*** 

  (0.000739) (2.18e-05) (0.000127) (0.000384) (0.000682) 

log_shape_acre -0.0318*** 0.000789*** 0.00630*** 0.00344*** 0.0213*** 

  (0.00124) (3.66e-05) (0.000214) (0.000644) (0.00114) 
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log_bldg_area 0.00875*** -0.000260*** -0.00336*** -0.00893*** 0.00380* 

  (0.00224) (6.62e-05) (0.000386) (0.00116) (0.00207) 

log_stories -0.0163*** -0.000450*** 0.00227*** 0.000793 0.0137*** 

  (0.00223) (6.57e-05) (0.000384) (0.00116) (0.00205) 

log_bath -0.00873*** 0.000561*** -0.00274*** 0.00292*** 0.00799*** 

  (0.00207) (6.11e-05) (0.000356) (0.00107) (0.00191) 

c_pool -0.00993*** -0.000167*** -0.00109*** -0.00525*** 0.0164*** 

  (0.00110) (3.26e-05) (0.000190) (0.000573) (0.00102) 

c_basement 0.0214*** -0.000227* 0.00425*** 0.000545 -0.0259*** 

  (0.00417) (0.000123) (0.000718) (0.00216) (0.00385) 

c_age -0.00239*** 5.53e-06*** -0.000122*** 

-

0.000210*** 0.00272*** 

  (3.25e-05) (9.59e-07) (5.59e-06) (1.69e-05) (3.00e-05) 

log_educ 0.363*** 0.00220*** -0.00257*** -0.0817*** -0.281*** 

  (0.00480) (0.000142) (0.000827) (0.00249) (0.00443) 

black -0.0649*** -0.00177*** 0.0146*** 0.0494*** 0.00261 

  (0.00971) (0.000287) (0.00167) (0.00504) (0.00896) 

log_hispanic 0.109*** 0.00132*** -0.00633*** -0.0284*** -0.0759*** 

  (0.00123) (3.64e-05) (0.000212) (0.000640) (0.00114) 

log_income 0.0382*** -0.000172*** -0.00494*** -0.0262*** -0.00689*** 

  (0.00224) (6.63e-05) (0.000387) (0.00117) (0.00207) 

college 0.313*** 0.00547*** -0.0239*** -0.0694*** -0.225*** 

  (0.00626) (0.000185) (0.00108) (0.00325) (0.00578) 

log_density -0.165*** -0.000206*** -0.00111*** -0.0281*** 0.195*** 

  (0.000449) (1.33e-05) (7.74e-05) (0.000233) (0.000415) 

log_tax 0.231*** 0.00668*** -0.0155*** -0.0561*** -0.167*** 

  (0.00443) (0.000131) (0.000764) (0.00230) (0.00409) 

public 0.0424*** -0.0624*** 0.0437*** -0.0124* -0.0113 

  (0.0124) (0.000367) (0.00214) (0.00645) (0.0115) 
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log_bio1 -0.313*** -0.0371*** 0.188*** 0.0402*** 0.121*** 

  (0.0155) (0.000457) (0.00267) (0.00804) (0.0143) 

log_bio12 0.0654*** -0.00402*** 0.0595*** 0.0786*** -0.200*** 

  (0.00493) (0.000146) (0.000851) (0.00256) (0.00455) 

log_elev -0.123*** -0.00171*** 0.0131*** 0.108*** 0.00324 

  (0.00222) (6.55e-05) (0.000382) (0.00115) (0.00205) 

z_agri 0.133*** -0.00407*** 0.0128*** -0.0299*** -0.112*** 

  (0.00427) (0.000126) (0.000735) (0.00222) (0.00394) 

z_manufacturing 0.0465** -0.00286*** 0.00267 -0.0115 -0.0348* 

  (0.0222) (0.000656) (0.00383) (0.0115) (0.0205) 

z_commercial 0.120*** -0.00394*** 0.00516*** -0.0223*** -0.0986*** 

  (0.00990) (0.000292) (0.00171) (0.00514) (0.00913) 

z_FloodPlain -0.0109* -0.00122*** -0.000511 -0.0160*** 0.0286*** 

  (0.00575) (0.000170) (0.000990) (0.00298) (0.00530) 

z_OpenRec -0.0380 -0.00761*** 0.0153*** 0.0425*** -0.0122 

  (0.0285) (0.000842) (0.00491) (0.0148) (0.0263) 

z_res_2000 0.0761*** 0.000195 0.00933*** -0.00429 -0.0814*** 

  (0.00664) (0.000196) (0.00114) (0.00345) (0.00613) 

z_res_3000 0.0557*** 0.000395*** 0.00118* -0.0250*** -0.0323*** 

  (0.00349) (0.000103) (0.000601) (0.00181) (0.00322) 

z_res_6000 0.0767*** 0.000129*** -0.00160*** 0.00527*** -0.0805*** 

  (0.00136) (4.03e-05) (0.000235) (0.000709) (0.00126) 

z_res_12500 0.00643*** 0.00238*** 0.00908*** -0.00290** -0.0150*** 

  (0.00220) (6.49e-05) (0.000379) (0.00114) (0.00203) 

z_res_44000 0.0248*** 0.00226*** -0.00236*** 0.00375** -0.0285*** 

  (0.00306) (9.03e-05) (0.000527) (0.00159) (0.00282) 

z_res_108900 0.0176*** 0.000904*** -0.0186*** 0.0213*** -0.0212*** 

  (0.00683) (0.000202) (0.00118) (0.00355) (0.00630) 
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z_res_217800 0.145*** 0.000622*** 0.0136*** 0.0468*** -0.206*** 

  (0.00535) (0.000158) (0.000922) (0.00278) (0.00494) 

z_res_871200 0.0466** 0.00698*** -0.0409*** -0.00197 -0.0107 

  (0.0215) (0.000635) (0.00371) (0.0112) (0.0199) 

z_mobile -0.0397*** -9.42e-05 0.0245*** 0.0547*** -0.0394*** 

  (0.00807) (0.000238) (0.00139) (0.00419) (0.00745) 

year_2 0.00731*** -3.68e-05 0.000124 0.00119 -0.00858*** 

  (0.00170) (5.03e-05) (0.000294) (0.000885) (0.00157) 

year_3 0.00880*** 4.87e-05 0.000622** 0.00134 -0.0108*** 

  (0.00171) (5.05e-05) (0.000295) (0.000887) (0.00158) 

year_4 0.0119*** -4.33e-06 0.000963*** -0.000332 -0.0125*** 

  (0.00172) (5.09e-05) (0.000297) (0.000896) (0.00159) 

year_5 0.0181*** 4.58e-05 0.000606** -0.00130 -0.0175*** 

  (0.00166) (4.89e-05) (0.000285) (0.000860) (0.00153) 

year_6 0.0160*** 9.93e-06 0.000491* 0.000806 -0.0173*** 

  (0.00162) (4.79e-05) (0.000280) (0.000843) (0.00150) 

year_7 0.0244*** -2.73e-05 0.00104*** 0.000680 -0.0261*** 

  (0.00158) (4.68e-05) (0.000273) (0.000823) (0.00146) 

Fresno -0.0267*** 0.000148 -0.0160*** -0.0613*** 0.104*** 

  (0.00322) (9.51e-05) (0.000555) (0.00167) (0.00297) 

Tulare 0.0141*** 0.00207*** -0.0121*** -0.0423*** 0.0382*** 

  (0.00326) (9.64e-05) (0.000562) (0.00169) (0.00301) 

Constant 1.024*** 0.247*** -1.314*** -0.261*** 1.305*** 

  (0.109) (0.00323) (0.0188) (0.0568) (0.101) 

            

Observations 163,408 163,408 163,408 163,408 163,408 

R-squared 0.719 0.672 0.709 0.495 0.817 

R-squared 0.719 0.672 0.709 0.495 0.817 
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number of observations 163408 163408 163408 163408 163408 

F-statistic 5349 4291 5102 2050 9337 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 18.b First Stage of Two-Stage Least Squares: Instruments at Census Block and Census Block Group Scales 

  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

VARIABLES cbw13_10p cbw13_OtherOak cbw13_BlueOak cbw13_60p cbw13_80p 

            

cbl_dom_maxdepth -0.000895*** 1.98e-05*** 8.15e-05*** 2.98e-05 0.000764*** 

  (8.53e-05) (3.63e-06) (1.61e-05) (3.73e-05) (8.61e-05) 

cbl_dom_maxdepth2 2.05e-05*** -3.19e-07*** -1.83e-06*** -1.39e-05*** -4.37e-06*** 

  (1.49e-06) (6.34e-08) (2.81e-07) (6.52e-07) (1.50e-06) 

cbl_dom_awc -0.00402*** -0.000131*** -0.000875*** 0.000600*** 0.00443*** 

  (0.000367) (1.56e-05) (6.92e-05) (0.000161) (0.000371) 

cbl_dom_awc2 -0.000617*** 8.11e-06*** 8.49e-05*** 9.23e-05*** 0.000432*** 

  (4.61e-05) (1.96e-06) (8.68e-06) (2.02e-05) (4.66e-05) 

cbl_dom_clay 0.00631*** -0.000152*** 6.42e-05 0.00253*** -0.00876*** 

  (0.000355) (1.51e-05) (6.68e-05) (0.000155) (0.000358) 

cbl_dom_clay2 -0.000276*** 4.66e-06*** 2.97e-06 -6.90e-05*** 0.000337*** 

  (1.44e-05) (6.14e-07) (2.72e-06) (6.32e-06) (1.46e-05) 

cbl_dom_slope15 -0.258*** 0.0163*** 0.148*** 0.154*** -0.0597*** 

  (0.00794) (0.000337) (0.00149) (0.00347) (0.00801) 

cbl_PoorDrain -0.189*** 0.00289*** 0.0175*** -0.00343 0.172*** 

  (0.00923) (0.000393) (0.00174) (0.00404) (0.00932) 

cbl_WellDrain -0.102*** 0.00311*** 0.00909*** -0.0358*** 0.125*** 

  (0.00577) (0.000245) (0.00109) (0.00253) (0.00583) 

cbl_primefarm 0.0608*** -0.000546*** -0.00181** 0.0305*** -0.0890*** 

  (0.00376) (0.000160) (0.000709) (0.00165) (0.00380) 

cbl_state -0.0101** -0.000544*** -0.00155** 0.0416*** -0.0294*** 

  (0.00396) (0.000168) (0.000746) (0.00173) (0.00400) 
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cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth 0.00182*** -1.40e-05*** 0.000156*** -0.000790*** -0.00117*** 

  (0.000116) (4.92e-06) (2.18e-05) (5.06e-05) (0.000117) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 -8.89e-06*** 4.24e-07*** -8.17e-06*** -2.43e-06** 1.91e-05*** 

  (2.28e-06) (9.70e-08) (4.30e-07) (9.99e-07) (2.30e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc -0.00398*** 0.000171*** -0.000285*** -0.000681*** 0.00477*** 

  (0.000522) (2.22e-05) (9.83e-05) (0.000228) (0.000527) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 0.000871*** -1.13e-05*** 7.22e-05*** -5.35e-05* -0.000879*** 

  (6.44e-05) (2.74e-06) (1.21e-05) (2.82e-05) (6.51e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay -0.00517*** 4.07e-05** -0.000792*** -0.00122*** 0.00713*** 

  (0.000397) (1.69e-05) (7.48e-05) (0.000174) (0.000401) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 0.000317*** -7.18e-07 1.89e-05*** 4.34e-05*** -0.000379*** 

  (1.76e-05) (7.49e-07) (3.32e-06) (7.71e-06) (1.78e-05) 

cbg_slope15 -1.757*** 0.0133*** 0.658*** -0.0404** 1.127*** 

  (0.0360) (0.00153) (0.00678) (0.0157) (0.0363) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain 0.201*** -0.00212*** 0.00379* -0.00974** -0.193*** 

  (0.0107) (0.000453) (0.00201) (0.00467) (0.0108) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain 0.153*** -0.00192*** 0.00936*** 0.0205*** -0.181*** 

  (0.00719) (0.000306) (0.00135) (0.00315) (0.00726) 

cbg_avg_primefarm 0.00461 -0.000569*** 0.00279*** -0.0296*** 0.0228*** 

  (0.00453) (0.000193) (0.000854) (0.00198) (0.00458) 

cbg_avg_state 0.0624*** 0.000596*** 0.00616*** -0.0356*** -0.0336*** 

  (0.00523) (0.000222) (0.000985) (0.00229) (0.00528) 

percveg20 -1.285*** 0.0151*** 0.137*** 0.129*** 1.004*** 

  (0.0586) (0.00249) (0.0110) (0.0257) (0.0592) 

percveg30 0.287*** -0.0342*** -0.304*** -0.291*** 0.342*** 

  (0.0253) (0.00108) (0.00477) (0.0111) (0.0256) 

percveg40 -0.331*** 0.00225*** -0.00140 -0.311*** 0.642*** 

  (0.0107) (0.000456) (0.00202) (0.00470) (0.0108) 
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percveg51 -0.884*** -0.0326*** 1.088*** -0.189*** 0.0169 

  (0.0621) (0.00264) (0.0117) (0.0272) (0.0628) 

percveg70 0.525*** -0.0168*** -0.263*** 0.177*** -0.422*** 

  (0.0308) (0.00131) (0.00581) (0.0135) (0.0312) 

percveg90 -0.492*** 0.0179*** 0.184*** 0.550*** -0.260*** 

  (0.0539) (0.00229) (0.0102) (0.0236) (0.0544) 

percveg100 -4.092*** -0.0743*** 0.257*** 0.997*** 2.912*** 

  (0.272) (0.0116) (0.0513) (0.119) (0.275) 

cbw13_20p 0.232*** -0.00797** -0.0824*** -0.153*** -0.989*** 

  (0.0796) (0.00338) (0.0150) (0.0348) (0.0803) 

cbw13_30p -0.0223 -0.000469 -0.108*** -0.0929*** -0.777*** 

  (0.0153) (0.000651) (0.00289) (0.00671) (0.0155) 

cbw13_40p -0.0674*** -0.00178*** -0.0182*** -0.0412*** -0.871*** 

  (0.00966) (0.000411) (0.00182) (0.00423) (0.00975) 

cbw13_51p -0.264*** -0.00364** -0.167*** -0.376*** -0.190*** 

  (0.0374) (0.00159) (0.00705) (0.0164) (0.0378) 

cbw13_70p -0.173*** 0.0695*** -0.0109*** -0.343*** -0.542*** 

  (0.0202) (0.000857) (0.00380) (0.00882) (0.0204) 

cbw13_90p -0.210** 0.0563*** -0.102*** -0.105*** -0.640*** 

  (0.0875) (0.00372) (0.0165) (0.0383) (0.0884) 

cbw13_100p 0.836*** 0.000742 -0.0571*** 0.0723** -1.852*** 

  (0.0802) (0.00341) (0.0151) (0.0351) (0.0810) 

log_CBD -0.00246** -0.000142*** 0.00205*** -0.00267*** 0.00323*** 

  (0.00100) (4.27e-05) (0.000189) (0.000439) (0.00101) 

log_urban -0.00353*** 0.000638*** -0.000119 0.00443*** -0.00141 

  (0.00106) (4.49e-05) (0.000199) (0.000462) (0.00107) 

log_shape_acre -0.0138*** 0.00167*** 0.0111*** 0.0256*** -0.0245*** 

  (0.00176) (7.50e-05) (0.000332) (0.000772) (0.00178) 
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log_bldg_area 0.0958*** -0.00124*** -0.00673*** -0.00891*** -0.0789*** 

  (0.00319) (0.000136) (0.000600) (0.00139) (0.00322) 

log_stories -0.0324*** 0.00122*** 0.00260*** 0.00625*** 0.0223*** 

  (0.00316) (0.000135) (0.000596) (0.00139) (0.00320) 

log_bath -0.0391*** 0.000199 -0.00279*** -0.00539*** 0.0471*** 

  (0.00294) (0.000125) (0.000554) (0.00129) (0.00297) 

c_pool -0.0146*** -7.98e-05 -0.00132*** -0.00523*** 0.0213*** 

  (0.00157) (6.68e-05) (0.000296) (0.000688) (0.00159) 

c_basement 0.0437*** 0.000758*** 0.00597*** -0.00505* -0.0454*** 

  (0.00592) (0.000252) (0.00111) (0.00259) (0.00597) 

c_age -0.00379*** 1.99e-06 -0.000145*** -0.000717*** 0.00465*** 

  (4.61e-05) (1.96e-06) (8.69e-06) (2.02e-05) (4.66e-05) 

log_educ 0.181*** -0.00162*** 0.00790*** -0.0472*** -0.141*** 

  (0.00688) (0.000292) (0.00130) (0.00301) (0.00694) 

black -0.150*** -0.00111* 0.0264*** -0.0170*** 0.142*** 

  (0.0138) (0.000588) (0.00260) (0.00605) (0.0140) 

log_hispanic 0.0403*** 0.000315*** -0.00221*** -0.0164*** -0.0221*** 

  (0.00175) (7.43e-05) (0.000329) (0.000765) (0.00177) 

log_income -0.0271*** 0.000786*** -0.00289*** -0.0277*** 0.0569*** 

  (0.00320) (0.000136) (0.000602) (0.00140) (0.00323) 

college 0.146*** 0.00194*** -0.0142*** -0.0386*** -0.0950*** 

  (0.00891) (0.000379) (0.00168) (0.00390) (0.00900) 

log_density -0.112*** -9.68e-05*** -6.90e-05 -0.0118*** 0.124*** 

  (0.000640) (2.72e-05) (0.000121) (0.000280) (0.000646) 

log_tax 0.285*** 0.00673*** -0.0140*** -0.0232*** -0.255*** 

  (0.00631) (0.000269) (0.00119) (0.00276) (0.00638) 

public 0.0925*** -0.0190*** 0.0415*** -0.189*** 0.0738*** 

  (0.0177) (0.000754) (0.00334) (0.00776) (0.0179) 
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log_bio1 -0.353*** -0.0559*** 0.230*** 0.113*** 0.0661*** 

  (0.0219) (0.000933) (0.00413) (0.00960) (0.0221) 

log_bio12 -0.0132* -0.00108*** 0.0588*** 0.00771** -0.0522*** 

  (0.00713) (0.000303) (0.00134) (0.00312) (0.00721) 

log_elev -0.0738*** -0.00397*** 0.0105*** 0.0947*** -0.0274*** 

  (0.00317) (0.000135) (0.000597) (0.00139) (0.00320) 

z_agri 0.277*** -0.00542*** 0.0198*** 0.00535** -0.296*** 

  (0.00607) (0.000258) (0.00114) (0.00266) (0.00613) 

z_manufacturing 0.0537* -0.00120 -0.00120 0.0222 -0.0734** 

  (0.0316) (0.00134) (0.00595) (0.0138) (0.0319) 

z_commercial 0.0472*** 0.00104* 0.00414 -0.0376*** -0.0148 

  (0.0141) (0.000599) (0.00265) (0.00616) (0.0142) 

z_FloodPlain -0.000755 0.00225*** -0.00414*** 0.0430*** -0.0404*** 

  (0.00825) (0.000351) (0.00155) (0.00361) (0.00833) 

z_OpenRec 0.0436 -0.0136*** -0.0613*** 0.0222 0.00921 

  (0.0406) (0.00172) (0.00764) (0.0178) (0.0410) 

z_res_2000 0.0484*** -0.000470 0.00683*** -0.000878 -0.0539*** 

  (0.00945) (0.000402) (0.00178) (0.00413) (0.00954) 

z_res_3000 -0.00245 -0.000501** 0.00340*** -0.0150*** 0.0146*** 

  (0.00496) (0.000211) (0.000935) (0.00217) (0.00501) 

z_res_6000 0.0258*** -0.000272*** 0.000102 0.00589*** -0.0315*** 

  (0.00194) (8.26e-05) (0.000366) (0.000850) (0.00196) 

z_res_12500 -0.0474*** -0.00144*** 0.00245*** -0.00849*** 0.0548*** 

  (0.00313) (0.000133) (0.000589) (0.00137) (0.00316) 

z_res_44000 -0.0580*** 0.000699*** 0.0113*** 0.0658*** -0.0198*** 

  (0.00434) (0.000185) (0.000818) (0.00190) (0.00439) 

z_res_108900 -0.0261*** -0.000478 0.0109*** 0.0564*** -0.0408*** 

  (0.00970) (0.000413) (0.00183) (0.00425) (0.00980) 
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z_res_217800 0.114*** 0.000448 0.0384*** 0.0923*** -0.245*** 

  (0.00762) (0.000324) (0.00144) (0.00334) (0.00770) 

z_res_871200 -0.0209 0.00915*** 0.0149*** -0.0178 0.0146 

  (0.0302) (0.00129) (0.00570) (0.0132) (0.0305) 

z_mobile -0.0614*** -0.000851* -0.0176*** 0.107*** -0.0271** 

  (0.0115) (0.000488) (0.00216) (0.00502) (0.0116) 

year_2 0.0178*** -4.09e-05 -0.000415 0.000384 -0.0177*** 

  (0.00242) (0.000103) (0.000456) (0.00106) (0.00245) 

year_3 0.0344*** -9.26e-05 0.000372 0.00303*** -0.0377*** 

  (0.00243) (0.000103) (0.000458) (0.00106) (0.00246) 

year_4 0.0572*** -5.09e-06 0.000503 0.00401*** -0.0617*** 

  (0.00245) (0.000104) (0.000462) (0.00107) (0.00248) 

year_5 0.0737*** -3.83e-05 0.000453 0.00589*** -0.0800*** 

  (0.00236) (0.000100) (0.000444) (0.00103) (0.00238) 

year_6 0.0817*** -5.96e-05 0.000311 0.00528*** -0.0872*** 

  (0.00231) (9.82e-05) (0.000435) (0.00101) (0.00233) 

year_7 0.104*** -8.25e-05 0.000954** 0.00611*** -0.111*** 

  (0.00225) (9.59e-05) (0.000425) (0.000987) (0.00228) 

Fresno 0.0473*** -0.00298*** -0.0112*** -0.00177 -0.0314*** 

  (0.00461) (0.000196) (0.000868) (0.00202) (0.00466) 

Tulare 0.0849*** -0.000814*** -0.00946*** 0.00276 -0.0774*** 

  (0.00468) (0.000199) (0.000882) (0.00205) (0.00473) 

Constant 2.738*** 0.362*** -1.602*** -0.369*** -0.130 

  (0.155) (0.00658) (0.0292) (0.0677) (0.156) 

            

Observations 163,549 163,549 163,549 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.449 0.219 0.514 0.350 0.569 

R-squared 0.449 0.219 0.514 0.350 0.569 
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number of observations 163549 163549 163549 163549 163549 

F-statistic 1708 586.6 2220 1130 2765 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 18.b (continued) 

  (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

VARIABLES percveg10 PerOtherOak PerBlueOak percveg60 percveg80 

            

cbl_dom_maxdepth -0.000694*** -3.08e-05*** 0.000160*** 0.000380*** 0.000184*** 

  (5.92e-05) (1.77e-06) (1.01e-05) (3.05e-05) (5.50e-05) 

cbl_dom_maxdepth2 1.28e-05*** -7.37e-07*** 2.02e-06*** -8.12e-06*** -5.93e-06*** 

  (1.04e-06) (3.10e-08) (1.76e-07) (5.33e-07) (9.61e-07) 

cbl_dom_awc -0.000525** -0.000162*** 

-

0.000437*** 0.00377*** -0.00265*** 

  (0.000255) (7.64e-06) (4.34e-05) (0.000131) (0.000237) 

cbl_dom_awc2 0.000370*** 5.24e-06*** 2.46e-05*** 9.87e-05*** 

-

0.000499*** 

  (3.20e-05) (9.59e-07) (5.45e-06) (1.65e-05) (2.97e-05) 

cbl_dom_clay 0.00371*** -0.000214*** 0.000182*** 0.000757*** -0.00443*** 

  (0.000247) (7.38e-06) (4.20e-05) (0.000127) (0.000229) 

cbl_dom_clay2 -0.000257*** 8.08e-06*** 2.40e-06 -1.32e-05** 0.000260*** 

  (1.00e-05) (3.00e-07) (1.71e-06) (5.16e-06) (9.31e-06) 

cbl_dom_slope15 -0.268*** 0.000683*** 0.0848*** 0.158*** 0.0250*** 

  (0.00551) (0.000165) (0.000939) (0.00284) (0.00512) 

cbl_PoorDrain -0.224*** 0.00718*** 0.00536*** 0.0203*** 0.191*** 

  (0.00642) (0.000192) (0.00109) (0.00330) (0.00596) 

cbl_WellDrain -0.0736*** 0.00573*** 0.00397*** -0.0333*** 0.0972*** 

  (0.00401) (0.000120) (0.000682) (0.00206) (0.00372) 

cbl_primefarm -0.0678*** 0.000957*** 0.0116*** -0.00960*** 0.0648*** 

  (0.00261) (7.83e-05) (0.000445) (0.00135) (0.00243) 

cbl_state -0.0160*** 0.000307*** 0.0117*** 0.00770*** -0.00369 
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  (0.00275) (8.24e-05) (0.000468) (0.00142) (0.00255) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth 0.00286*** -4.33e-06* 

-7.55e-

05*** -0.00146*** -0.00132*** 

  (8.04e-05) (2.41e-06) (1.37e-05) (4.14e-05) (7.46e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_maxdepth2 4.86e-05*** 1.95e-06*** 1.04e-06*** -2.02e-05*** -3.15e-05*** 

  (1.59e-06) (4.75e-08) (2.70e-07) (8.16e-07) (1.47e-06) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc -0.00568*** 0.000361*** 

-

0.000733*** -0.00411*** 0.0102*** 

  (0.000363) (1.09e-05) (6.17e-05) (0.000187) (0.000337) 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc2 -0.000219*** -2.53e-05*** 0.000124*** -0.000221*** 0.000341*** 

  (4.48e-05) (1.34e-06) (7.62e-06) (2.30e-05) (4.16e-05) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay -0.00420*** -1.90e-05** 

-

0.000586*** 0.00279*** 0.00201*** 

  (0.000276) (8.27e-06) (4.70e-05) (0.000142) (0.000256) 

cbg_avg_wgt_clay2 0.000314*** -1.49e-06*** 3.12e-05*** -1.48e-05** 

-

0.000329*** 

  (1.22e-05) (3.66e-07) (2.08e-06) (6.30e-06) (1.14e-05) 

cbg_slope15 -2.776*** 0.113*** 0.917*** 0.0843*** 1.662*** 

  (0.0250) (0.000749) (0.00426) (0.0129) (0.0232) 

cbg_avg_PoorDrain 0.382*** -0.00320*** 0.00273** -0.0749*** -0.306*** 

  (0.00741) (0.000222) (0.00126) (0.00381) (0.00688) 

cbg_avg_WellDrain 0.141*** -0.00313*** 0.00403*** -0.0136*** -0.128*** 

  (0.00500) (0.000150) (0.000850) (0.00257) (0.00464) 

cbg_avg_primefarm 0.196*** -0.00240*** -0.0121*** 0.00200 -0.183*** 

  (0.00315) (9.43e-05) (0.000536) (0.00162) (0.00292) 

cbg_avg_state 0.0884*** -0.000184* -0.0105*** -0.0131*** -0.0647*** 

  (0.00363) (0.000109) (0.000619) (0.00187) (0.00337) 

percveg20 -0.899*** 0.0253*** -0.278*** -0.131*** 0.282*** 

  (0.0407) (0.00122) (0.00694) (0.0210) (0.0378) 

percveg30 0.319*** -0.00253*** -0.476*** -0.784*** -0.0555*** 
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  (0.0176) (0.000527) (0.00300) (0.00907) (0.0164) 

percveg40 -0.564*** 0.00220*** -0.0220*** -0.408*** -0.00898 

  (0.00745) (0.000223) (0.00127) (0.00384) (0.00692) 

percveg51 -0.955*** -0.0253*** 0.858*** -1.015*** 0.137*** 

  (0.0432) (0.00129) (0.00735) (0.0222) (0.0401) 

percveg70 0.0188 0.0636*** -0.234*** -0.433*** -0.415*** 

  (0.0214) (0.000642) (0.00365) (0.0110) (0.0199) 

percveg90 -0.629*** 0.0904*** -0.0865*** 0.297*** -0.672*** 

  (0.0374) (0.00112) (0.00637) (0.0193) (0.0348) 

percveg100 -8.792*** -0.0395*** -0.390*** 0.427*** 7.794*** 

  (0.189) (0.00566) (0.0322) (0.0974) (0.176) 

cbw13_20p 0.290*** -0.00527*** -0.00998 -0.137*** -0.137*** 

  (0.0553) (0.00166) (0.00941) (0.0285) (0.0513) 

cbw13_30p -0.0401*** -0.00497*** -0.0193*** 0.0194*** 0.0449*** 

  (0.0106) (0.000319) (0.00181) (0.00548) (0.00988) 

cbw13_40p -0.0194*** 0.000375* -0.00797*** -0.0239*** 0.0509*** 

  (0.00671) (0.000201) (0.00114) (0.00346) (0.00623) 

cbw13_51p -0.0689*** 0.00872*** -0.104*** -0.0726*** 0.237*** 

  (0.0260) (0.000779) (0.00443) (0.0134) (0.0241) 

cbw13_70p 0.0664*** 0.0157*** -0.176*** -0.0394*** 0.133*** 

  (0.0140) (0.000419) (0.00238) (0.00721) (0.0130) 

cbw13_90p -0.389*** -0.00729*** 0.00712 0.248*** 0.141** 

  (0.0608) (0.00182) (0.0104) (0.0313) (0.0565) 

cbw13_100p 0.728*** -0.0130*** -0.0297*** 0.0496* -0.735*** 

  (0.0557) (0.00167) (0.00949) (0.0287) (0.0518) 

log_CBD 0.0288*** -0.000304*** 0.00297*** 0.00309*** -0.0345*** 

  (0.000697) (2.09e-05) (0.000119) (0.000359) (0.000648) 

log_urban -0.00991*** 0.000409*** 0.000189 0.00881*** 0.000497 
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  (0.000733) (2.20e-05) (0.000125) (0.000378) (0.000681) 

log_shape_acre -0.0271*** 0.000782*** 0.00524*** 0.000658 0.0205*** 

  (0.00122) (3.67e-05) (0.000209) (0.000631) (0.00114) 

log_bldg_area 0.00794*** -0.000334*** -0.00317*** -0.00741*** 0.00297 

  (0.00221) (6.63e-05) (0.000377) (0.00114) (0.00206) 

log_stories -0.0123*** -0.000457*** 0.00118*** -0.00154 0.0131*** 

  (0.00220) (6.59e-05) (0.000374) (0.00113) (0.00204) 

log_bath -0.0107*** 0.000586*** -0.00211*** 0.00399*** 0.00825*** 

  (0.00204) (6.12e-05) (0.000348) (0.00105) (0.00190) 

c_pool -0.0102*** -0.000172*** 

-

0.000889*** -0.00487*** 0.0161*** 

  (0.00109) (3.27e-05) (0.000186) (0.000562) (0.00101) 

c_basement 0.0259*** -0.000368*** 0.00263*** -0.00218 -0.0260*** 

  (0.00411) (0.000123) (0.000700) (0.00212) (0.00382) 

c_age -0.00250*** 7.01e-06*** 

-

0.000103*** -0.000181*** 0.00277*** 

  (3.20e-05) (9.59e-07) (5.45e-06) (1.65e-05) (2.98e-05) 

log_educ 0.338*** 0.00298*** -0.00126 -0.0784*** -0.261*** 

  (0.00478) (0.000143) (0.000813) (0.00246) (0.00444) 

black -0.0744*** -0.00159*** 0.0138*** 0.0439*** 0.0184** 

  (0.00961) (0.000288) (0.00164) (0.00495) (0.00892) 

log_hispanic 0.107*** 0.00132*** -0.00588*** -0.0254*** -0.0770*** 

  (0.00121) (3.64e-05) (0.000207) (0.000625) (0.00113) 

log_income 0.0324*** -0.000194*** -0.00381*** -0.0196*** -0.00882*** 

  (0.00222) (6.65e-05) (0.000378) (0.00114) (0.00206) 

college 0.319*** 0.00539*** -0.0231*** -0.0751*** -0.226*** 

  (0.00619) (0.000185) (0.00105) (0.00319) (0.00575) 

log_density -0.166*** -0.000226*** 

-

0.000889*** -0.0275*** 0.195*** 
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  (0.000445) (1.33e-05) (7.57e-05) (0.000229) (0.000413) 

log_tax 0.224*** 0.00687*** -0.0136*** -0.0529*** -0.164*** 

  (0.00439) (0.000131) (0.000747) (0.00226) (0.00407) 

public 0.00826 -0.0631*** 0.0673*** 0.0143** -0.0267** 

  (0.0123) (0.000369) (0.00210) (0.00634) (0.0114) 

log_bio1 -0.322*** -0.0399*** 0.192*** 0.0493*** 0.120*** 

  (0.0152) (0.000456) (0.00259) (0.00785) (0.0141) 

log_bio12 0.104*** -0.00503*** 0.0521*** 0.0660*** -0.217*** 

  (0.00496) (0.000148) (0.000844) (0.00255) (0.00460) 

log_elev -0.113*** -0.00170*** 0.0104*** 0.103*** 0.000962 

  (0.00220) (6.60e-05) (0.000375) (0.00113) (0.00205) 

z_agri 0.127*** -0.00392*** 0.0136*** -0.0287*** -0.108*** 

  (0.00422) (0.000126) (0.000718) (0.00217) (0.00391) 

z_manufacturing 0.0480** -0.00280*** 0.00452 -0.00901 -0.0407** 

  (0.0220) (0.000658) (0.00374) (0.0113) (0.0204) 

z_commercial 0.122*** -0.00382*** 0.00564*** -0.0211*** -0.102*** 

  (0.00978) (0.000293) (0.00167) (0.00504) (0.00909) 

z_FloodPlain -0.0324*** -0.000554*** 0.00389*** -0.00845*** 0.0375*** 

  (0.00573) (0.000172) (0.000976) (0.00295) (0.00532) 

z_OpenRec -0.0607** -0.00772*** 0.0218*** 0.0625*** -0.0160 

  (0.0282) (0.000844) (0.00480) (0.0145) (0.0262) 

z_res_2000 0.0776*** 0.000110 0.00886*** -0.00208 -0.0845*** 

  (0.00656) (0.000197) (0.00112) (0.00338) (0.00609) 

z_res_3000 0.0558*** 0.000379*** 0.00153*** -0.0226*** -0.0351*** 

  (0.00345) (0.000103) (0.000587) (0.00178) (0.00320) 

z_res_6000 0.0746*** 0.000113*** 

-

0.000986*** 0.00726*** -0.0810*** 

  (0.00135) (4.04e-05) (0.000230) (0.000695) (0.00125) 

z_res_12500 0.00298 0.00251*** 0.00972*** -0.00101 -0.0142*** 
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  (0.00217) (6.50e-05) (0.000370) (0.00112) (0.00202) 

z_res_44000 0.0251*** 0.00250*** -0.00484*** 0.00311** -0.0258*** 

  (0.00302) (9.04e-05) (0.000514) (0.00155) (0.00280) 

z_res_108900 0.0139** 0.00134*** -0.0197*** 0.0203*** -0.0159** 

  (0.00674) (0.000202) (0.00115) (0.00347) (0.00626) 

z_res_217800 0.124*** 0.000796*** 0.0167*** 0.0569*** -0.199*** 

  (0.00530) (0.000159) (0.000902) (0.00273) (0.00492) 

z_res_871200 0.0426** 0.00635*** -0.0434*** 0.00280 -0.00829 

  (0.0210) (0.000629) (0.00358) (0.0108) (0.0195) 

z_mobile -0.0350*** -0.000166 0.0223*** 0.0521*** -0.0392*** 

  (0.00797) (0.000239) (0.00136) (0.00410) (0.00740) 

year_2 0.00680*** -2.41e-05 0.000129 0.00139 -0.00829*** 

  (0.00168) (5.04e-05) (0.000287) (0.000867) (0.00156) 

year_3 0.00890*** 4.04e-05 0.000498* 0.00157* -0.0110*** 

  (0.00169) (5.06e-05) (0.000288) (0.000870) (0.00157) 

year_4 0.0122*** -1.67e-05 0.000798*** -0.000169 -0.0128*** 

  (0.00170) (5.10e-05) (0.000290) (0.000878) (0.00158) 

year_5 0.0190*** 3.21e-05 0.000529* -0.00134 -0.0182*** 

  (0.00164) (4.90e-05) (0.000279) (0.000843) (0.00152) 

year_6 0.0163*** 6.13e-07 0.000333 0.00109 -0.0178*** 

  (0.00160) (4.81e-05) (0.000273) (0.000826) (0.00149) 

year_7 0.0252*** -3.55e-05 0.000956*** 0.000667 -0.0268*** 

  (0.00157) (4.69e-05) (0.000267) (0.000807) (0.00145) 

Fresno -0.0443*** 8.02e-05 -0.0111*** -0.0486*** 0.104*** 

  (0.00320) (9.59e-05) (0.000545) (0.00165) (0.00297) 

Tulare -0.00618* 0.00214*** -0.00745*** -0.0310*** 0.0425*** 

  (0.00325) (9.74e-05) (0.000554) (0.00168) (0.00302) 

Constant 1.020*** 0.264*** -1.306*** -0.322*** 1.345*** 
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  (0.108) (0.00322) (0.0183) (0.0554) (0.0999) 

            

Observations 163,549 163,549 163,549 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.725 0.670 0.725 0.509 0.819 

R-squared 0.725 0.670 0.725 0.509 0.819 

number of observations 163549 163549 163549 163549 163549 

F-statistic 5519 4257 5516 2172 9466 

Standard errors in parentheses 

    *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 19.a Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Heteroskedasticity 

Robust Standard Errors: A Priori Preferred Specification and Sensitivity to the 

Number of Endogenous Land Cover Types 

  (1) (2) 

VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice 

      

percveg10 -0.346*** -0.431*** 

  (0.0262) (0.0275) 

PerBlueOak 0.971*** 0.927** 

  (0.211) (0.380) 

PerOtherOak -16.26*** -15.39*** 

  (1.413) (1.391) 

percveg60 -1.017*** -0.836*** 

  (0.106) (0.112) 

cbw13_10p -0.320*** -0.233*** 

  (0.0442) (0.0469) 

cbw13_BlueOak -2.006*** -2.275*** 

  (0.218) (0.380) 

cbw13_OtherOak 14.76*** 10.86*** 

  (2.021) (2.370) 

cbw13_60p -0.0921 -0.182 

  (0.124) (0.122) 

percveg20 0.184 0.435*** 

  (0.138) (0.149) 

percveg30 0.0352 0.195* 

  (0.107) (0.101) 

percveg40 -0.894*** -1.036*** 

  (0.0465) (0.0794) 

percveg51 -0.0546 0.838** 

  (0.313) (0.349) 

percveg70 0.964*** 0.936** 

  (0.139) (0.430) 

percveg90 1.554*** 1.727*** 

  (0.202) (0.200) 

percveg100 0.793* 0.0190 

  (0.419) (0.411) 

cbw13_20p 0.104 0.130 

  (0.0893) (0.0861) 

cbw13_30p -0.301*** -0.330*** 

  (0.0392) (0.0544) 

cbw13_40p 0.114*** 0.977*** 

  (0.0179) (0.131) 

cbw13_51p -0.425*** -0.616*** 
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  (0.0944) (0.132) 

cbw13_70p -0.797*** 0.189 

  (0.170) (0.581) 

cbw13_90p -0.858*** -0.685*** 

  (0.225) (0.238) 

cbw13_100p 0.0390 0.0647 

  (0.0967) (0.0948) 

log_CBD -0.0115*** -0.0103*** 

  (0.00197) (0.00208) 

log_urban -0.00262 -0.00102 

  (0.00225) (0.00233) 

log_shape_acre 0.119*** 0.128*** 

  (0.00535) (0.00542) 

log_bldg_area 0.689*** 0.673*** 

  (0.00748) (0.00766) 

log_stories -0.0399*** -0.0346*** 

  (0.00635) (0.00627) 

log_bath 0.0521*** 0.0551*** 

  (0.00545) (0.00532) 

c_pool 0.0347*** 0.0354*** 

  (0.00242) (0.00244) 

c_basement 0.137*** 0.138*** 

  (0.0155) (0.0142) 

c_age -0.00720*** -0.00699*** 

  (0.000189) (0.000197) 

log_educ 0.196*** 0.219*** 

  (0.0147) (0.0175) 

black -0.597*** -0.620*** 

  (0.0272) (0.0281) 

log_hispanic 0.0214*** 0.0250*** 

  (0.00441) (0.00492) 

log_income 0.0548*** 0.0575*** 

  (0.00563) (0.00603) 

college 0.642*** 0.655*** 

  (0.0182) (0.0188) 

log_density -0.122*** -0.123*** 

  (0.00827) (0.00896) 

log_tax -0.0421* -0.0302 

  (0.0231) (0.0250) 

public -0.818*** -0.980*** 

  (0.108) (0.112) 

log_bio1 0.171 0.151 

  (0.145) (0.155) 
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log_bio12 0.262*** 0.325*** 

  (0.0206) (0.0293) 

log_elev -0.00288 -0.0623*** 

  (0.0134) (0.0174) 

z_agri 0.0763*** 0.0435** 

  (0.0200) (0.0205) 

z_manufacturing -0.00394 -0.0575 

  (0.0617) (0.0662) 

z_commercial -0.0895** -0.0611 

  (0.0355) (0.0405) 

z_FloodPlain 0.0845*** -0.253*** 

  (0.0166) (0.0537) 

z_OpenRec -0.0369 -0.129 

  (0.126) (0.154) 

z_res_2000 -0.0730*** -0.0576*** 

  (0.0193) (0.0195) 

z_res_3000 -0.0692*** -0.0652*** 

  (0.00877) (0.00918) 

z_res_6000 0.0202*** 0.0106** 

  (0.00404) (0.00475) 

z_res_12500 0.0180*** 0.0145** 

  (0.00657) (0.00688) 

z_res_44000 0.0253* 0.0308** 

  (0.0137) (0.0137) 

z_res_108900 0.0201 -0.0553 

  (0.0414) (0.0400) 

z_res_217800 0.141*** 0.120*** 

  (0.0228) (0.0235) 

z_res_871200 -0.0932 -0.141 

  (0.161) (0.140) 

z_mobile -0.203*** -0.0980*** 

  (0.0261) (0.0319) 

year_2 0.0214*** 0.0187*** 

  (0.00445) (0.00435) 

year_3 0.0406*** 0.0383*** 

  (0.00454) (0.00448) 

year_4 0.0763*** 0.0738*** 

  (0.00488) (0.00479) 

year_5 0.150*** 0.145*** 

  (0.00483) (0.00486) 

year_6 0.254*** 0.249*** 

  (0.00510) (0.00518) 

year_7 0.420*** 0.413*** 
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  (0.00577) (0.00589) 

Fresno -0.0651*** -0.101*** 

  (0.0119) (0.0180) 

Tulare -0.0942*** -0.122*** 

  (0.00896) (0.0140) 

Constant 3.196*** 3.342*** 

  (0.946) (0.977) 

      

Observations 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.532 0.556 

Adjusted R-squared 0.532 0.556 

Chi-Squared 245313 249467 

Wooldridge’s robust score test of overidentification 

Chi-squared 239.71106 146.66982 

Degrees of freedom 14 10 

p-value 3.838E-43 1.803E-26 

Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity 

Robust score 

Chi-squared 566.02479 711.81359 

Degrees of freedom 8 12 

p-value 4.69E-117 1.30E-144 

Robust regression 

F-statistic 71.298501 59.557645 

p-value 8.81E-118 6.73E-145 

Test of weak instruments 

Minimum eigenvalue 27.843005 13.99594 

      

Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 501.63922 449.73499 

p-value 3.13E-103 4.214E-92 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 261.01403 296.45748 

p-value 1.251E-52 3.453E-60 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 513.76568 532.68367 
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p-value 3.71E-103 3.41E-107 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 395.65996 359.95848 

p-value 7.894E-79 3.065E-71 

Within-Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 157.6369 133.43896 

p-value 4.988E-30 5.475E-25 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 144.68276 131.57405 

p-value 5.303E-28 2.947E-25 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 267.80261 206.8218 

p-value 5.174E-51 2.851E-38 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 266.38545 193.16536 

p-value 1.932E-51 4.288E-36 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 19.b Weak Instrument Tests for Two Stage Least Squares with Heteroskedasticity Robust Standard Errors: A Priori 

Preferred Specification and Sensitivity to the Number of Endogenous Land Cover Types 

 

Variable Specification R-sq. Adj. R-sq. Partial R-sq. Robust F-test Instruments Obs. Prob>F Shea's Partial R-sq. Shea's Adj Partial R-sqr

percveg10 0.72477972 0.7246484 0.19242085 1048.3883 22 163470 0 0.05531079 0.05486581

PerBlueOak 0.72465541 0.72452403 0.36433447 474.40968 22 163470 0 0.03974724 0.03929493

PerOtherOak 0.67009287 0.66993545 0.18173473 182.05012 22 163470 0 0.02467803 0.02421863

percveg60 0.50890328 0.50866895 0.0723986 373.26877 22 163470 0 0.01861853 0.01815627

cbw13_10p 0.44906913 0.44880625 0.04961462 349.09914 22 163470 0 0.01213448 0.01166916

cbw13_Blue~k 0.51442568 0.51419399 0.16549701 129.63362 22 163470 0 0.01717152 0.01670858

cbw13_Othe~k 0.2186971 0.2183243 0.02333945 28.743071 22 163470 2.45E-119 0.00500911 0.00454044

cbw13_60p 0.35029804 0.34998803 0.02597762 108.9965 22 163470 0 0.01138552 0.01091985

percveg10 0.71260701 0.71247692 0.18743215 1123.9086 22 163474 0 0.04861146 0.04818661

percveg40 0.69227489 0.69213559 0.16233078 405.71602 22 163474 0 0.04981274 0.04938843

PerBlueOak 0.69948157 0.69934554 0.32582628 463.79531 22 163474 0 0.01007324 0.00963119

PerOtherOak 0.63831747 0.63815374 0.33347897 252.06545 22 163474 0 0.02427406 0.02383835

percveg60 0.46150303 0.46125927 0.07480429 312.75749 22 163474 0 0.01663838 0.01619926

percveg70 0.76076898 0.76066069 0.37083415 877.42723 22 163474 0 0.01521987 0.01478011

cbw13_10p 0.44296435 0.4427122 0.04783906 351.6691 22 163474 0 0.00871581 0.00827315

cbw13_40p 0.46715606 0.46691486 0.05047561 100.54066 22 163474 0 0.01583022 0.01539074

cbw13_Blue~k 0.50686763 0.50664441 0.15823516 138.35045 22 163474 0 0.00504345 0.00459916

cbw13_Othe~k 0.18558324 0.18521458 0.04476642 33.762289 22 163474 1.61E-142 0.0027035 0.00225815

cbw13_60p 0.31991017 0.31960231 0.03372804 119.68716 22 163474 0 0.00882552 0.00838291

cbw13_70p 0.43016145 0.4299035 0.1309389 129.4138 22 163474 0 0.00486437 0.00442

(1)

(2)
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Table 20 Ranking of Instruments by Correlation with Dependent Variable  

Variable c_realprice Rank log_realprice Rank Scale 

wgt_depth -0.1213 1 -0.1269 1 

Property 

maxdepth2 0.0488 5 0.0479 6 

wgt_awc -0.0981 2 -0.1104 2 

awc2 -0.0399 6 -0.0537 4 

wgt_clay -0.0058 10 0.0003 11 

clay2 -0.0391 7 -0.051 5 

PoorDrain -0.0193 9 -0.0236 9 

WellDrain 0.0024 11 0.0113 10 

slope15 0.0624 4 0.042 7 

prime_farmland -0.0311 8 -0.0315 8 

state_farmland -0.0628 3 -0.0723 3 

cbl_dom_maxde~h -0.1247 1 -0.1312 1 

Census 

Block 

cbl_dom_maxde~2 -0.0018 10 0.0076 10 

cbl_dom_awc -0.1068 2 -0.12 2 

cbl_dom_awc2 -0.0749 3 -0.084 4 

cbl_dom_clay -0.0099 9 -0.0028 11 

cbl_dom_clay2 -0.05 6 -0.0623 5 

cbl_dom_slope15 0.0672 5 0.0561 6 

cbl_PoorDrain -0.0184 8 -0.0221 8 

cbl_WellDrain -0.0013 11 0.0077 9 

cbl_primefarm -0.0273 7 -0.0282 7 

cbl_state -0.0736 4 -0.0857 3 

cbg_avg_wgt_m~h -0.1516 1 -0.1507 1 

Census 

Block 

Group 

cbg_avg_wgt_m~2 -0.0259 8 -0.0228 8 

cbg_avg_wgt_awc -0.1249 2 -0.1358 2 

cbg_avg_wgt_a~2 -0.0688 4 -0.0815 4 

cbg_avg_wgt_c~y -0.0077 11 -0.003 10 

cbg_avg_wgt_c~2 -0.0553 5 -0.0669 5 

cbg_slope15 0.0283 7 0.0304 7 

cbg_avg_PoorD~n -0.0101 10 -0.0102 9 

cbg_avg_WellD~n -0.0103 9 -0.0029 11 

cbg_avg_prime~m -0.0388 6 -0.0373 6 

cbg_avg_state -0.095 3 -0.1181 3 
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Table 21.a Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Heteroskedasticity 

Robust Standard Errors: Sensitivity to the Number of Instruments 

  (3) (4) 

VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice 

      

percveg10 -0.761*** -0.775*** 

  (0.0903) (0.0839) 

PerBlueOak 2.328** 2.649** 

  (0.952) (1.166) 

PerOtherOak -57.80*** -50.40*** 

  (11.31) (10.87) 

percveg60 -3.000*** -2.370*** 

  (0.405) (0.477) 

cbw13_10p -0.0729 0.0795 

  (0.178) (0.135) 

cbw13_BlueOak -4.914*** -4.693*** 

  (0.969) (1.063) 

cbw13_OtherOak 72.61*** 59.17*** 

  (11.73) (14.26) 

cbw13_60p 2.308*** 1.245* 

  (0.509) (0.654) 

percveg20 0.475 0.946 

  (0.656) (0.616) 

percveg30 1.017* 0.955** 

  (0.529) (0.406) 

percveg40 -1.210*** -1.426*** 

  (0.104) (0.142) 

percveg51 0.735 0.910 

  (1.703) (1.176) 

percveg70 4.024*** 3.966*** 

  (0.937) (1.282) 

percveg90 3.750*** 3.972*** 

  (1.042) (0.938) 

percveg100 0.0247 0.470 

  (1.201) (0.921) 

cbw13_20p 0.115 0.0323 

  (0.166) (0.168) 

cbw13_30p -0.683*** -0.682*** 

  (0.142) (0.164) 

cbw13_40p 0.191*** 0.956*** 

  (0.0354) (0.343) 

cbw13_51p 0.521 0.254 

  (0.372) (0.460) 
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cbw13_70p -3.368*** -3.215 

  (0.747) (2.138) 

cbw13_90p -4.172*** -3.537*** 

  (1.134) (1.117) 

cbw13_100p -0.0761 -0.164 

  (0.321) (0.237) 

log_CBD 0.00887 0.000949 

  (0.00557) (0.00587) 

log_urban -0.0201*** -0.0114 

  (0.00566) (0.00764) 

log_shape_acre 0.0227 0.0698** 

  (0.0233) (0.0330) 

log_bldg_area 0.699*** 0.665*** 

  (0.0201) (0.0225) 

log_stories -0.138*** -0.101*** 

  (0.0250) (0.0277) 

log_bath 0.0854*** 0.0834*** 

  (0.0197) (0.0154) 

c_pool 0.0318*** 0.0316*** 

  (0.00458) (0.00463) 

c_basement 0.0841 0.0923* 

  (0.0550) (0.0472) 

c_age -0.00600*** -0.00599*** 

  (0.000856) (0.000671) 

log_educ 0.474*** 0.402*** 

  (0.0600) (0.0675) 

black -0.401*** -0.469*** 

  (0.0531) (0.0561) 

log_hispanic 0.0905*** 0.0755*** 

  (0.0193) (0.0216) 

log_income 0.0704*** 0.0573*** 

  (0.0106) (0.0131) 

college 0.801*** 0.788*** 

  (0.0660) (0.0650) 

log_density -0.205*** -0.183*** 

  (0.0238) (0.0255) 

log_tax -0.133** -0.122* 

  (0.0568) (0.0704) 

public -1.563** -1.685*** 

  (0.607) (0.577) 

log_bio1 1.707*** 1.261** 

  (0.509) (0.553) 

log_bio12 0.371*** 0.361*** 
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  (0.111) (0.0795) 

log_elev 0.115*** 0.0947** 

  (0.0350) (0.0457) 

z_agri 0.165* 0.0713 

  (0.0932) (0.0735) 

z_manufacturing -0.177* -0.203** 

  (0.0978) (0.0962) 

z_commercial -0.260*** -0.255*** 

  (0.0750) (0.0878) 

z_FloodPlain -0.143*** -0.381*** 

  (0.0501) (0.125) 

z_OpenRec 0.425 0.308 

  (0.274) (0.361) 

z_res_2000 -0.0254 -0.0343 

  (0.0318) (0.0283) 

z_res_3000 -0.0134 -0.0287 

  (0.0174) (0.0188) 

z_res_6000 0.0559*** 0.0418*** 

  (0.0103) (0.0132) 

z_res_12500 0.212*** 0.163*** 

  (0.0414) (0.0452) 

z_res_44000 -0.0316 0.0406 

  (0.0442) (0.0506) 

z_res_108900 0.0138 0.0355 

  (0.166) (0.143) 

z_res_217800 0.110 0.127* 

  (0.0744) (0.0719) 

z_res_871200 -0.272 -0.204 

  (0.715) (0.596) 

z_mobile -0.415*** -0.253** 

  (0.0711) (0.0999) 

year_2 0.0215** 0.0174** 

  (0.00978) (0.00817) 

year_3 0.0376*** 0.0337*** 

  (0.0106) (0.00863) 

year_4 0.0549*** 0.0519*** 

  (0.0148) (0.0116) 

year_5 0.124*** 0.119*** 

  (0.0154) (0.0120) 

year_6 0.230*** 0.223*** 

  (0.0163) (0.0127) 

year_7 0.392*** 0.382*** 

  (0.0204) (0.0153) 
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Fresno -0.00761 -0.0453 

  (0.0331) (0.0555) 

Tulare -0.0410 -0.0751* 

  (0.0292) (0.0408) 

Constant -8.095** -4.770 

  (3.416) (3.559) 

      

Observations 163,549 163,549 

Adjusted R-squared . . 

Chi-Squared 133137 153351 

Wooldridge’s robust score test of overidentification 

Chi-squared 5.7191305 2.718193 

Degrees of freedom 6 2 

p-value 0.45537703 0.25689277 

Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity 

Robust score 

Chi-squared 697.2097 747.2555 

Degrees of freedom 8 12 

p-value 2.85E-145 3.34E-152 

Robust regression 

F-statistic 88.546324 63.247833 

p-value 2.39E-147 2.43E-154 

Test of weak instruments 

Minimum eigenvalue 3.2118129 1.4052521 

Robust standard errors in 

parentheses 

  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 21.b Weak Instrument Tests for Two Stage Least Squares with Heteroskedasticity Robust Standard Errors: Sensitivity 

to the Number of Instruments 

 

Variable Specification R-sq. Adj. R-sq. Partial R-sq. Robust F-test Instruments Obs. Prob>F Shea's Partial R-sq. Shea's Adj Partial R-sqr

percveg10 0.6838037 0.68366831 0.07218488 670.59769 14 163478 0 0.02190141 0.02148859

PerBlueOak 0.59311462 0.59294039 0.06065701 238.89024 14 163478 0 0.01571953 0.0153041

PerOtherOak 0.60974562 0.60957852 0.03205607 172.20706 14 163478 0 0.00228461 0.0018635

percveg60 0.49328154 0.49306457 0.04289169 396.32771 14 163478 0 0.00533952 0.00491971

cbw13_10p 0.42796456 0.42771961 0.0132081 150.50737 14 163478 0 0.00725042 0.00683141

cbw13_Blue~k 0.42676227 0.42651682 0.01483959 83.91508 14 163478 3.53E-241 0.00363574 0.0032152

cbw13_Othe~k 0.20419569 0.20385493 0.00521209 38.918359 14 163478 4.34E-107 0.00032721 -0.00009472

cbw13_60p 0.34145894 0.34117696 0.01272619 116.00414 14 163478 0 0.00182481 0.00140351

percveg10 0.67214562 0.67201326 0.0730326 701.07035 14 163482 0 0.02115444 0.02076525

percveg40 0.66320954 0.66307357 0.08321097 389.25613 14 163482 0 0.03400501 0.03362094

PerBlueOak 0.58584015 0.58567295 0.07088665 316.2487 14 163482 0 0.00457776 0.00418198

PerOtherOak 0.51737225 0.51717741 0.11059695 209.01978 14 163482 0 0.00149707 0.00110007

percveg60 0.44520159 0.44497761 0.04679666 373.75165 14 163482 0 0.00279629 0.0023998

percveg70 0.69881729 0.6986957 0.20790424 409.88877 14 163482 0 0.00692336 0.00652852

cbw13_10p 0.42323311 0.42300026 0.01411174 155.04067 14 163482 0 0.00288598 0.00248954

cbw13_40p 0.45721108 0.45699194 0.03275371 118.86247 14 163482 0 0.00689242 0.00649757

cbw13_Blue~k 0.42361948 0.42338679 0.01613261 86.400268 14 163482 1.33E-248 0.00129242 0.00089534

cbw13_Othe~k 0.15855806 0.15821836 0.01306845 48.87569 14 163482 1.17E-136 0.0001414 -0.00025614

cbw13_60p 0.31125618 0.31097813 0.02143245 137.6673 14 163482 0 0.00069756 0.00030024

cbw13_70p 0.38276188 0.3825127 0.0586498 102.68487 14 163482 2.88E-297 0.00177674 0.00137985

(3)

(4)
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Table 22.a Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Heteroskedasticity 

Robust Standard Errors: Sensitivity to the Functional Form 

  (5) (6) 

VARIABLES theta_realprice log_realprice 

      

percveg10 1.257*** 0.200*** 

  (0.342) (0.0275) 

PerBlueOak -1.923 0.0610 

  (1.425) (0.111) 

PerOtherOak 0 0 

  (1.841) (0.132) 

percveg60 1.774** 0.343*** 

  (0.804) (0.0628) 

cbw13_10p -3.008*** -0.358*** 

  (0.356) (0.0283) 

cbw13_BlueOak -0.0144 -0.230* 

  (1.663) (0.127) 

cbw13_OtherOak 0 0 

  (1.292) (0.103) 

cbw13_60p -1.154 -0.202** 

  (1.080) (0.0845) 

percveg20 -0.315 0.113 

  (1.174) (0.0862) 

percveg30 4.152*** 0.546*** 

  (0.742) (0.0594) 

percveg40 -2.105*** -0.149*** 

  (0.344) (0.0282) 

percveg51 4.584** 0.724*** 

  (1.943) (0.143) 

percveg70 4.076*** 0.455*** 

  (0.840) (0.0662) 

percveg90 1.161 0.102 

  (1.237) (0.0981) 

percveg100 42.52*** 3.137*** 

  (5.285) (0.441) 

cbw13_20p 4.068*** 0.239*** 

  (1.211) (0.0765) 

cbw13_30p -0.0209 -0.0265 

  (0.347) (0.0265) 

cbw13_40p 1.345*** 0.133*** 

  (0.191) (0.0171) 

cbw13_51p -2.147** -0.204*** 

  (1.020) (0.0717) 
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cbw13_70p -0.963 -0.101** 

  (0.646) (0.0500) 

cbw13_90p 0.882 -0.110 

  (1.587) (0.103) 

cbw13_100p -6.293*** -0.416*** 

  (1.125) (0.0927) 

dist_BakerFresVis -0.0185*** -0.00170*** 

  (0.00136) (0.000112) 

urbandist -0.0112** -0.00300*** 

  (0.00550) (0.000444) 

shape_acre 0.0931*** 0.00561** 

  (0.0340) (0.00229) 

c_bldg_area 0.00677*** 0.000415*** 

  (4.75e-05) (3.28e-06) 

c_stories -0.783*** -0.0540*** 

  (0.0442) (0.00308) 

c_bath 0.500*** 0.0376*** 

  (0.0325) (0.00231) 

c_pool 0.787*** 0.0540*** 

  (0.0286) (0.00208) 

c_basement 2.092*** 0.165*** 

  (0.134) (0.00986) 

c_age -0.0678*** -0.00629*** 

  (0.00146) (0.000116) 

AvgAPI_elem_v 0.000515** -2.92e-05* 

  (0.000205) (1.57e-05) 

black -7.853*** -0.724*** 

  (0.303) (0.0271) 

hispanic -1.265*** -0.149*** 

  (0.106) (0.00881) 

mediany 2.27e-05*** 1.57e-06*** 

  (1.93e-06) (1.45e-07) 

college 7.002*** 0.455*** 

  (0.180) (0.0130) 

housing_den -0.000118 4.69e-05*** 

  (0.000185) (1.46e-05) 

cbgroup_tax 0 0 

  (0.449) (0.0362) 

public -1.164*** -0.147*** 

  (0.427) (0.0342) 

bio1 -0.0269*** -0.00135*** 

  (0.00423) (0.000347) 

bio12 0.00204*** -1.45e-05 
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  (0.000752) (5.88e-05) 

elevation -0.000754*** 

-4.98e-

05*** 

  (0.000100) (8.26e-06) 

z_agri 3.599*** 0.305*** 

  (0.202) (0.0147) 

z_manufacturing 1.434 0.0822 

  (1.020) (0.0662) 

z_commercial -0.245 -0.0768** 

  (0.462) (0.0337) 

z_FloodPlain 2.346*** 0.194*** 

  (0.175) (0.0141) 

z_OpenRec 1.664 0.0863 

  (1.365) (0.0989) 

z_res_2000 -1.549*** -0.170*** 

  (0.191) (0.0176) 

z_res_3000 -1.411*** -0.161*** 

  (0.0881) (0.00801) 

z_res_6000 -0.521*** -0.0468*** 

  (0.0335) (0.00269) 

z_res_12500 0.0588 -0.0122*** 

  (0.0649) (0.00464) 

z_res_44000 0.855*** 0.0655*** 

  (0.133) (0.00990) 

z_res_108900 2.667*** 0.176*** 

  (0.276) (0.0201) 

z_res_217800 2.636*** 0.195*** 

  (0.221) (0.0156) 

z_res_871200 2.503** 0.189*** 

  (1.059) (0.0714) 

z_mobile -0.701** -0.102*** 

  (0.282) (0.0231) 

year_2 0.206*** 0.0183*** 

  (0.0479) (0.00396) 

year_3 0.364*** 0.0343*** 

  (0.0484) (0.00399) 

year_4 0.815*** 0.0755*** 

  (0.0504) (0.00413) 

year_5 1.678*** 0.146*** 

  (0.0500) (0.00405) 

year_6 3.178*** 0.249*** 

  (0.0522) (0.00420) 

year_7 5.589*** 0.409*** 
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  (0.0578) (0.00460) 

Fresno 0.567*** 0.0809*** 

  (0.111) (0.00923) 

Tulare -0.190** 0.0117 

  (0.0878) (0.00737) 

  

 

  

Constant 35.33*** 11.01*** 

  (0.893) (0.0724) 

  

 

  

Observations 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.718 0.652 

Adjusted R-squared 0.718 0.651 

Chi-Squared 2.074e+06 1.662e+06 

Wooldridge’s robust score test of overidentification 

Chi-squared 598.3941 539.04223 

Degrees of freedom 14 14 

p-value 1.17E-118 4.84E-106 

Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity 

Robust score 

Chi-squared 95.731613 89.10771 

Degrees of freedom 8 8 

p-value 3.17E-17 7.06E-16 

Robust regression 

F-statistic 12.867924 27.011811 

p-value 1.08E-18 2.75E-42 

Test of weak instruments 

Minimum eigenvalue 18.822144 18.822144 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

  *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 22.b Weak Instrument Tests for Two Stage Least Squares with Heteroskedasticity Robust Standard Errors: Sensitivity 

to the Functional Form 

 

Variable Specification R-sq. Adj. R-sq. Partial R-sq. Robust F-test Instruments Obs. Prob>F Shea's Partial R-sq. Shea's Adj Partial R-sqr

percveg10 0.68161507 0.68146315 0.10029056 841.47316 22 163470 0 0.0307112 0.03025464

PerBlueOak 0.73280389 0.7326764 0.35370969 412.99925 22 163470 0 0.04056279 0.04011086

PerOtherOak 0.669869 0.66971148 0.22120268 218.16229 22 163470 0 0.05176499 0.05131834

percveg60 0.47887938 0.47863072 0.09480331 436.6704 22 163470 0 0.03367426 0.03321909

cbw13_10p 0.40337405 0.40308937 0.03503531 244.81369 22 163470 0 0.01433433 0.01387005

cbw13_Blue~k 0.51946546 0.51923617 0.14933055 124.88004 22 163470 0 0.01217378 0.01170848

cbw13_Othe~k 0.20552952 0.20515043 0.0234393 30.39369 22 163470 5.97E-127 0.00339821 0.00292878

cbw13_60p 0.33962133 0.33930623 0.03889277 144.71701 22 163470 0 0.01313649 0.01267165

percveg10 0.68161507 0.68146315 0.10029056 841.47316 22 163470 0 0.0307112 0.03025464

PerBlueOak 0.73280389 0.7326764 0.35370969 412.99925 22 163470 0 0.04056279 0.04011086

PerOtherOak 0.669869 0.66971148 0.22120268 218.16229 22 163470 0 0.05176499 0.05131834

percveg60 0.47887938 0.47863072 0.09480331 436.6704 22 163470 0 0.03367426 0.03321909

cbw13_10p 0.40337405 0.40308937 0.03503531 244.81369 22 163470 0 0.01433433 0.01387005

cbw13_Blue~k 0.51946546 0.51923617 0.14933055 124.88004 22 163470 0 0.01217378 0.01170848

cbw13_Othe~k 0.20552952 0.20515043 0.0234393 30.39369 22 163470 5.97E-127 0.00339821 0.00292878

cbw13_60p 0.33962133 0.33930623 0.03889277 144.71701 22 163470 0 0.01313649 0.01267165

(5)

(6)
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Table 23 Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Cluster Robust 

Standard Errors: A Priori Preferred Specification and Sensitivity to the Number of 

Endogenous Land Cover Types 

  (1) (2) 

VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice 

      

percveg10 -0.346** -0.431** 

  (0.155) (0.168) 

PerBlueOak 0.971 0.927 

  (1.168) (1.865) 

PerOtherOak -16.26* -15.39* 

  (9.268) (9.040) 

percveg60 -1.017* -0.836 

  (0.542) (0.546) 

cbw13_10p -0.320 -0.233 

  (0.210) (0.228) 

cbw13_BlueOak -2.006 -2.275 

  (1.371) (2.022) 

cbw13_OtherOak 14.76 10.86 

  (15.77) (14.24) 

cbw13_60p -0.0921 -0.182 

  (0.533) (0.585) 

percveg20 0.184 0.435 

  (0.644) (0.813) 

percveg30 0.0352 0.195 

  (0.518) (0.533) 

percveg40 -0.894*** -1.036** 

  (0.273) (0.446) 

percveg51 -0.0546 0.838 

  (1.730) (2.294) 

percveg70 0.964 0.936 

  (0.811) (1.988) 

percveg90 1.554 1.727 

  (1.049) (1.171) 

percveg100 0.793 0.0190 

  (1.737) (1.736) 

cbw13_20p 0.104 0.130 

  (0.148) (0.148) 

cbw13_30p -0.301 -0.330 

  (0.245) (0.304) 

cbw13_40p 0.114 0.977 

  (0.0763) (0.702) 

cbw13_51p -0.425 -0.616 
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  (0.298) (0.559) 

cbw13_70p -0.797 0.189 

  (0.985) (2.404) 

cbw13_90p -0.858 -0.685 

  (1.231) (1.082) 

cbw13_100p 0.0390 0.0647 

  (0.313) (0.312) 

log_CBD -0.0115 -0.0103 

  (0.0118) (0.0127) 

log_urban -0.00262 -0.00102 

  (0.0117) (0.0128) 

log_shape_acre 0.119*** 0.128*** 

  (0.0168) (0.0199) 

log_bldg_area 0.689*** 0.673*** 

  (0.0235) (0.0266) 

log_stories -0.0399** -0.0346 

  (0.0199) (0.0226) 

log_bath 0.0521*** 0.0551*** 

  (0.0129) (0.0128) 

c_pool 0.0347*** 0.0354*** 

  (0.00768) (0.00796) 

c_basement 0.137*** 0.138*** 

  (0.0227) (0.0228) 

c_age -0.00720*** -0.00699*** 

  (0.00102) (0.00102) 

log_educ 0.196** 0.219** 

  (0.0806) (0.0994) 

black -0.597*** -0.620*** 

  (0.158) (0.152) 

log_hispanic 0.0214 0.0250 

  (0.0258) (0.0277) 

log_income 0.0548* 0.0575* 

  (0.0314) (0.0330) 

college 0.642*** 0.655*** 

  (0.127) (0.127) 

log_density -0.122*** -0.123*** 

  (0.0465) (0.0473) 

log_tax -0.0421 -0.0302 

  (0.129) (0.126) 

public -0.818 -0.980 

  (0.561) (0.613) 

log_bio1 0.171 0.151 

  (0.862) (0.899) 
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log_bio12 0.262** 0.325* 

  (0.130) (0.182) 

log_elev -0.00288 -0.0623 

  (0.0691) (0.0919) 

z_agri 0.0763 0.0435 

  (0.0917) (0.107) 

z_manufacturing -0.00394 -0.0575 

  (0.0644) (0.0936) 

z_commercial -0.0895 -0.0611 

  (0.0610) (0.105) 

z_FloodPlain 0.0845 -0.253 

  (0.0837) (0.250) 

z_OpenRec -0.0369 -0.129 

  (0.237) (0.365) 

z_res_2000 -0.0730* -0.0576 

  (0.0422) (0.0462) 

z_res_3000 -0.0692** -0.0652* 

  (0.0280) (0.0345) 

z_res_6000 0.0202 0.0106 

  (0.0277) (0.0299) 

z_res_12500 0.0180 0.0145 

  (0.0348) (0.0363) 

z_res_44000 0.0253 0.0308 

  (0.0507) (0.0594) 

z_res_108900 0.0201 -0.0553 

  (0.114) (0.162) 

z_res_217800 0.141 0.120 

  (0.0976) (0.107) 

z_res_871200 -0.0932 -0.141 

  (0.175) (0.224) 

z_mobile -0.203** -0.0980 

  (0.0871) (0.128) 

year_2 0.0214*** 0.0187*** 

  (0.00684) (0.00692) 

year_3 0.0406*** 0.0383*** 

  (0.0111) (0.0110) 

year_4 0.0763*** 0.0738*** 

  (0.0147) (0.0145) 

year_5 0.150*** 0.145*** 

  (0.0173) (0.0174) 

year_6 0.254*** 0.249*** 

  (0.0194) (0.0195) 

year_7 0.420*** 0.413*** 
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  (0.0232) (0.0240) 

Fresno -0.0651 -0.101 

  (0.0683) (0.0948) 

Tulare -0.0942* -0.122 

  (0.0564) (0.0792) 

Constant 3.196 3.342 

  (5.724) (5.916) 

      

Observations 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.532 0.556 

Adjusted R-squared 0.532 0.556 

Chi-Squared 17008 18935 

Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 16.101681 10.596 

p-value 0.04094766 0.22565737 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 6.630195 7.0197853 

p-value 0.46837128 0.42682273 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 16.450532 13.955168 

p-value 0.12521192 0.23548414 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 11.9029 8.1776423 

p-value 0.29160763 0.61148987 

Within-Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 7.4451891 4.8771248 

p-value 0.48944746 0.77062489 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 5.8659496 4.8759061 

p-value 0.55548621 0.67510391 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 
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Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 10.547314 9.801928 

p-value 0.4819285 0.5482871 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 9.6308641 9.4623469 

p-value 0.4734533 0.48885756 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 24 Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Cluster Robust 

Standard Errors: Sensitivity to the Number of Instruments 

  (3) (4) 

VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice 

      

percveg10 -0.761 -0.775 

  (0.509) (0.476) 

PerBlueOak 2.328 2.649 

  (3.425) (5.235) 

PerOtherOak -57.80 -50.40 

  (41.48) (46.67) 

percveg60 -3.000 -2.370 

  (1.923) (2.322) 

cbw13_10p -0.0729 0.0795 

  (0.633) (0.619) 

cbw13_BlueOak -4.914 -4.693 

  (4.317) (6.488) 

cbw13_OtherOak 72.61 59.17 

  (60.76) (65.68) 

cbw13_60p 2.308 1.245 

  (2.884) (3.289) 

percveg20 0.475 0.946 

  (2.313) (2.550) 

percveg30 1.017 0.955 

  (2.153) (1.806) 

percveg40 -1.210* -1.426 

  (0.694) (0.962) 

percveg51 0.735 0.910 

  (5.814) (6.489) 

percveg70 4.024 3.966 

  (3.330) (5.499) 

percveg90 3.750 3.972 

  (3.498) (3.945) 

percveg100 0.0247 0.470 

  (5.539) (4.277) 

cbw13_20p 0.115 0.0323 

  (0.408) (0.447) 

cbw13_30p -0.683 -0.682 

  (0.778) (0.966) 

cbw13_40p 0.191 0.956 

  (0.131) (1.581) 

cbw13_51p 0.521 0.254 

  (1.772) (2.221) 
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cbw13_70p -3.368 -3.215 

  (3.538) (6.726) 

cbw13_90p -4.172 -3.537 

  (5.377) (4.872) 

cbw13_100p -0.0761 -0.164 

  (1.024) (0.807) 

log_CBD 0.00887 0.000949 

  (0.0290) (0.0328) 

log_urban -0.0201 -0.0114 

  (0.0317) (0.0401) 

log_shape_acre 0.0227 0.0698 

  (0.118) (0.158) 

log_bldg_area 0.699*** 0.665*** 

  (0.0730) (0.0929) 

log_stories -0.138 -0.101 

  (0.104) (0.130) 

log_bath 0.0854 0.0834 

  (0.0551) (0.0518) 

c_pool 0.0318* 0.0316* 

  (0.0169) (0.0176) 

c_basement 0.0841 0.0923 

  (0.0746) (0.0704) 

c_age -0.00600* -0.00599* 

  (0.00355) (0.00335) 

log_educ 0.474 0.402 

  (0.333) (0.385) 

black -0.401 -0.469 

  (0.317) (0.326) 

log_hispanic 0.0905 0.0755 

  (0.0964) (0.109) 

log_income 0.0704 0.0573 

  (0.0717) (0.0702) 

college 0.801** 0.788** 

  (0.325) (0.337) 

log_density -0.205 -0.183 

  (0.130) (0.148) 

log_tax -0.133 -0.122 

  (0.367) (0.324) 

public -1.563 -1.685 

  (1.970) (2.221) 

log_bio1 1.707 1.261 

  (2.821) (2.728) 

log_bio12 0.371 0.361 
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  (0.387) (0.433) 

log_elev 0.115 0.0947 

  (0.211) (0.259) 

z_agri 0.165 0.0713 

  (0.314) (0.370) 

z_manufacturing -0.177 -0.203 

  (0.193) (0.232) 

z_commercial -0.260 -0.255 

  (0.200) (0.272) 

z_FloodPlain -0.143 -0.381 

  (0.252) (0.547) 

z_OpenRec 0.425 0.308 

  (0.699) (0.975) 

z_res_2000 -0.0254 -0.0343 

  (0.0878) (0.0948) 

z_res_3000 -0.0134 -0.0287 

  (0.0807) (0.0876) 

z_res_6000 0.0559 0.0418 

  (0.0610) (0.0746) 

z_res_12500 0.212 0.163 

  (0.196) (0.209) 

z_res_44000 -0.0316 0.0406 

  (0.164) (0.218) 

z_res_108900 0.0138 0.0355 

  (0.429) (0.430) 

z_res_217800 0.110 0.127 

  (0.267) (0.289) 

z_res_871200 -0.272 -0.204 

  (0.902) (0.775) 

z_mobile -0.415 -0.253 

  (0.352) (0.518) 

year_2 0.0215 0.0174 

  (0.0140) (0.0130) 

year_3 0.0376 0.0337 

  (0.0240) (0.0225) 

year_4 0.0549 0.0519 

  (0.0422) (0.0384) 

year_5 0.124** 0.119*** 

  (0.0496) (0.0457) 

year_6 0.230*** 0.223*** 

  (0.0555) (0.0503) 

year_7 0.392*** 0.382*** 

  (0.0674) (0.0638) 
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Fresno -0.00761 -0.0453 

  (0.186) (0.298) 

Tulare -0.0410 -0.0751 

  (0.161) (0.235) 

Constant -8.095 -4.770 

  (18.96) (18.01) 

      

Observations 163,549 163,549 

Adjusted R-squared . . 

Chi-Squared 7807 9939 

Chi-Squared 7807 8534 

Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 4.5868216 4.9075065 

p-value 0.80068534 0.76741471 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 2.8500792 3.6382294 

p-value 0.89851605 0.82037491 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 4.8685998 6.0682843 

p-value 0.93736266 0.86876946 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 4.5321493 4.5996073 

p-value 0.92016535 0.91627223 

Within-Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 4.2796735 2.5695891 

p-value 0.83104996 0.95840684 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 2.1229234 2.2213068 

p-value 0.95272448 0.94658318 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 11 11 
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Degrees of freedom 4.8574762 2.7827827 

p-value 0.93787177 0.99329621 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 2.3339157 2.6768704 

p-value 0.99308135 0.98804007 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 25 Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Cluster Robust 

Standard Errors: Sensitivity to the Functional Form 

  (5) (6) 

VARIABLES theta_realprice log_realprice 

      

percveg10 1.257 0.200 

  (1.643) (0.147) 

PerBlueOak -1.923 0.0610 

  (4.844) (0.372) 

PerOtherOak 0 0 

  (7.240) (0.571) 

percveg60 1.774 0.343 

  (3.515) (0.286) 

cbw13_10p -3.008* -0.358** 

  (1.710) (0.143) 

cbw13_BlueOak -0.0144 -0.230 

  (5.857) (0.454) 

cbw13_OtherOak 0 0 

  (5.567) (0.470) 

cbw13_60p -1.154 -0.202 

  (3.713) (0.317) 

percveg20 -0.315 0.113 

  (5.148) (0.391) 

percveg30 4.152 0.546** 

  (3.060) (0.263) 

percveg40 -2.105 -0.149 

  (1.839) (0.161) 

percveg51 4.584 0.724 

  (6.484) (0.500) 

percveg70 4.076 0.455 

  (3.785) (0.305) 

percveg90 1.161 0.102 

  (4.142) (0.357) 

percveg100 42.52 3.137 

  (31.36) (2.413) 

cbw13_20p 4.068*** 0.239*** 

  (1.122) (0.0805) 

cbw13_30p -0.0209 -0.0265 

  (0.799) (0.0604) 

cbw13_40p 1.345 0.133* 

  (0.926) (0.0807) 

cbw13_51p -2.147 -0.204 
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  (2.009) (0.148) 

cbw13_70p -0.963 -0.101 

  (1.724) (0.144) 

cbw13_90p 0.882 -0.110 

  (2.793) (0.192) 

cbw13_100p -6.293 -0.416 

  (5.762) (0.449) 

dist_BakerFresVis -0.0185*** -0.00170*** 

  (0.00643) (0.000546) 

urbandist -0.0112 -0.00300 

  (0.0265) (0.00227) 

shape_acre 0.0931*** 0.00561** 

  (0.0351) (0.00232) 

c_bldg_area 0.00677*** 0.000415*** 

  (0.000159) (1.02e-05) 

c_stories -0.783*** -0.0540*** 

  (0.123) (0.00763) 

c_bath 0.500*** 0.0376*** 

  (0.0669) (0.00504) 

c_pool 0.787*** 0.0540*** 

  (0.0701) (0.00511) 

c_basement 2.092*** 0.165*** 

  (0.230) (0.0153) 

c_age -0.0678*** -0.00629*** 

  (0.00692) (0.000574) 

AvgAPI_elem_v 0.000515 -2.92e-05 

  (0.000914) (7.28e-05) 

black -7.853*** -0.724*** 

  (1.109) (0.105) 

hispanic -1.265*** -0.149*** 

  (0.478) (0.0390) 

mediany 2.27e-05*** 1.57e-06** 

  (8.62e-06) (6.91e-07) 

college 7.002*** 0.455*** 

  (0.832) (0.0600) 

housing_den -0.000118 4.69e-05 

  (0.000983) (8.33e-05) 

cbgroup_tax 0 0 

  (2.031) (0.171) 

public -1.164 -0.147 

  (1.522) (0.131) 

bio1 -0.0269 -0.00135 

  (0.0178) (0.00155) 
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bio12 0.00204 -1.45e-05 

  (0.00297) (0.000241) 

elevation -0.000754* -4.98e-05 

  (0.000387) (3.35e-05) 

z_agri 3.599*** 0.305*** 

  (0.718) (0.0570) 

z_manufacturing 1.434 0.0822 

  (0.943) (0.0627) 

z_commercial -0.245 -0.0768 

  (0.685) (0.0492) 

z_FloodPlain 2.346*** 0.194*** 

  (0.646) (0.0533) 

z_OpenRec 1.664 0.0863 

  (2.007) (0.147) 

z_res_2000 -1.549*** -0.170*** 

  (0.358) (0.0321) 

z_res_3000 -1.411*** -0.161*** 

  (0.208) (0.0186) 

z_res_6000 -0.521*** -0.0468*** 

  (0.172) (0.0149) 

z_res_12500 0.0588 -0.0122 

  (0.272) (0.0182) 

z_res_44000 0.855** 0.0655** 

  (0.393) (0.0322) 

z_res_108900 2.667*** 0.176*** 

  (0.768) (0.0547) 

z_res_217800 2.636*** 0.195*** 

  (0.608) (0.0513) 

z_res_871200 2.503* 0.189* 

  (1.422) (0.108) 

z_mobile -0.701 -0.102* 

  (0.696) (0.0574) 

year_2 0.206*** 0.0183*** 

  (0.0730) (0.00597) 

year_3 0.364*** 0.0343*** 

  (0.103) (0.00835) 

year_4 0.815*** 0.0755*** 

  (0.138) (0.0114) 

year_5 1.678*** 0.146*** 

  (0.153) (0.0127) 

year_6 3.178*** 0.249*** 

  (0.181) (0.0145) 

year_7 5.589*** 0.409*** 
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  (0.229) (0.0177) 

Fresno 0.567 0.0809* 

  (0.464) (0.0417) 

Tulare -0.190 0.0117 

  (0.359) (0.0331) 

Constant 35.33*** 11.01*** 

  (3.991) (0.348) 

      

Observations 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.718 0.652 

Adjusted R-squared 0.718 0.651 

Chi-Squared 222429 156103 

Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 16.402605 21.592376 

p-value 0.03696701 0.00572968 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 13.657689 19.718567 

p-value 0.05761559 0.00621075 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 20.52091 26.499541 

p-value 0.03868816 0.00546543 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 19.709176 26.086546 

p-value 0.03212654 0.00362551 

Within-Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 6.093628 10.130251 

p-value 0.63674486 0.25768715 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 6.0526915 10.065339 

p-value 0.53361051 0.18490091 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 
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Chi-squared 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 27.457505 28.543554 

p-value 0.0039172 0.00267076 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 26.655206 27.954188 

p-value 0.00295207 0.00183599 

Robust standard errors in parentheses   

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 26 Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Cluster Robust 

Standard Errors: Sensitivity to the Proxy Variables for Land Cover Amenities 

  (7) (8) (9) 

VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice log_realprice 

        

percveg10 -0.343* -0.0243   

  (0.177) (0.128)   

PerBlueOak 1.387 -0.282   

  (1.533) (0.555)   

PerOtherOak -17.85 -3.920   

  (11.32) (4.491)   

percveg60 -1.085** -0.489*   

  (0.476) (0.287)   

p1kmdistw13_10 -0.0439     

  (0.242)     

p1kmdistBlue -0.803     

  (0.841)     

p1kmdistOak 0.862     

  (2.317)     

p1kmdistw13_60 0.0809     

  (0.556)     

p1kmdistw13_80 0.283*     

  (0.162)     

percveg20 0.628 0.666   

  (0.876) (0.548)   

percveg30 -0.0108 0.0439   

  (0.590) (0.265)   

percveg40 -0.772** -0.135   

  (0.332) (0.232)   

percveg51 -2.029 -0.167   

  (2.128) (0.810)   

percveg70 1.246 0.362   

  (1.278) (0.389)   

percveg90 2.533 0.703   

  (1.646) (0.671)   

percveg100 1.704 0.0823   

  (1.733) (1.913)   

p1kmdistw13_20 -0.100     

  (0.185)     

p1kmdistw13_30 -0.0783     

  (0.127)     

p1kmdistw13_40 0.240**     

  (0.116)     
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p1kmdistw13_51 0.144     

  (0.210)     

p1kmdistw13_70 0.223     

  (0.177)     

p1kmdistw13_90 0.258     

  (0.192)     

p1kmdistw13_100 -0.0333     

  (0.155)     

log_CBD -0.0169 -0.0117 -0.0547** 

  (0.0108) (0.0137) (0.0230) 

log_urban 0.00603 -0.00395 -0.0107 

  (0.0145) (0.00892) (0.00944) 

log_shape_acre 0.147*** 0.127*** 0.134*** 

  (0.0328) (0.0101) (0.0106) 

log_bldg_area 0.669*** 0.655*** 0.664*** 

  (0.0232) (0.0149) (0.0229) 

log_stories -0.0334 -0.00221 -0.00167 

  (0.0216) (0.0111) (0.0131) 

log_bath 0.0626*** 0.0616*** 0.0607*** 

  (0.0163) (0.00843) (0.00990) 

c_pool 0.0349*** 0.0491*** 0.0509*** 

  (0.0102) (0.00420) (0.00456) 

c_basement 0.136*** 0.125*** 0.136*** 

  (0.0223) (0.0147) (0.0153) 

c_age -0.00670*** -0.00564*** -0.00541*** 

  (0.00165) (0.000401) (0.000431) 

log_educ 0.169* 0.0947* 0.0353 

  (0.0891) (0.0563) (0.0834) 

black -0.614*** -0.706*** -0.792*** 

  (0.151) (0.0995) (0.144) 

log_hispanic 0.0225 0.00250 -0.0132 

  (0.0286) (0.0168) (0.0163) 

log_income 0.0510 0.0948*** 0.0630** 

  (0.0341) (0.0243) (0.0288) 

college 0.702*** 0.611*** 0.596*** 

  (0.132) (0.0749) (0.101) 

log_density -0.112** -0.0217 -0.00513 

  (0.0496) (0.0275) (0.00895) 

log_tax 0.0334 -0.0810 -0.0682 

  (0.141) (0.0529) (0.0544) 

public -1.310 -0.356 -0.00567 

  (0.855) (0.285) (0.142) 

log_bio1 -0.681 -0.289 0.0811 
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  (0.878) (0.319) (0.267) 

log_bio12 0.243* 0.221*** 0.250*** 

  (0.141) (0.0736) (0.0940) 

log_elev -0.0508 -0.109*** -0.0433 

  (0.0465) (0.0286) (0.0472) 

z_agri -0.0232 -0.0692 0.0254 

  (0.111) (0.0442) (0.0484) 

z_manufacturing -0.102 -0.00179 -0.0160 

  (0.122) (0.0699) (0.0846) 

z_commercial -0.121 -0.0620 -0.0466 

  (0.0762) (0.0541) (0.0583) 

z_FloodPlain 0.140 0.266*** 0.334*** 

  (0.0949) (0.0641) (0.0927) 

z_OpenRec -0.239 -0.0179 -0.117 

  (0.235) (0.144) (0.157) 

z_res_2000 -0.106*** -0.126*** -0.118*** 

  (0.0399) (0.0336) (0.0375) 

z_res_3000 -0.0884*** -0.0816*** -0.0945*** 

  (0.0270) (0.0195) (0.0247) 

z_res_6000 0.00911 -0.0255 -0.0344** 

  (0.0290) (0.0180) (0.0166) 

z_res_12500 -0.0182 -0.0107 -0.00908 

  (0.0347) (0.0215) (0.0248) 

z_res_44000 0.0270 -0.0205 -0.0212 

  (0.0516) (0.0226) (0.0254) 

z_res_108900 0.00147 -0.0535 0.000313 

  (0.102) (0.0547) (0.0456) 

z_res_217800 0.205 -0.0219 0.0244 

  (0.181) (0.0467) (0.0611) 

z_res_871200 -0.0327 -0.107 -0.0636 

  (0.268) (0.0833) (0.0999) 

z_mobile -0.240** -0.226*** -0.296*** 

  (0.0933) (0.0610) (0.0966) 

year_2 0.0210*** 0.0139*** 0.00792 

  (0.00790) (0.00499) (0.00542) 

year_3 0.0369*** 0.0240*** 0.0215*** 

  (0.0135) (0.00633) (0.00664) 

year_4 0.0744*** 0.0546*** 0.0539*** 

  (0.0201) (0.00706) (0.00763) 

year_5 0.147*** 0.122*** 0.124*** 

  (0.0264) (0.00739) (0.00830) 

year_6 0.254*** 0.223*** 0.224*** 

  (0.0283) (0.00840) (0.00959) 
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year_7 0.418*** 0.380*** 0.381*** 

  (0.0338) (0.00929) (0.0111) 

Fresno -0.114* -0.0963*** -0.0404 

  (0.0637) (0.0368) (0.0513) 

Tulare 0.101 -0.105 0.0449 

  (0.141) (0.0808) (0.105) 

p5kmdistw13_10   -0.152*** -0.0778 

    (0.0565) (0.131) 

p5kmdistBlue   -0.00616 -0.603 

    (0.187) (0.440) 

p5kmdistOak   0.00346 0.356 

    (0.175) (0.443) 

p5kmdistw13_60   0.147* -0.200 

    (0.0753) (0.242) 

p5kmdistw13_80   0.0278 0.271 

    (0.107) (0.254) 

p5kmdistw13_20   -7.78e-05 -0.0196 

    (0.0532) (0.0431) 

p5kmdistw13_30   -0.0541 -0.0694 

    (0.0871) (0.125) 

p5kmdistw13_40   -0.0887* 0.0359 

    (0.0484) (0.0725) 

p5kmdistw13_51   -0.0520 0.211 

    (0.0910) (0.188) 

p5kmdistw13_70   -0.0241 0.0394 

    (0.0499) (0.0668) 

p5kmdistw13_90   0.00623 -0.0486 

    (0.0354) (0.0443) 

p5kmdistw13_100   -0.0371 0.0300 

    (0.0519) (0.0728) 

kmdistw13_10     0.0363 

      (0.145) 

kmdistBlue     0.397 

      (0.329) 

kmdistOak     -0.247 

      (0.307) 

kmdistw13_60     0.306** 

      (0.148) 

kmdistw13_80     -0.0657 

      (0.206) 

kmdistw13_20     0.0913*** 

      (0.0347) 

kmdistw13_30     0.107 
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      (0.0692) 

kmdistw13_40     -0.0901 

      (0.0566) 

kmdistw13_51     -0.205 

      (0.147) 

kmdistw13_70     -0.115** 

      (0.0470) 

kmdistw13_90     0.0389 

      (0.0394) 

kmdistw13_100     -0.0703 

      (0.0440) 

Constant 8.365 6.045*** 3.991** 

  (5.802) (2.149) (1.880) 

        

Observations 163,408 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.590 0.664 0.627 

Adjusted R-squared 0.590 0.664 0.627 

Chi-Squared 14374 22526 18762 

Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to urban amenities 

Chi-squared 8 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 11.934815 7.9196187 11.384044 

p-value 0.15413605 0.44136122 0.18087358 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 4.9266885 7.8431552 10.995962 

p-value 0.66890947 0.34662743 0.13879526 

All land cover amenities (including urban) are equal 

Chi-squared 11 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 12.483208 12.990203 20.982668 

p-value 0.32843848 0.29396623 0.03355107 

All non-urban amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 7.5695439 11.871765 20.578494 

p-value 0.67080209 0.29373052 0.02423222 

Within-Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to urban amenities 

Chi-squared 8 8 8 

Degrees of freedom 6.585476 10.690957 8.8295111 

p-value 0.58194299 0.21983221 0.35688184 
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All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 7 7 7 

Degrees of freedom 6.457272 10.031226 6.0955707 

p-value 0.48748116 0.18681083 0.52863549 

All non-urban amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 10 10 10 

Degrees of freedom 8.9931987 17.914203 7.1972294 

p-value 0.53274917 0.05642828 0.70670333 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 11 11 11 

Degrees of freedom 9.2510622 19.705481 10.512638 

p-value 0.59873034 0.04954712 0.48494766 

Robust standard errors in parentheses       

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 27 Regression Results for Two Stage Least Squares with Cluster Robust 

Standard Errors: Sensitivity to the Grouping of Land Cover Types 

  (10) (11) (12) (13) 

VARIABLES log_realprice log_realprice log_realprice log_realprice 

          

percveg10 -0.150 -0.243* -0.243* -0.127 

  (0.0999) (0.130) (0.127) (0.104) 

PerTrees   -1.283**     

    (0.559)     

Per_HerbShrub   -0.711*** -0.683**   

    (0.272) (0.278)   

cbw13_10p -0.170 -0.252* -0.281* -0.240* 

  (0.125) (0.142) (0.150) (0.136) 

cbw13_Trees   0.201     

    (0.355)     

cbw13_HerbShrub   0.334 0.425   

    (0.306) (0.276)   

percveg20 -0.420 -1.015 -0.779   

  (0.410) (0.623) (0.622)   

percveg90 -0.311 -1.086* -0.630 -0.150 

  (0.326) (0.658) (0.459) (0.368) 

cbw13_20p 0.234* 0.311* 0.315*   

  (0.126) (0.169) (0.163)   

cbw13_90p 0.408 0.540* 0.416 0.275 

  (0.293) (0.317) (0.309) (0.290) 

log_CBD -0.0137* -0.0103 -0.00879 -0.0160* 

  (0.00793) (0.00972) (0.00992) (0.00840) 

log_urban -0.00125 0.000596 -0.00325 -0.00405 

  (0.00680) (0.00839) (0.00808) (0.00692) 

log_shape_acre 0.111*** 0.103*** 0.108*** 0.121*** 

  (0.00806) (0.0111) (0.0104) (0.0106) 

log_bldg_area 0.678*** 0.684*** 0.683*** 0.681*** 

  (0.0192) (0.0200) (0.0202) (0.0194) 

log_stories -0.0144 -0.0187 -0.0175 -0.0120 

  (0.0114) (0.0127) (0.0126) (0.0109) 

log_bath 0.0583*** 0.0547*** 0.0527*** 0.0510*** 

  (0.00924) (0.0101) (0.0106) (0.00962) 

c_pool 0.0455*** 0.0440*** 0.0430*** 0.0443*** 

  (0.00467) (0.00552) (0.00557) (0.00459) 

c_basement 0.136*** 0.145*** 0.153*** 0.145*** 

  (0.0147) (0.0162) (0.0175) (0.0162) 

c_age -0.00577*** -0.00621*** -0.00628*** -0.00607*** 

  (0.000548) (0.000641) (0.000669) (0.000557) 
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log_educ 0.0505 0.104 0.129** 0.0897* 

  (0.0526) (0.0637) (0.0654) (0.0523) 

black -0.588*** -0.595*** -0.583*** -0.602*** 

  (0.114) (0.128) (0.132) (0.116) 

log_hispanic -0.0161 -0.00337 -4.46e-05 -0.0104 

  (0.0132) (0.0173) (0.0173) (0.0135) 

log_income 0.0744*** 0.0747*** 0.0823*** 0.0735*** 

  (0.0222) (0.0250) (0.0246) (0.0217) 

college 0.532*** 0.570*** 0.563*** 0.538*** 

  (0.0651) (0.0789) (0.0806) (0.0622) 

log_density -0.0586*** -0.0832*** -0.0845*** -0.0534** 

  (0.0226) (0.0309) (0.0302) (0.0244) 

log_tax -0.0937* -0.0568 -0.0571 -0.0819* 

  (0.0495) (0.0568) (0.0543) (0.0469) 

public 0.0740 0.421 0.174 -0.0502 

  (0.0890) (0.279) (0.185) (0.133) 

log_bio1 -0.134 -0.267 -0.0871 0.0106 

  (0.141) (0.188) (0.186) (0.159) 

log_bio12 0.190*** 0.265*** 0.297*** 0.252*** 

  (0.0557) (0.0771) (0.0718) (0.0659) 

log_elev -0.0388 -0.0933** -0.102*** -0.0856*** 

  (0.0300) (0.0474) (0.0392) (0.0269) 

z_agri -0.00583 0.0289 0.0378 0.0187 

  (0.0418) (0.0470) (0.0501) (0.0428) 

z_manufacturing 0.0486 0.0322 0.0194 0.0345 

  (0.0659) (0.0755) (0.0770) (0.0691) 

z_commercial 0.00122 0.0253 0.0305 -0.00638 

  (0.0543) (0.0615) (0.0615) (0.0524) 

z_FloodPlain 0.174*** 0.0776 0.0197 0.149*** 

  (0.0504) (0.111) (0.103) (0.0567) 

z_OpenRec -0.0465 -0.0570 -0.0122 -0.0557 

  (0.170) (0.214) (0.187) (0.184) 

z_res_2000 -0.102*** -0.0850** -0.0772** -0.0987*** 

  (0.0324) (0.0341) (0.0345) (0.0320) 

z_res_3000 -0.0802*** -0.0768*** -0.0718*** -0.0783*** 

  (0.0185) (0.0206) (0.0216) (0.0190) 

z_res_6000 -0.00364 -0.00448 -0.00234 -0.0112 

  (0.0163) (0.0191) (0.0196) (0.0158) 

z_res_12500 -0.0122 -0.00637 -0.00986 -0.0222 

  (0.0208) (0.0244) (0.0233) (0.0187) 

z_res_44000 -0.0420* -0.0762* -0.0698** -0.0327 

  (0.0216) (0.0402) (0.0351) (0.0321) 

z_res_108900 -0.0656 -0.135* -0.119** -0.0671 
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  (0.0445) (0.0701) (0.0572) (0.0463) 

z_res_217800 0.0153 0.0288 0.0249 0.0201 

  (0.0392) (0.0459) (0.0495) (0.0393) 

z_res_871200 -0.150** -0.234** -0.179** -0.129* 

  (0.0690) (0.0948) (0.0852) (0.0707) 

z_mobile -0.161*** -0.129*** -0.149*** -0.170*** 

  (0.0367) (0.0481) (0.0475) (0.0497) 

year_2 0.0169*** 0.0189*** 0.0188*** 0.0179*** 

  (0.00553) (0.00586) (0.00583) (0.00559) 

year_3 0.0302*** 0.0335*** 0.0342*** 0.0329*** 

  (0.00791) (0.00853) (0.00860) (0.00810) 

year_4 0.0646*** 0.0701*** 0.0715*** 0.0694*** 

  (0.0101) (0.0107) (0.0109) (0.0105) 

year_5 0.133*** 0.139*** 0.140*** 0.139*** 

  (0.0116) (0.0122) (0.0126) (0.0117) 

year_6 0.236*** 0.243*** 0.245*** 0.242*** 

  (0.0127) (0.0135) (0.0140) (0.0133) 

year_7 0.396*** 0.406*** 0.409*** 0.404*** 

  (0.0150) (0.0160) (0.0166) (0.0156) 

Fresno -0.0688** -0.108*** -0.108*** -0.0806** 

  (0.0330) (0.0414) (0.0367) (0.0365) 

Tulare -0.116*** -0.134*** -0.136*** -0.125*** 

  (0.0333) (0.0353) (0.0344) (0.0323) 

PerVeg -0.645***       

  (0.207)       

CbwVeg 0.0977       

  (0.106)       

PerWood     -1.061*   

      (0.576)   

cbw13_Wood     -0.304   

      (0.442)   

PerForest     -0.473 -0.201 

      (0.346) (0.270) 

cbw13_Forest     -0.0918 -0.0970 

      (0.0809) (0.0803) 

percveg52       -0.564 

        (0.451) 

percveg60_b       -0.314 

        (0.312) 

cbw13_52p       -0.350 

        (0.388) 

cbw13_60_b       0.0498 

        (0.359) 
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PerNonHardwood       -0.172 

        (0.340) 

percveg70_b       -0.402** 

        (0.167) 

CbwNonHardwood       -0.133 

        (0.0900) 

cbw13_70_b       0.0846 

        (0.0570) 

Constant 5.454*** 6.021*** 4.762*** 4.454*** 

  (1.006) (1.269) (1.337) (1.131) 

          

Observations 163,549 163,549 163,549 163,549 

R-squared 0.664 0.646 0.641 0.663 

Adjusted R-squared 0.664 0.646 0.641 0.662 

Chi-Squared 27370 23058 22394 26420 

Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 1 2 3 5 

Degrees of freedom 9.6833273 8.4576778 9.1339031 7.7260426 

p-value 0.00185948 0.0145693 0.02756254 0.1719943 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared . 1 2 4 

Degrees of freedom . 1.2884057 2.772716 2.0158741 

p-value . 0.25634197 0.24998409 0.73283903 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 4 5 6 6 

Degrees of freedom 11.249161 8.8869886 9.6404552 8.113852 

p-value 0.02390199 0.1136576 0.14063279 0.22988035 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 3 4 5 6 

Degrees of freedom 10.372579 8.5134811 8.106368 7.7323839 

p-value 0.01565066 0.07447965 0.15047009 0.25837247 

Within-Neighborhood level amenities 

All vegetation amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 1 2 3 5 

Degrees of freedom 0.85505895 2.351391 4.6638247 5.8212653 

p-value 0.35512511 0.30860427 0.19813476 0.32400094 

All vegetation amenities are equal 

Chi-squared . 1 2 4 
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Degrees of freedom . 0.05771713 3.6655477 5.8079555 

p-value . 0.81014118 0.15996922 0.21395667 

All land cover amenities are equal to zero 

Chi-squared 4 5 6 6 

Degrees of freedom 9.130475 9.2092822 10.51368 6.6045973 

p-value 0.05791969 0.10100217 0.10462074 0.35896504 

All land cover amenities are equal 

Chi-squared 3 4 5 6 

Degrees of freedom 7.5896433 8.8894686 10.157506 9.5370943 

p-value 0.05529932 0.0639224 0.07089343 0.14554864 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

   *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 28 Summary of Joint Hypothesis Test for Various Specifications with Cluster Robust Standard Errors 

 

  

Specification (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

Between vegetation types No No No No Yes* Yes* No No No - No No No

Between vegetation and urban land covers Yes* No No No Yes* Yes* No No No Yes Yes Yes No

Between non-urban land cover types No No No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

Between land cover types No No No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No

Between blue oak and herbaceous No No No No No No No No No - No** No** No**

Between blue oak and agriculture No No No No No No No No No Yes** Yes** No** No**

Between blue oak and urban No No No No No No No No Yes Yes** Yes** Yes** No**

*Reject when exclude desert or desert and wetland land covers

**Uses alternative measure of blue oak woodland: vegetative, tree, woodland, or hardwood woodland land cover

Land cover types

Blue Oak Habitat
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Table 29 Specifications of the Hedonic Model 

 

Specifications Tables 5 to 7 & 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

      
Distance Variables 

      Distances to Bakersfield X             

      Distance to the City of Fresno X             

      Distance to Visalia X             

      Distance to CBD   X X X X X X 

      Distance to the nearest urban area   X X X X X X 

      
Structural housing variables 

      Garage exist X             

      Housing quality X             

      Number of bedrooms  X             

      
Neighborhood demographic variables 

      Percentage of graduate/professions X             

      percentage of senior citizens X             

      Percentage of children X             

      Percentage of vacancies X             

      Percentage of unemployment X             

      Percentage of high school graduate X             

      Percentage below the poverty line X             

      Land cover density X             

      Climate               

      Seasonal temperature and 

precipitation X             

      Annual temperature and precipitation   X X X X X X 
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Land cover variables 

      Twelve land covers X X X X       

      Six land covers         X X X 

      Census block group X X   X X   X 

      Census block X X     X     

      0.1 km     X X   X X 

      0.5 km     X X   X X 

      1 km     X     X   

      

 

 

  
 

 

 

        

 

      

          
Specifications in Tables 8 1 2 3 

          
Specification in Tables 5-7 & 10 

          
Specification (2) X X X 

          
Transformation 

          Left-side transform only X     

          Right-side transformed only   X   

          Both-sides transformed identically     X 

          

 

    

 

    

    

              
Specifications in Tables 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

    
Specification in Tables 5-7 & 10 

    
Specification (2) X X X X X X X X X 

    
Functional Form                   

    Square-root linear X                 
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Left-side transform only   X               

    Log-Linear     X             

    Linear       X           

    Log-Log         X         

    Linear-Log           X       

    Both-sides transformed independently             X     

    Right-side transformed only 

(Quadratic)               X   

    Both-sides transformed identically                 X 

    

 
 

 

  

 

        

              
Specifications in Tables 10 2 4 5 

          
Specification in Tables 5-7 & 10 

          Specification (2) X     

          Specification (4)   X   

          Specification (5)     X 

          
Functional Form 

          
Log-Log X X X 

          

 

 

 

 

          

              
Specifications in Tables 19 to 23 1 2 3 4 5 6 

       
Tables 5 to 7 & 10 

       
Specification (2) X X X X X X 

       
Functional Form 
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Log-Log X X X X     

       Left-side transform only         X   

       Log-Linear           X 

       
Endogenous Land Cover Types 

       Majority privately owned X   X   X X 

       One-third privately owned   X   X     

       
Number of instruments 

       Full set X   X   X X 

       Reduced set   X   X     

       

 

  

 

 

 

 

       

              
Specifications in Tables 24 to 28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Tables 5 to 7 & 10 

Specification (2) X X X X X X               

Modification of specification (2) in 

terms land cover variables             
X X X X X X X 

Functional Form 

Log-Log X X X X                   

Left-side transform only         X                 

Log-Linear           X               

Endogenous Land Cover Types 

Majority privately owned X   X   X X X X X X X X X 

One-third privately owned   X   X                   

Number of instruments 
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Full set X   X   X X X X X X X X X 

Reduced set   X   X                   

Land cover variables 

Twelve land covers variables 

(grouped by ecosystem) 
X X X X X X X X X         

Vegetation variable (grouped by 

density) 
                  X       

Tree and non-tree variables (grouped 

by density) 
                    X     

Woodland and forest variables 

(grouped by density) 
                      X   

Non-hardwood and hardwood 

variables (grouped by density) 
                        X 

Census block group X X X X X X X X   X X X X 

Census block X X X X X X       X X X X 

0.1 km             X             

0.5 km           X   X X         

1 km                 X         

 
 


